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Abstract. We prove that Fargues–Scholze’s semisimplified local Langlands

correspondence (for quasisplit groups) with Fℓ-coefficients is compatible with
Deligne and Kazhdan’s philosophy of close fields. From this, we deduce that

the same holds with Qℓ-coefficients after restricting to wild inertia, addressing

questions of Gan–Harris–Sawin and Scholze. The proof involves constructing
a moduli space of nonarchimedean local fields and then extending Fargues–

Scholze’s work to this context.
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Introduction

Close fields. In number theory, there is a heuristic that

“as absolute ramification tends to ∞, p-adic fields tend to function fields.”(⋆)

For example, let E be a p-adic field with residue field Fq and absolute ramification
index e, and write E′ for the function field Fq((t)). Write Γ and Γ′ for the absolute
Galois groups of E and E′, respectively. Building on work of Krasner [28], Deligne
[10] showed that there exists a canonical1 isomorphism (up to conjugation)

Γ/Ie ∼= Γ′/I ′e,

where Ie and I ′e denote the e-th ramification subgroup of Γ and Γ′, respectively.
Consequently, we get a canonical bijection between representations of Γ that are
trivial on Ie and representations of Γ′ that are trivial on I ′e.

1Everything depends on a choice of uniformizer (up to multiplication by 1+pe, where p denotes
the maximal ideal of the ring of integers) of E. However, we ignore this in the introduction.
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This bijection also applies to Galois representations with extra structure. More
precisely, Deligne’s isomorphism induces a correspondence G/E ↔ G′/E′ between
isomorphism classes of quasisplit2 connected reductive groups that split over an e-
ramified extension. Under this correspondence, Deligne’s isomorphism also induces
a canonical bijection{

L-parameters ρ
for G with ρ|Ie = 1

}
←→

{
L-parameters ρ′

for G′ with ρ′|I′e = 1

}
.

Something similar happens for representations of p-adic groups. Fix a positive
integer n. One can compatibly define n-th congruence subgroups Kn and K ′n of
G(E) and G′(E′), respectively, by using the corresponding Chevalley group over Z.
Let ℓ ̸= p be a prime, and let Λ be either Fℓ or Qℓ. Extending results of Kazhdan
[25], Ganapathy [19] showed that there exists a canonical isomorphism3 between
the bi-invariant Hecke algebras

H(G(E),Kn)Λ ∼= H(G′(E′),K ′n)Λ

over Λ whenever e is large enough. Consequently, we get a canonical bijection{
smooth irreps π of G(E)
over Λ with (π)K

n ̸= 0

}
←→

{
smooth irreps π′ of G′(E′)

over Λ with (π′)K
′n ̸= 0

}
.

Local Langlands. The Langlands program predicts a relationship between auto-
morphic forms and Galois representations. For example, in the context of connected
reductive groups G over nonarchimedean local fields E, recent groundbreaking work
of Fargues–Scholze [14] yields a natural map

LLCss
G :

{
smooth irreps
of G(E) over Λ

}
−→

{
semisimple L-parameters

for G over Λ

}
.

The goal of this paper is to prove that LLCss
G is compatible with Heuristic (⋆).

Our first main theorem concerns the case of Fℓ-coefficients.

Theorem A. Let G′ be a quasisplit connected reductive group over E′ that splits
over an n-ramified extension. There exists an integer d ≥ n such that, for all p-adic
fields E with residue field Fq and absolute ramification index e ≥ d,
i) the map LLCss

G restricts to a map

LLCss
G :

{
smooth irreps π of G(E)
over Fℓ with (π)K

n ̸= 0

}
−→

{
semisimple L-parameters ρ
for G over Fℓ with ρ|Id = 1

}
.

ii) the square{
smooth irreps π of G(E)
over Fℓ with (π)K

n ̸= 0

}
LLCss

G //

OO

��

{
semisimple L-parameters ρ
for G over Fℓ with ρ|Id = 1

}
OO

��{
smooth irreps π′ of G′(E′)

over Fℓ with (π′)K
′n ̸= 0

}
LLCss

G′
//

{
semisimple L-parameters ρ′

for G′ over Fℓ with ρ′|I′d = 1

}
2One can even extend this to all connected reductive groups that split over an e-ramified

extension [18, Lemma 5.1], though we do not work in this generality.
3While Kazhdan and Ganapathy work over C ≈ Qℓ, one can deduce the result over Fℓ using

their work. Also, strictly speaking, we use an isomorphism whose construction differs from that

of [19], and we do not know whether these isomorphisms are equal. See Appendix A.
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commutes.

We actually prove a refinement of Theorem A on the level of excursion algebras;
see Theorem 9.8. Using this refinement, we prove our second main theorem in the
case of Qℓ-coefficients.

Theorem B. Let G′ be a quasisplit connected reductive group over E′ that splits
over an n-ramified extension. There exists an integer d ≥ n such that, for all p-adic
fields E with residue field Fq and absolute ramification index e ≥ d,
i) the map LLCss

G restricts to a map

LLCss
G :

{
smooth irreps π of G(E)
over Qℓ with (π)K

n ̸= 0

}
−→

{
semisimple L-parameters ρ
for G over Qℓ with ρ|Id = 1

}
.

ii) the square{
smooth irreps π of G(E)
over Qℓ with (π)K

n ̸= 0

}
LLCss

G //

OO

��

{
semisimple L-parameters ρ
for G over Qℓ with ρ|Id = 1

}
OO

��{
smooth irreps π′ of G′(E′)

over Qℓ with (π′)K
′n ̸= 0

}
LLCss

G′
//

{
semisimple L-parameters ρ′

for G′ over Qℓ with ρ′|I′d = 1

}
commutes after restricting to the wild inertia subgroup.

This addresses (a generalization to quasisplit connected reductive groups of) a
question of Gan–Harris–Sawin [17, Conjecture 11.7]4 and Scholze [35, p. 470].

Remarks.

1) Since LLCss
G equals the expected local Langlands correspondence when G is a

torus [14, p. 331], in this case Theorem A and Theorem B follow from work of
Aubert–Varma [2, Theorem 1.2.1(iv)].

2) One can ask whether our main theorems hold for d = n. The answer for part
i) is already negative when G is a wildly ramified induced torus [33, Sec. 7.1].
When G is split but not a torus, the answer for part i) is also negative because
our congruence subgroups arise from hyperspecial subgroups and hence are “too
big.” However, if one instead uses congruence subgroups arising from Iwahori
subgroups, then one expects the answer to be positive when G is split [17,
Conjecture 11.7].

Idea of proof. We begin by introducing a moduli space of nonarchimedean local
fields, which allows us to conceptualize Heuristic (⋆). This starts with the obser-
vation that, by Krasner’s lemma, there exists an enumeration {Ei}i∈N of all p-adic
fields with residue field Fq (up to isomorphism), and as i tends to infinity, the ab-
solute ramification index of Ei also tends to infinity. We use this to construct a
topological ring E such that

• the topological space |SpaE| is naturally homeomorphic to the one-point com-
pactification N ∪ {∞} of the discrete space N,

• for all i in N, the residue field of SpaE at i is Ei, and the residue field of SpaE
at ∞ is E′ := Fq((t)).

4Gan–Harris–Sawin work with the Genestier–Lafforgue correspondence [20] for G′, but this
agrees with the Fargues–Scholze correspondence by [30, Theorem C].
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Therefore SpaE can be regarded as the moduli space of nonarchimedean local fields
with residue field Fq. We prove that finite étale E-algebras are spread out from
finite étale E′-algebras in a way that is compatible with Deligne’s isomorphism, so
the finite étale site of SpaE geometrizes the Galois side in our main theorems.

What about the automorphic side? First, using the above results, we spread
out quasisplit connected reductive groups G′ over E′ to reductive group schemes G
over E in a way that is compatible with Deligne’s isomorphism. Next, we refine our
construction of E to produce a ring topological space E over N∪{∞} that recovers E
after taking global sections. We use this to construct a group topological space G(E)
over N∪{∞} that interpolates between p-adic groups for different nonarchimedean
local fields, as well as to define a compact open group subspace Kn ⊆ G(E) over
N∪{∞} that interpolates between n-th congruence subgroups. Finally, we introduce
and study a notion of smooth representations of G(E) with Λ-coefficients, which are
sheaves of Λ-modules on N∪{∞} equipped with certain continuous actions of G(E).
An important example is the compactly supported induction c-Ind

G(E)
Kn Λ; crucially,

we prove that its endomorphism sheaf

EndG(E)(c-Ind
G(E)
Kn Λ)

is isomorphic to the constant sheaf H(G′(E′),K ′n)Λ on N ∪ {∞} in a way that is
compatible with Ganapathy’s isomorphism.

From here, we geometrize the above theory as in work of Fargues–Scholze [14].
Write O ⊆ E for the subring of powerbounded elements. We begin by constructing
a generalization of Witt vectors for O-algebras that interpolates between Oi-typical
Witt vectors for all i in N, where Oi denotes the ring of integers of Ei. Next, we
use this to define and study a generalization XS→SpaE of the relative Fargues–
Fontaine curve for any perfectoid space S over N ∪ {∞}

Fq
. Restricting to perfectoid

test objects S puts us in the world of diamonds [36],5 and here we define a space

Div1X→N ∪ {∞}
Fq

of degree 1 relative effective Cartier divisors on XS . By reducing to the situation
considered in Fargues–Scholze [14], we prove a version of Drinfeld’s lemma for Div1X .

Continuing as in work of Fargues–Scholze [14], we introduce the moduli stack

BunG→N ∪ {∞}
Fq

of G-bundles on XS . To study BunG, we reduce many statements to the case of
vector bundles by proving a Tannakian description of G-torsors, which is subtle
because E is non-noetherian. We then handle the case of vector bundles by using
our generalization of Witt vectors to prove an explicit version of Lubin–Tate theory
over E, generalizing arguments of Fontaine [15] and Fargues–Fontaine [13].

At this point, we prove a version of the geometric Satake equivalence for G/E
with Zℓ-coefficients. This requires working over non-noetherian rings like

Cont(N ∪ {∞},Zℓ),

which seem inaccessible to Tannakian identification results, so we instead use an
elaborate argument to reduce to the situation considered in Fargues–Scholze [14].

5Via the tilting equivalence and almost purity, perfectoid spaces provide another example of
Heuristic (⋆). Hence their appearance here should be unsurprising. See [35, p. 470].
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Our geometric Satake equivalence lets us spread out geometric Hecke operators T ′
V

from the stack BunG′ studied in Fargues–Scholze [14] to our stack BunG.
We can now put everything together to prove Theorem A. Recall that LLCss

G′

is defined using excursion algebras, which are certain Zℓ-algebras with canonical
generators indexed by tuples (J, V, x, ξ, γ′•), where J is a finite set, V is a represen-

tation of the J-th power (LG′)J of the L-group, x and ξ are elements of V and V ∨,

respectively, that are fixed by the image of the diagonal map Ĝ′ ↪→(LG′)J , and γ′•
is a J-tuple of elements of the absolute Weil group of E′. Any such tuple induces

an endomorphism of A′ := c-Ind
G′(E′)
K′n Fℓ via the composition

A′ = T ′
1(A

′)
x−→T ′

V (A
′)

γ′
•−→T ′

V (A
′)

ξ−→T ′
1(A

′) = A′,(×)

where we view A′ as an étale Fℓ-sheaf on the open locus of trivial G′-bundles
Bun1G′ ⊆ BunG′ . Using the geometric Hecke operators TV on our stack BunG, we

can spread out (×) to an endomorphism of A := c-Ind
G(E)
Kn Fℓ via the composition

A = T1(A)
x−→TV (A)

γ•−→TV (A)
ξ−→T1(A) = A,

where we similarly view A as an étale Fℓ-sheaf on the open locus of trivial G-bundles
Bun1G ⊆ BunG. Then part i) follows from compactness properties of TV , and part
ii) follows from our isomorphism

H(G′(E′),K ′n)Fℓ

∼→EndG(E)(A).

Finally, let us sketch the proof of Theorem B. Work of Bernstein [3] reduces us to
proving part ii) for individual irreducible cuspidal representations π′ of G′(E′) over
Qℓ. After twisting π′ by an unramified character, we can assume that π′ is defined
over Zℓ, which implies that the corresponding irreducible smooth representation
π of G(E) is also defined over Zℓ. By applying (the excursion algebra version
of) Theorem A, the desired result then follows from comparing LLCss

G′(π′) and

LLCss
G(π) mod ℓ and using the fact that the kernel of Ĝ(Zℓ)→ Ĝ(Fℓ) is (ind-)pro-ℓ.

Outline. In §1, we develop a theory of smooth representations over profinite sets.
In §2, we introduce our moduli space of nonarchimedean local fields and study its
Galois theory. In §3, we construct a generalization of Witt vectors over O, which
we use to define a version of relative Fargues–Fontaine curves. In §4, we prove
an explicit version of Lubin–Tate theory over E, and we apply this in §5 to study
vector bundles on Fargues–Fontaine curves in our context.

In §6, we introduce the connected reductive group G over E, and we prove that
Hecke algebras for the resulting family of p-adic groups over N ∪ {∞} geometrize
Ganapathy’s isomorphism. (Actually, we use an isomorphism whose construction
differs from that of Ganapathy; see Appendix A.) We also define the moduli stack
BunG. In §7, we introduce Beilinson–Drinfeld affine Grassmannians in our context,
and in §8 we prove a version of the geometric Satake equivalence for G/E. Finally,
we put everything together in §9 to prove Theorem A and Theorem B.

Notation. We endow all finite free Z-modules with the discrete topology. For all
rings R and affine groups G over R, write RepG for the category of representations
of G on finite free R-modules. We view all functors between derived categories as
derived functors, and starting in §8, we view derived categories as ∞-categories.
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Starting in §3, we freely use definitions from perfectoid geometry as in [36] and
[14]. We work over SpdFq (unless otherwise specified) until 8.15, after which we

work over SpdFq. For all small v-stacks Z on PerfFq
and rings Λ that are ℓ-power

torsion, write Shvét(Z,Λ) ⊆ Dét(Z,Λ) for the heart of the standard t-structure.
Write Dlc(Z,Λ) for the full subcategory of Dét(Z,Λ) given by objects that are étale-
locally constant with perfect fibers, and write LocSys(Z,Λ) for the full subcategory
of Dét(Z,Λ) given by objects that are étale-locally constant with finite projective
fibers.

Acknowledgements. The author is indebted to Peter Scholze for suggesting that
[14] should extend to families of local fields over N ∪ {∞}. The author would also
like to thank Radhika Ganapathy for answering many questions about her work, as
well as for sharing a revised version of [19]. Finally, the author would like to thank
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Grant #2303195. The author also benefitted greatly from visiting the Hausdorff
Research Institute for Mathematics, supported by the DFG under Germany’s Ex-
cellence Strategy – EXC-2047/1 – 390685813.

1. Smooth representations over profinite sets

In this section, we develop a theory of smooth representations for certain group
topological spaces over a profinite set. The group topological spaces that we con-
sider are a relative version of locally compact totally disconnected (or lctd) topo-
logical groups. Examples will include the analogues of absolute Galois groups in
§2, absolute Weil groups in §3, and p-adic groups in §6.

This section is elementary and self-contained; although nobody would want to,
it can be read independently of the other sections.

1.1. We start with some recollections about topological spaces S. Recall that the
étalé space construction yields an equivalence from the category of sheaves on S to
the category of étale topological spaces over S, with a quasi-inverse given by the
sheaf of continuous sections [32, II.6, Corollary 3]. For any topological space X
over S and open subset U of S, write X(U) for the set of continuous sections of
XU→U .

For the rest of this section, assume that S is profinite. Then compact open
subsets U of S form a basis for the topology of S, and because U is also profinite,
every open cover of U splits. Hence when evaluating on this basis, it suffices to
check the sheaf condition for S on pairs of disjoint compact open subsets of S.

1.2. We study the following generalization of lctd groups in the sense of [27, 2.2].

Definition. Let G be a group topological space over S. We say that G is lctd over
S if G is Hausdorff and

a) there exists a family {Kα}α of compact open group subspaces of G over S that
is cofinal among neighborhoods of the identity section in G,

b) for all s in S and gs in the fiber Gs, there exists a neighborhood U of s and g
in G(U) such that g(s) = gs.
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For the rest of this section, let G be a group topological space over S that is lctd
over S, and let {Kα}α be a family of compact open group subspaces of G over S
satisfying Definition 1.2.a).

For all s in S, evaluation at s yields a homomorphism evs : lim−→U
G(U)→Gs,

where U runs over compact neighborhoods of s. Note that Definition 1.2.b) is
equivalent to evs being surjective.

1.3. While evs need not be bijective, it does satisfy the following relationship with
open group subspaces H of G. Note that any such H is Hausdorff and satisfies
Definition 1.2.b).

Lemma. For all s in S, the kernel of evs lies in lim−→U
H(U), where U runs over

compact neighborhoods of s. Consequently, evs induces a bijection

lim−→
U

G(U)/ lim−→
U

H(U)
∼→Gs/Hs.

Proof. Let g be in ker evs, and view g as a continuous map g : U→G for some
compact neighborhood U of s. Then g−1(H) is a neighborhood of s, so it contains
a compact neighborhood U ′ of s. Hence g|U ′ lies in H(U ′). Finally, the last
statement follows from Definition 1.2.b) applied to G and H. □

1.4. Since H is open in G, we expect the “quotient” of G by H to be “discrete.”
We make this precise as follows. Write G and H for their associated sheaves on S,
and consider the quotient G/H of sheaves on S.

Proposition. For all compact open subsets U of S, we have

G(U)/H(U) = (G/H)(U),

and for all s in S, we have Gs/Hs = (G/H)s. Moreover, the map q : G→G/H
over S whose fiber at s equals the quotient map Gs→Gs/Hs is continuous.

Proof. Let U and U ′ be disjoint compact open subsets of S. Then

G(U ∪ U ′)/H(U ∪ U ′) = (G(U)×G(U ′))/(H(U)×H(U ′))

=
[
G(U)/H(U)

]
×
[
G(U ′)/H(U ′)

]
,

so 1.1 shows that, when evaluating G/H on compact open subsets of S, we do not
need to sheafify. Lemma 1.3 immediately implies that Gs/Hs = (G/H)s.

To see that q is continuous, it suffices to show that, for all compact open subsets
U of S and σ in (G/H)(U), the preimage under q of σ(U) is open. Now σ = gH(U)
for some g in G(U), so this preimage equals the union of g(u)Hu for all u in U . But
this is precisely the image of the open subset HU ⊆ GU under the homeomorphism

GU = U ×S G
g×id

// GU ×S G
m // GU . □

1.5. The notion of discrete spaces with continuous actions (and consequently of
smooth representations) generalizes to our setting as follows. Let Λ be a ring.

Definition.

a) An étale G-space is an étale topological space X over S along with a continuous
action a : G×S X→X over S.

b) A smooth representation of G over Λ is a Λ-module étale topological space V
over S along with a continuous Λ-linear action a : G×S V →V over S.
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Write Rep(G,Λ) for the category of smooth representations of G over Λ, and write
Λ for the constant topological space over S along with the trivial action of G.

For all smooth representations V and V ′ of G over Λ, write HomG(V, V
′) for

the sheaf of Λ-modules on S that sends compact open subsets U of S to the set of
morphisms VU→V ′

U of smooth representations of GU over Λ.

1.6. We now translate the various ways of interpreting discrete spaces with con-
tinuous actions (and consequently of smooth representations) into our more general
setting. Let X be an étale G-space, and consider the continuous map

ρ : G×S X
(pr1,a)// G×S X

of étale topological spaces over G.

Lemma. This association induces an equivalence of categories between

a) étale G-spaces X,

b) G-equivariant sheaves (X, ρ : pr∗X
∼→pr∗X) on S.

Proof. By checking on fibers, we see that ρ : G×SX→G×SX satisfies the cocycle
condition and is bijective. Since G ×S X is étale over G, the latter implies that ρ
is a homeomorphism, as desired.

In the other direction, let X be a sheaf on S along with an isomorphism

ρ : pr∗X
∼→pr∗X

of sheaves on G satisfying the cocycle condition. Then the composition

a : G×S X
ρ
// G×S X

pr2 // X

is continuous, and checking on fibers shows that a is an action over S. □

1.7. Let X be an étale G-space, and consider the action G×X→X of sheaves on
S induced by the continuous map a : G×S X→X.

Proposition. This association induces an equivalence of categories between

a) étale G-spaces X,
b) sheaves X on S along with an action G×X→X of sheaves on S such that, for

all compact open subsets U of S and τ in X(U), there exists an α with Kα(U)
stabilizing τ .

Proposition 1.7 implies that Rep(G,Λ) is naturally an abelian category, so we
can form its derived category D(G,Λ).

Proof. Since a is continuous and τ is an open embedding, the cartesian diagram

stabG τ //

��

U

τ

��

G×S U

id×τ
��

G×S X
a // X
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shows that stabG τ is a neighborhood of the identity section in GU . By Definition
1.2.a), there exists an α with Kα

U lying in stabG τ , so our action G × X→X of
sheaves on S satisfies the property in part b).

In the other direction, let X be a sheaf on S along with an action G×X→X of
sheaves on S satisfying the property in part b). For all s in S, taking stalks yields
an action of lim−→U

G(U) on Xs, where U runs over compact neighborhoods of s. We

claim that this action factors through evs : lim−→U
G(U)→Gs. To see this, let g be

in ker evs, let τ be in Xs, and view τ as an element of X(U) for some compact
neighborhood U of s. Lemma 1.3 represents g as an element of Kα(U ′) for some
compact neighborhood U ′ ⊆ U of s, so g stabilizes τ |U ′ , as desired.

The claim induces an action Gs ×Xs→Xs, and taking the disjoint union over
s yields an action a : G ×S X→X over S. As U and τ vary, the open subsets
G ×S τ(U) of G ×S X form a cover, so it suffices to check the continuity of a by
restricting to G ×S τ(U). Then Proposition 1.4 and checking on fibers show that
a : G×S τ(U)→X equals the composition

G×S τ(U)
q×id

// G/Kα ×S τ(U) // X,

so it suffices to show that the right map is continuous. Because G/Kα is étale over
S, as σ varies through (G/Kα)(U), the open subsets σ(U)×S τ(U) of G/Kα×S τ(U)
form a cover. Therefore it suffices to restrict to σ(U)×S τ(U). Finally, Proposition
1.4 identifies σ = gKα(U) for some g inG(U), and we see that a : σ(U)×Sτ(U)→X
equals the map g · τ : U→X. This is indeed continuous. □

1.8. Endow the category of étale G-spaces with the Grothendieck topology whose
coverings are given by jointly surjective collections of étale maps.

Corollary. The site {étale G-spaces} is subcanonical, and the Yoneda embedding

{étale G-spaces} ↪→
{
sheaves on {étale G-spaces}

}
is an equivalence of categories.

Proof. Note that surjective étale maps are quotient maps, which implies the first
statement. For the second statement, let F be a sheaf on {étale G-spaces}, and
write X for the presheaf on S given by U 7→ lim−→α

F(G/Kα|U ) for all compact open

subsets U of S. For all disjoint compact open subsets U and U ′ of S, we have

lim−→
α

F(G/Kα|U∪U ′) = lim−→
α

F
(
(G/Kα|U ) ∪ (G/Kα|U ′)

)
= lim−→

α

(
F(G/Kα|U )×F(G/Kα|U ′)

)
=

[
lim−→
α

F(G/Kα|U )
]
×

[
lim−→
α

F(G/Kα|U ′)
]
,

so 1.1 shows that, when evaluating X on compact open subsets of S, it is already
a sheaf.

Let g be in G(U), and write g−1Kα
Ug for the image of the open group subspace

Kα
U ⊆ GU under the homeomorphism

Kα
U = U ×S Kα ×S U

g−1×id×g
// Kα

U ×S Kα ×S Kα
U

m // Kα
U .

Because g−1Kα
Ug is a neighborhood of the identity section in GU , Definition 1.2.a)

yields an α′ such that Kα′

U lies in g−1Kαg. Therefore right translation by g induces

a map G/Kα|U→G/Kα′
|U of étale GU -spaces. Taking lim−→α

F(−) yields a map
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X(U)→X(U), and as U varies, we obtain an action G×X→X of sheaves on S. By
construction, this action satisfies the property in Proposition 1.7.b), so Proposition
1.7 endows X with the structure of an étale G-space. Finally, the image of X under
the Yoneda embedding is naturally isomorphic to F , as desired. □

1.9. Next, we introduce our generalization of compactly supported induction. For
the rest of this section, assume that H is closed in G. By taking intersections, this
implies that H also satisfies Definition 1.2.a), so H is also lctd over S.

Let W be a smooth representation of H over Λ.

Definition. Write c-IndGHW for the sheaf of Λ-modules on S that sends compact
open subsets U of S to the set of continuous functions f : GU→W over S such
that

a) the square

H ×S GU
m //

id×f
��

GU

f

��

H ×S W
a // W

commutes,
b) there exist g1, . . . , gr in G(U) such that, for all u in U , the function fu : Gu→Wu

is supported on
⋃r
j=1Hugj(u).

1.10. Lemma. For all s in S, restricting to Gs yields a bijection

(c-IndGHW )s
∼→ c-IndGs

Hs
(Ws).

Proof. For injectivity, let U be a compact neighborhood of s, let f be in

(c-IndGHW )(U),

and let g1, . . . , gr be the elements of G(U) provided by Definition 1.9.b). Suppose
that f |Gs

= 0. Then, for all 1 ≤ j ≤ r, the preimage under f ◦ gj of 0(U) ⊆
(c-IndGHW )U is a neighborhood of s, so there exists a compact neighborhood U ′ of
s contained in all of them. Definition 1.9.b) indicates that f |GU′ = 0.

For surjectivity, let fs : Gs→Ws be in c-IndGs

Hs
(Ws). Since restricting to Gs is

additive, it suffices to consider fs of the form

xs 7→

{
(xsg

−1
s )ws if xs lies in Hsgs,

0 otherwise,

for some ws in Ws and gs in Gs. By Definition 1.2.b), there exists a compact
neighborhood U of s and g in G(U) such that g(s) = gs, and after shrinking U ,
there exists w in W (U) such that w(s) = ws.

Write HUg for the image of HU ⊆ GU under the homeomorphism

GU = G×S U
id×g

// G×S GU
m // GU .

Write f : GU→W for the continuous function over S whose value on HUg equals

HUg
∼ // HU = H ×S U

id×w
// H ×S W

a // W

and whose value on GU −HUg equals 0 ◦ pr, which is well-defined because HUg is
clopen in GU . By checking on fibers, we see that f lies in (c-IndGHW )(U), and its
restriction to Gs equals fs, as desired. □
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1.11. We get an action G× c-IndGHW → c-IndGHW of sheaves on S as follows. For

all compact open subsets U of S, g in G(U), and f in (c-IndGHW )(U), define g · f
to be the composition

GU = G×S U
id×g

// G×S GU
m // GU

f
// W.

Note that this action is Λ-linear.

Lemma. For all f in (c-IndGHW )(U), there exists an α with Kα(U) stabilizing f .

Combined with Proposition 1.7, Lemma 1.11 yields a continuous Λ-linear action
G×S c-IndGHW → c-IndGHW over S, so we obtain a functor

c-IndGH : Rep(H,Λ)→Rep(G,Λ).

Proof. Let g1, . . . , gr be the elements of G(U) provided by Definition 1.9.b). For all
1 ≤ j ≤ r, the subspace g−1

j stabH(f ◦gj)gj ⊆ GU is a neighborhood of the identity

section in GU , so Definition 1.2.a) yields an α such that Kα
U lies in

g−1
j stabH(f ◦ gj)gj

for all 1 ≤ j ≤ r. By using Lemma 1.10 to check on fibers, Definition 1.9.a) implies
that every g in Kα(U) stabilizes f , as desired. □

1.12. We need the following separatedness property of G/H.

Lemma. Let U be a compact open subset of S, let σ1 and σ2 be in (G/H)(U), and
let u be in U . If σ1u ̸= σ2u, then there exists a compact neighborhood U ′ ⊆ U of u
such that σ1u′ ̸= σ2u′ for all u′ in U ′.

Proof. By Proposition 1.4, there exist g1 and g2 in G(U) such that σ1 = g1H(U)
and σ2 = g2H(U). Proposition 1.4 also indicates that g1(u)Hu ̸= g2(u)Hu, so
(g−1

1 g2)(u) does not lie in Hu. Since g−1
1 g2 : U→G is continuous, the preimage

under g−1
1 g2 of G−H is a neighborhood of u, so it contains a compact neighborhood

U ′ of u. Hence g1(u
′)Hu′ ̸= g2(u

′)Hu′ for all u′ in U ′, as desired. □

1.13. We want to prove that c-IndGH is left adjoint to restriction, so we start by
constructing the counit. Let V be a smooth representation ofG over Λ, and consider
the map

ε : c-IndGH(V |H)→V

over S whose fiber at s equals

fs 7→
∑

σs∈Hs\Gs

σ−1
s fs(σs),

where the sum is finite by Definition 1.9.b), and its terms are well-defined by Defi-
nition 1.9.a).

Proposition. The map ε is a morphism of smooth representations of G over Λ.

Proof. Let U be a compact open subset of S, let f be in (c-IndGH(V |H))(U), and let
g1, . . . , gr be the elements of G(U) provided by Definition 1.9.b). Note that Defini-
tion 1.9.b) depends only on the images σ1, . . . , σr in (H\G)(U) of the g1, . . . , gr.

Let u be in U . We claim that there exists a compact neighborhood U ′ ⊆ U of
u and representatives g′1, . . . , g

′
r in G(U ′) of the σ1|U ′ , . . . , σr|U ′ such that, for all

1 ≤ j1, j2 ≤ r, if Hu′g′j1(u
′) = Hu′g′j2(u

′) for some u′ in U ′, then g′j1 = g′j2 . To
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see this, note that Proposition 1.4 and Lemma 1.12 yield a compact neighborhood
U ′ ⊆ U of u such that, if σj1u′ = σj2u′ for some u′ in U ′, then σj1 |U ′ = σj2 |U ′ . Then
take g′1, . . . , g

′
r in G(U ′) to be representatives of the σ1|U ′ , . . . , σr|U ′ such that, if

σj1 |U ′ = σj2 |U ′ , then g′j1 = g′j2 .
By construction, the restriction of ε◦f to U ′ equals the sum of the compositions

U ′
(g′−1

j ,g′j)
// G×S GU

id×f
// G×S V

a // V

as g′j runs over distinct elements in g′1, . . . , g
′
r. Therefore the restriction of ε ◦ f to

U ′ is continuous, and as u varies, this implies that ε ◦ f is continuous. As U and
f vary, this implies that ε is continuous. Finally, using Lemma 1.10 to check on
fibers shows that ε is a morphism of smooth representations of G over Λ. □

1.14. We now turn to the unit. Let W be a smooth representation of H over Λ.
For all compact open subsets U of S and w in W (U), write η(w) : GU→W for the
continuous map over S whose value on HU equals the composition

H ×S U
id×w

// H ×S W
a // W,

and whose value on GU − HU equals 0 ◦ pr, which is well-defined because HU is
clopen in GU .

Proposition. The map η yields a morphism W →(c-IndGHW )|H of smooth repre-

sentations of H over Λ. Moreover, c-IndGH is left adjoint to the restriction functor
(−)|H : Rep(G,Λ)→Rep(G,Λ), with counit given by ε and unit given by η, and

c-IndGH is exact.

Now (−)|H is also exact, so (−)|H and c-IndGH agree with their derived functors.

Proof. Checking on fibers indicates that η(w) lies in (c-IndGHW )(U). Then Lemma

1.10 lets us check on stalks to see that the induced map η : W → c-IndGHW is a
morphism of smooth representations of H over Λ, that ε and η satisfy the counit-
unit equations for c-IndGH and (−)|H , and that c-IndGH is exact. □

1.15. We define finite generation in terms of c-Ind as follows.

Definition. Let V be a smooth representation of G over Λ. We say that V is
finitely generated if there exists a surjective morphism

⊕r
j=1 c-Ind

G
Kαj Λ→V of

smooth representations of G over Λ for some α1, . . . , αr.

If W is a finitely generated smooth representation of H over Λ, then Proposition
1.14 implies that c-IndGHW is a finitely generated smooth representation of G over
Λ.

1.16. We will need the following lemma.

Lemma. Let V and V ′ be smooth representations of G over Λ, and assume that
V is finitely generated. For all s in S, restricting to Vs yields an injection

HomG(V, V
′)s ↪→HomGs

(Vs, V
′
s ).
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Proof. Let
⊕r

j=1 c-Ind
G
Kαj Λ→V be the surjective morphism provided by Defini-

tion 1.15. Because Lemma 1.10 induces a commutative square

HomG(V, V
′)s //

��

HomG(
⊕r

j=1 c-Ind
G
Kαj Λ, V ′)s

��

HomGs
(Vs, V

′
s ) // HomGs

(
⊕r

j=1 c-Ind
Gs

K
αj
s

Λ, V ′
s )

with injective rows, it suffices to consider V =
⊕r

j=1 c-Ind
G
Kαj Λ. Then we have

HomG(
⊕r

j=1 c-Ind
G
Kαj Λ, V ′)s =

⊕r
j=1 HomG(c-Ind

G
Kαj Λ, V ′)s by finitude

=
⊕r

j=1 HomKαj (Λ, V ′|Kαj )s by Proposition 1.14

=
⊕r

j=1(V
′
s )
K

αj
s

=
⊕r

j=1 Hom
K

αj
s
(Λ, V ′

s |Kαj
s
)

=
⊕r

j=1 HomGs(c-Ind
Gs

K
αj
s

Λ, V ′
s ) by Proposition 1.14

= HomGs
(
⊕r

j=1 c-Ind
Gs

K
αj
s

Λ, V ′
s ), by finitude

as desired. □

1.17. Let W be a smooth representation of H over Λ. To compute the endomor-
phisms of c-IndGHW , we will use the following generalization of Hecke algebras.
Write EndΛ(W ) for the sheaf of Λ-module endomorphisms of W .

Definition. Write H(G,W ) for the sheaf of Λ-modules on S that sends compact
open subsets U of S to the set of continuous functions ϕ : GU→EndΛ(W ) over S
such that

a) the square

H ×S GU ×S H
m //

id×ϕ×id

��

GU

ϕ

��

H ×S EndΛ(W )×S H // EndΛ(W )

commutes, where the bottom arrow is the map over S whose fiber at s equals

(hs, νs, h
′
s) 7→ hs ◦ νs ◦ h′s,

b) there exist g1, . . . , gr in G(U) such that, for all u in U , the function ϕu :
Gu→EndΛ(Wu) is supported on

⋃r
j=1Hugj(u)Hu.

When W = Λ, write H(G,H)Λ for H(G,W ).

1.18. In the generality of this section, we can only prove the following injectivity
result. However, in our case of interest, we actually upgrade it into a bijectivity
result: see Theorem 6.8.

Proposition. We have a natural morphism of sheaves on S

ς : H(G,W )→EndG(c-Ind
G
HW ).

When W is finitely generated, ς is injective.
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Proof. Proposition 1.14 identifies EndG(c-Ind
G
HW ) with HomH(W, (c-IndGHW )|H),

so it suffices to construct a morphism from H(G,W ) to the latter. Let U be a
compact open subset of S, and let ϕ be in H(G,W )(U). For all w in W (U),
consider the map ς(ϕ)(w) : GU→W over S whose fiber at s equals

xs 7→
∑

σs∈Gs/Hs

ϕs(σs)

{
(σ−1
s xs)ws if xs lies in σsHs,

0 otherwise,

where the sum is finite by Definition 1.17.b), and its terms are well-defined by
Definition 1.17.a). Definition 1.17.a) and Definition 1.17.b) also imply that ς(ϕ)(w)
satisfies Definition 1.9.a) and Definition 1.9.b), respectively.

We turn to the continuity of ς(ϕ)(w). Let g1, . . . , gr be the elements of G(U)
provided by Definition 1.17.b), and write σ1, . . . , σr for their images in (G/H)(U).
Let u be in U . The proof of Proposition 1.13 yields a compact neighborhood U ′ ⊆ U
of u and representatives g′1, . . . , g

′
r in G(U

′) of the σ1|U ′ , . . . , σr|U ′ such that, for all
1 ≤ j1, j2 ≤ r, if g′j1(u

′)Hu′ = g′j2(u
′)Hu′ for some u′ in U ′, then g′j1 = g′j2 . Write

fj : GU ′→W for the continuous function over S whose value on g′jHU ′ equals

g′jHU ′
(ϕ,∼=,w◦pr)

// EndΛ(W )×S HU ′ ×S W
a // W

and whose value on GU ′ − g′jHU ′ equals 0 ◦pr, which is well-defined because g′jHU ′

is clopen in GU ′ . By construction, the restriction of ς(ϕ)(w) to U ′ equals the sum
of the fj as g

′
j runs over distinct elements in g′1, . . . , g

′
r. Therefore the restriction of

ς(ϕ)(w) to U ′ is continuous, and as u varies, this implies that ς(ϕ)(w) is continuous.

Note that ς(ϕ) yields a morphism WU→(c-IndGU

HU
WU )|HU

of smooth represen-
tations of HU over Λ. To see that the resulting morphism ς of sheaves on S is
injective when W is finitely generated, it suffices to check on stalks. For all s in S,
restriction to the fiber at s yields a commutative square

H(G,W )s //

��

EndG(c-Ind
G
HW )s

��

H(Gs,Ws) // EndGs
(c-IndGs

Hs
Ws).

The bottom arrow is a bijection, and Lemma 1.16 and Lemma 1.10 show that the
right arrow is injective. By using Definition 1.17.b) instead of Definition 1.9.b), the
proof of Lemma 1.10 implies that the left arrow is injective, so the top arrow is
injective, as desired. □

1.19. Later, we will need the following fact. Let g be in G(S), and write HgH for
the image of the composition

H ×S SS ×H
id×g×id

// G×S G×S G
m // G .

Lemma. The subset HgH ⊆ G is open.

Proof. Let s be in S, and let hsg(s)h
′
s be in the fiber of HgH at s for some hs and

h′s in Hs. By Definition 1.2.b), there exists a compact neighborhood U of s and h
in H(U) such that h(s) = hs. Then (hg)HU is a neighborhood of hs(g)h

′
s that lies

in HgH, as desired. □
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1.20. We conclude this section by providing a way to construct group topological
spaces over S. Let R be a ring topological space over S. For all sets I, write RI

for the I-fold fiber power of R over S.

Proposition. There exists a unique functor

(−)(R) : {affine schemes over R(S)}→{topological spaces over S}

that preserves fiber products and, for all sets I, sends the affine space AIR(S) to

RI . Moreover, for all affine schemes X over R(S), we have a natural identification
X(R)(S) = X(R(S)).

In particular, for all affine group schemes X over R(S), we naturally obtain a
group topological space X(R) over S. Write R× for Gm(R).

Proof. Let X = SpecA be an affine scheme over R(S), and fix a presentation
A ∼= R(S)[Ti]i∈I/a. Because R is a ring topological space over S, elements of
R(S)[Ti]i∈I induce continuous maps RI→R over S. Applying this to every element
of a yields a continuous map RI→Ra over S; define X(R) to be the fiber product

X(R) //

��

RI

��

S
0 // Ra.

Now let Y = SpecB be another affine scheme over R(S). Fix a presentation
B ∼= R(S)[Uj ]j∈J/b, and let f : Y →X be a morphism over R(S). For all i in
I, choose a lift to R(S)[Uj ]j∈J of f∗Ti. As i varies, this yields a continuous map

RJ→RI over S. Checking on fibers indicates that the diagram

Y (R)

##

//

**

RJ

!!

X(R) //

��

RI

��

S
0 // Ra

commutes, which induces a continuous map Y (R)→X(R) over S. This shows that
our construction is functorial, as well as independent of the presentation.

Our construction evidently sends AIR(S) to RI . Let Z = SpecC be yet another

affine scheme over R(S) along with a morphism Z→X over R(S). By choosing
presentations of B and C over A, we see that our construction preserves fiber
products. The cartesian square

X //

��

AIR(S)

��

SpecR(S)
0 // Aa

R(S)

indicates that these properties uniquely determine the value of X(R). Finally,
the fiber product definition of X(R) immediately yields the desired description of
X(R)(S). □
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2. Local fields in families

In this section, we conceptualize Heuristic (⋆) by converting sequences {Ei}i∈N of
p-adic local fields into nontrivial families over N∪{∞}. We begin by constructing a
ring topological space E over N∪{∞} whose fibers recover the Ei. Next, we define
the topological ring E to be the global sections of E, and we study finite étale
E-algebras. We prove that E enjoys a version of Galois theory over N∪{∞} that is
compatible with Deligne’s isomorphism. Finally, we conclude by extending various
constructions (e.g. maximal unramified extensions, adjoining q-th power roots of a
uniformizer, separable closures, and Lubin–Tate extensions) to the context of E.

2.1. When forming families of local fields, it will be convenient to work in the
following generality. Let κ be a perfect field. Let {Ei}i∈N be a sequence of complete
discretely valued fields of characteristic 0 with residue field κ, and write E∞ for
κ((t)). For all i in N∪{∞}, write vi : Ei→Z∪{∞} for the (normalized) valuation,
write Oi for the ring of integers of Ei, and write pi for the maximal ideal of Oi.
For all positive integers n, write Trn(Ei) for the triple as in [10, (1.2)].

When i lies in N, write ei for the absolute ramification index vi(p), assume that
ei → ∞ as i → ∞, and fix an isomorphism Trei(Ei)

∼= Trei(E∞). Note that
this includes an isomorphism Oi/peii ∼= O∞/p

ei
∞. Write π∞ for t, and choose a

uniformizer πi of Ei whose image in Oi/peii ∼= O∞/p
ei
∞ equals the image of π∞.

2.2. View N as a discrete topological space, and write N ∪ {∞} for its one-point
compactification. Note that N ∪ {∞} is profinite; in fact, it is homeomorphic to

lim←−
d

{i ∈ N | i ≤ d} ∪ {∞},

where d runs over natural numbers, and the transition map

{i ∈ N | i ≤ d+ 1} ∪ {∞}→{i ∈ N | i ≤ d} ∪ {∞}

sends d+ 1 to ∞ and equals the identity otherwise.
First, we construct our family as a ring topological space over N ∪ {∞}.

Definition.

a) Let n be a positive integer. Write On for the ring topological space over N∪{∞}
given by lim←−d of the discrete ring topological spaces(∐

i≤d

Oi/pni
)∐
O∞/p

n
∞

over {i ∈ N | i ≤ d} ∪ {∞}, where, for large enough d, the transition map( ∐
i≤d+1

Oi/pni
)∐
O∞/p

n
∞→

(∐
i≤d

Oi/pni
)∐
O∞/p

n
∞

sends Od+1/p
n
d+1 to O∞/p

n
∞ via the isomorphism Od+1/p

ed+1

d+1
∼= O∞/p

ed+1
∞

(since d is large enough) and equals the identity otherwise.
b) Write O for the ring topological space over N ∪ {∞} given by lim←−nOn, where n

runs over positive integers, and the transition map On+1→On is induced from
reduction mod πni .
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c) Write π for the continuous section of O→N∪{∞} whose value on i in N∪{∞}
equals πi. Write E for the ring topological space over N∪ {∞} given by lim−→r

O,

where r runs over non-negative integers, and the transition maps are given by

O = (N ∪ {∞})×N∪{∞} O
π×id

// O×N×{∞} O
m // O.

Note that On is locally constant over N ∪ {∞}, so O is Hausdorff. Because E
is an increasing union of open subspaces homeomorphic to O, it is also Hausdorff.
Finally, we see that E is independent of the choice of πi.

2.3. We have the following version of the valuation map for E× over N ∪ {∞}.
Write v : E×→Z × (N ∪ {∞}) for the map over N ∪ {∞} whose fiber at i equals
vi. Note that O× is an open group topological subspace of E× over N ∪ {∞}.

Proposition. The map v is a morphism of group topological spaces over N∪{∞},
and ker v equals O×.

Proof. Now π induces a morphism Z→E×/O× of abelian sheaves on N∪{∞}. By
using Proposition 1.4 to check on stalks, we see that this is an isomorphism. Its
inverse yields an isomorphism E×/O× ∼→Z× (N∪{∞}) of group topological spaces
over N ∪ {∞}, and v equals the composition

E×→E×/O× ∼→Z× (N ∪ {∞}).

Proposition 1.4 shows that E×→E×/O× is continuous, and checking on fibers
shows that it is a morphism of group topological spaces over N∪{∞}. So the same
holds for v. Finally, the above work also shows that ker v equals O×. □

2.4. Next, we study the topological ring associated with E. Write E for E(N∪{∞})
equipped with the compact-open topology, which is a topological ring. Similarly,
write O for the topological ring O(N∪{∞}). Note that O is an open subring of E,
equals the subset E◦ of powerbounded elements, and contains π.

Lemma. As topological rings, O is naturally isomorphic to

lim←−
n

lim−→
d

(∏
i≤d

Oi/pni
)
×O∞/p

n
∞,

and E is isomorphic to O[ 1π ]. Consequently, O carries the π-adic topology and is

complete, and we have O/πn = lim−→d

(∏
i≤dOi/pni

)
×O∞/p

n
∞ = On(N ∪ {∞}).

Proof. Since O = lim←−nOn and On is locally constant, we have

O = ContN∪{∞}(N ∪ {∞},O) = lim←−
n

ContN∪{∞}(N ∪ {∞},On)

= lim←−
n

lim−→
d

(∏
i≤d

Oi/pni
)
×O∞/p

n
∞

as topological rings. Because N ∪ {∞} is compact, we also have

E = ContN∪{∞}(N ∪ {∞},E) = lim−→
r

ContN∪{∞}(N ∪ {∞},O) = lim−→
r

O = O[ 1π ]. □
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2.5. For all i in N ∪ {∞}, evaluation at i yields a continuous ring homomorphism
evi : E→Ei. Note that evi(O) = Oi, so evi is surjective and ker evi is maximal.

Proposition. Every closed prime ideal of E equals ker evi for some i in N∪ {∞}.
Thus |SpaE| is naturally homeomorphic to N ∪ {∞}, and SpaE is an adic space.

Proof. For all i in N, write bi for the continuous section of E→N∪{∞} whose value
on i′ in N ∪ {∞} equals 1 if i′ = i and 0 otherwise. Let a be a closed prime ideal
of E, and first assume that a does not contain bi for some i in N. Since bix = 0 for
all x in ker evi, a being prime implies that it equals ker evi.

Next, assume that a contains bi for all i in N. Because a is closed and O is
π-adically complete, this implies that a contains

∑
i∈N fibi for all sequences {fi}i∈N

with fi in Ei such that vi(fi)→∞ as i→∞. The set of such
∑
i∈N fibi is precisely

ker ev∞, so a equals ker ev∞.
Since |SpaEi| is a singleton, the above discussion identifies |SpaE| with N∪{∞}

as sets. Note that rational open subspaces of SpaE correspond to compact open
subsets of N ∪ {∞}, so this identification is a homeomorphism. In fact, for any
compact open subset U of N ∪ {∞}, the corresponding rational localization of E
equals E(U), and this implies that OSpaE is a sheaf. □

2.6. Let us recall the setup of Deligne’s isomorphism. For all i in N ∪ {∞}, fix a
separable closure Ei of Ei, and write Γi for Gal(Ei/Ei). Write Ci for the completion
of Ei, and recall that Ci is algebraically closed.

For all positive integers n, write Ini for the n-th ramification subgroup of Γi in
the upper numbering. Using our isomorphism Trei(Ei)

∼= Trei(E∞), we obtain a
canonical isomorphism Γi/I

ei
i
∼= Γ∞/I

ei
∞ of topological groups (up to conjugation)

[10, (3.5.1)]. Fix an isomorphism in this conjugacy class.
We now introduce the analogue of the absolute Galois group for E.

Definition.

a) Write Γn for the group topological space over N ∪ {∞} given by lim←−d of the

group topological spaces (∐
i≤d

Γi/I
n
i

)∐
Γ∞/I

n
∞

over {i ∈ N | i ≤ d} ∪ {∞}, where, for large enough d, the transition map( ∐
i≤d+1

Γi/I
n
i

)∐
Γ∞/I

n
∞→

(∐
i≤d

Γi/I
n
i

)∐
Γ∞/I

n
∞

sends Γd+1/I
n
d+1 to Γ∞/I

n
∞ via the isomorphism Γd+1/I

ed+1

d+1
∼= Γ∞/I

ed+1
∞ (since

d is large enough) and equals the identity otherwise.
b) Write Γ for the group topological space over N∪{∞} given by lim←−n Γ

n, where n

runs over positive integers, and the transition map Γn+1→Γn is induced from
quotienting by Ini .

Because Γn is profinite, so is Γ. Moreover, note that Γ is lctd over N ∪ {∞}.

2.7. We will use the following fiberwise criterion to construct étale maps over E.

Lemma. Let (A,A+) be a sheafy complete Huber pair over (E,O), and let (A′, A′+)
be a finite free Huber pair over (A,A+). Then A′ is étale over A if and only if, for
all i in N ∪ {∞}, the base change A′ ⊗E Ei is étale over A⊗E Ei.
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Proof. Write Z for Spa(A,A+), and write Z ′ for Spa(A′, A′+). By [23, (1.7.5)],
the morphism f : Z ′→Z is étale if and only if, for every rank-1 point z of Z, the
fiber f−1(z) is étale over z. Gathering rank-1 points z according to their images
in |SpaE| ∼= N ∪ {∞} and applying [23, (1.7.5)] again shows that this holds if and
only if Z ′ ×SpaE SpaEi→Z ×SpaE SpaEi is étale for all i in N ∪ {∞}.

Because E is Tate, the morphism (E,O)→(A,A+) is adic. Therefore [22, (3.7)]
shows that Z ′ ×SpaE SpaEi and Z ×SpaE SpaEi are affinoid, with global sections
equal to A′ ⊗E Ei and A ⊗E Ei. Combined with the above criterion, we get the
desired result. □

2.8. Via Deligne’s isomorphism, finite étale E-algebras spread out from finite étale
E∞-algebras as follows.

Proposition.

i) Base change induces an equivalence of categories

lim−→U
{finite étale E(U)-algebras} ∼→{finite étale E∞-algebras},

where U runs over compact neighborhoods of ∞.
ii) Let F∞ be a finite étale E∞-algebra such that In∞ acts trivially on its associated

Γ∞-set. For any compact neighborhood U of ∞ and finite étale E(U)-algebra
F with F ⊗E(U) E∞ ∼= F∞, there exists a compact neighborhood U ′ ⊆ U of
∞ such that, for all i in U ′, we have ei ≥ n, and the finite étale extension
(F ⊗E(U)Ei)/Ei corresponds to F∞/E∞ via the isomorphism Γi/I

n
i
∼= Γ∞/I

n
∞.

Proof. Because OSpaE,∞ = lim−→U
E(U), base change induces an equivalence

lim−→U
{finite étale E(U)-algebras} ∼→{finite étale OSpaE,∞-algebras}.

Note that the residue field of OSpaE,∞ is E∞. Since OSpaE,∞ is henselian [26,
Lemma 2.4.17 (a)], part i) follows from [40, Tag 09ZL].

We turn to part ii). Part i) indicates that it suffices to find one U and F satisfying
the desired property for U = U ′. By taking finite products, we can assume that
F∞ is a field. The maximal unramified subextension of F∞ is handled by repeating
the construction of E (except that in 2.1 we replace κ with a finite extension, and
we replace Ei with its corresponding unramified extension).

Thus we can assume that F∞/E∞ is totally ramified. Then F∞ is generated by
an element with minimal polynomial

f∞ = T r + π∞(ar−1,∞T
r−1 + · · ·+ a0,∞),

where the ar−1,∞, . . . , a0,∞ lie inO∞. Choose ar−1, . . . , a0 inO such that ev∞(aj) =
aj,∞ for all 0 ≤ j ≤ r − 1. Let U be a compact neighborhood of ∞ such that, for
all i in U , we have ei ≥ n, and for all 0 ≤ j ≤ r − 1, the image of evi(aj) in Oi/pni
equals the image of aj,∞ in O∞/p

n
∞ under the isomorphism Oi/pni ∼= O∞/p

n
∞.

Let F be the finite free E(U)-algebra obtained via quotienting E(U)[T ] by

f := T r + π(ar−1T
r−1 + · · ·+ a0).

For all i in U , [10, (1.3)] shows that (F⊗E(U)Ei)/Ei is the finite separable extension
corresponding to F∞/E∞ via the isomorphism Γi/I

n
i
∼= Γ∞/I

n
∞. Therefore Lemma

2.7 implies that F ⊗E E(U) is étale over E(U), as desired. □
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2.9. Proposition 2.8 implies that E enjoys the following version of Galois theory.

Corollary. The category of finite étale E-algebras is naturally anti-equivalent to
the category of finite locally constant topological spaces X over N∪ {∞} along with
a continuous action Γ×N∪{∞} X→X over N ∪ {∞}.

Proof. Let F be a finite étale E-algebra. Let n be a positive integer such that In∞
acts trivially on the Γ∞-set associated with F ⊗E E∞, and let U ′ be a compact
neighborhood of∞ as in Proposition 2.8.ii). Write X for the finite locally constant
topological space over N ∪ {∞} along with a continuous action Γ ×N∪{∞} X→X
over N ∪ {∞} such that

a) for all i not in U ′, its fiber Xi at i is the Γi-set associated with F ⊗E Ei,
b) XU ′ is the pullback to U ′ of the Γ∞/I

n
∞-set associated with F ⊗E E∞ (since

ΓnU ′
∼= Γ∞/I

n
∞ × U ′ as group topological spaces over U ′).

By Proposition 2.8.i), the assignment F 7→ X is functorial. This functor is fully
faithful by Proposition 2.8.i) and essentially surjective by Proposition 1.7. □

2.10. Later, we will need to spread out finite Galois extensions from E∞ to E as
follows. Let F∞/E∞ be a finite Galois extension, and let n be a positive integer
such that the image of In∞ in Gal(F∞/E∞) is trivial. Write ψ : [−1,∞)→[−1,∞)
for the Hasse–Herbrand function associated with F∞/E∞ as in [39, Chap. IV, §3].

In this subsection, assume that ei ≥ n for all i in N. Write Fi/Ei for the finite
Galois extension corresponding to F∞/E∞ via the isomorphism Γi/I

n
i
∼= Γ∞/I

n
∞,

and recall that our isomorphism Trei(Ei)
∼= Trei(E∞) induces an isomorphism

Trψ(ei)(Fi)
∼= Trψ(ei)(F∞) [10, (3.4.1)]. Because ψ(x) → ∞ as x → ∞, repeating

Definition 2.2 (except that in 2.1 we replace κ with the residue field of F∞, and we
replace Ei with Fi) yields ring topological spaces OF,n, OF, and F over N ∪ {∞}.

Corollary 2.9 yields a natural finite étale E-algebra F such that, for all i in
N ∪ {∞}, the Ei-algebra F ⊗E Ei is isomorphic to Fi. Note that OF(N ∪ {∞}) is
naturally isomorphic to F ◦, and F(N ∪ {∞}) is naturally isomorphic to F .

Finally, Corollary 2.9 implies that the above construction is functorial in F∞.
Therefore we obtain actions of Gal(F∞/E∞) on OF,n, OF, and F over N∪{∞}. By
checking on fibers, we see that the natural closed embedding E ↪→F of ring topo-
logical spaces over N∪ {∞} identifies E with the fixed point locus of Gal(F∞/E∞)
in F.

2.11. For the rest of this paper, assume that κ = Fq is a finite field. Then
On is finite locally constant over N∪{∞}, so O is profinite and E is locally profinite.

Let us describe the analogue of (the completion of) the maximal unramified

extension of E. For all i in N ∪ {∞}, write Ĕi for the completion of the maximal

unramified extension of Ei, and write Ŏi for its ring of integers. Applying −⊗Fq
Fq

to Trei(Ei)
∼= Trei(E∞) induces an isomorphism Trei(Ĕi)

∼= Trei(Ĕ∞), so repeating

Definition 2.2 (except that in 2.1 we replace κ with Fq, and we replace Ei with Ĕi)

yields ring topological spaces Ŏ and Ĕ over N∪{∞}. Write Ĕ for Ĕ(N∪{∞}), and
write Ŏ for Ŏ(N ∪ {∞}).

Finally, write φ : Ĕ→ Ĕ for the map over N∪{∞} whose fiber at i equals the lift
φi : Ĕi→ Ĕi of absolute q-Frobenius. Note that φ is a morphism of ring topological
spaces over N∪{∞} and preserves Ŏ. By checking on fibers, we see that the natural
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closed embedding E ↪→ Ĕ of ring topological spaces over N ∪ {∞} identifies E with

the fixed point locus of φ in Ĕ.

2.12. We now consider the analogue of (the completion of) adjoining all q-th

power roots of π to E. For all i in N ∪ {∞}, write Eperf
i for the completion of⋃∞

r=0Ei(π
1/qr

i ). Our choice of uniformizer πi induces an identification (Eperf
i )♭ =

Eperf
∞ such that πi = π♯∞. Choose a system of q-th power roots of πi in Ci, which in-

duces a map Eperf
i →Ci over E. Since Eperf

i is perfectoid and this realizes Ci as the
completion of its separable closure, the tilting equivalence induces an identification
C♭i = C∞.

Write Operf for the π-adic completion of
⋃∞
r=0O[π1/qr ], and write Eperf for

Operf [ 1π ]. Note that O is a direct summand of Operf as topological O-modules, and

Eperf ⊗E Ei is naturally isomorphic to Eperf
i .

2.13. The following is the analogue of (the completion of) the separable closure
of E. Let {Kα}α be a directed family of compact open group subspaces of Γ over
N ∪ {∞} that is cofinal among neighborhoods of the identity section in Γ. Then
Γ/Kα is finite locally constant over N∪{∞}. Write Fα for the finite étale E-algebra
corresponding to Γ/Kα via Corollary 2.9, write OC for the π-adic completion of⋃
α(F

α)◦, and write C for OC [ 1π ]. By cofinality, OC is independent of the {Kα}α.

Proposition. The ring C is perfectoid, and our identifications C♭i = C∞ induce
an identification C♭ = Cont(N ∪ {∞}, C∞) such that π♯∞ = π.

Proof. For all i in N∪{∞}, write Fαi for the finite étale Ei-algebra F
α⊗E Ei, and

note that Fαi corresponds to the Γi-set Γi/K
α
i . Now C◦ = OC , and we have

OC/π = lim−→
α

(Fα)◦/π = lim−→
α

lim−→
d

∏
i≤d

OFα
i
/πi ×OFα

∞
/π∞,

where d is large enough with respect to α. Since {Kα
i }α is a cofinal family of

open compact subgroups of Γi, we see that lim−→α
OFα

i
/πi = OEi

/πi = OCi
/πi. Our

identification C♭i = C∞ induces an identification OCi/πi = OC∞/π∞, so switching
the order of the direct limits yields

lim−→
d

lim−→
α

∏
i≤d

OFα
i
/πi ×OFα

∞
/π∞ = lim−→

d

∏
i≤d

OC∞/π∞ ×OC∞/π∞

= Cont(N ∪ {∞},OC∞/π∞).

This description implies that the absolute q-Frobenius map OC/p→OC/p is sur-
jective, so C is perfectoid [36, Remark 3.2]. Moreover, the above work identifies O♭C
with Cont(N ∪ {∞},OC∞), so C♭ is naturally isomorphic to Cont(N ∪ {∞}, C∞).
Finally, the fact that π♯∞ = πi under the identification C

♭
i = C∞ implies the desired

description of π♯∞ in C. □

2.14. Finally, we define the analogues of Lubin–Tate extensions over E as follows.
(In §4, we will explain their relationship with Lubin–Tate theory over E.) For all i

in N∪{∞}, write Ê×
i for the profinite completion of E×

i , and write Arti : Ê
×
i

∼→Γab
i

for the local Artin isomorphism normalized by sending uniformizers to geometric
q-Frobenii. For all positive integers n, note that Arti and our choice of uniformizer

πi induce a surjective continuous homomorphism Γi/I
n
i →(Oi/pni )×. Write ELT,n

i
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for the corresponding finite abelian extension of Ei. Write ELT
i for the completion

of
⋃∞
n=1E

LT,n
i , and recall that ELT

i is perfectoid.
Note that O×

n is finite locally constant over N ∪ {∞}.

Lemma. The map Γn→O×
n over N∪{∞} whose fiber at i equals Γi/Ini →(Oi/pni )×

is continuous. Consequently, there exists a natural finite étale E-algebra ELT,n such

that, for all i in N ∪ {∞}, the Ei-algebra ELT,n ⊗E Ei is isomorphic to ELT,n
i .

WriteOLT for the π-adic completion of
⋃∞
n=1(E

LT,n)◦, and write ELT forOLT[ 1π ].

Proof. Because Proposition 1.20 is compatible with inverse limits in S, we have

O×
n = lim←−

d

[(∐
i≤d

(Oi/pni )×
)∐

(O∞/p
n
∞)×

]
.

as group topological spaces over N ∪ {∞}. Next, consider the continuous map(∐
i≤d

Γi/I
n
i

)∐
Γ∞/I

n
∞→

(∐
i≤d

(Oi/pni )×
)∐

(O∞/p
n
∞)×

over {i ∈ N | i ≤ d} ∪ {∞} given by the disjoint union of the Γi/I
n
i →(Oi/pni )×.

Now [10, (3.6.1)] shows that this is compatible with the lim←−d in Definition 2.6.a),

so taking lim←−d yields a continuous map Γn→O×
n with the desired property.

By checking on fibers, we see that Γn→O×
n is a morphism of group topological

spaces over N ∪ {∞}. Therefore precomposing with Γ→Γn yields a continuous
action Γ ×N∪{∞} O×

n →O×
n over N ∪ {∞}. Finally, the corresponding finite étale

E-algebra ELT,n from Corollary 2.9 has the desired property. □

3. Fargues–Fontaine curves

To carry out Fargues–Scholze’s program [14] in our context, we need to define a
version of relative Fargues–Fontaine curves over E. This is the goal of this section.
First, we construct a generalization of Witt vectors for O-algebras, which specializes
to Oi-typical Witt vectors when applied to Oi-algebras. We prove that various
properties of Oi-typical Witt vectors extend to our generalization, and we also
construct a version of Witt bivectors over O (which will be needed for computations
in §4).

Next, we use this to define a relative Fargues–Fontaine curve XS over SpaE
for any affinoid perfectoid space S over N ∪ {∞}. After proving basic facts about

XS , we show that S-points of Div1X := (SpdE)/ϕZ induce closed Cartier divisors
on XS , where ϕ denotes the relative q-Frobenius morphism. Finally, we prove a
version of Drinfeld’s lemma for (Div1X)Fq

by reducing to the situation considered in

Fargues–Scholze [14].

3.1. We start by constructing the analogue of Witt vectors over O. For all non-
negative integers j, write wj for the polynomial in O[T0, . . . , Tj ] given by

T q
j

0 + πT q
j−1

1 + · · ·+ πjTj .

For all O-algebras A, view wj as a function

wj : {sequences (a0, a1, . . . ) in A}→A

by sending (a0, a1, . . . ) 7→ wj(a0, . . . , aj).
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Proposition.

i) Let A be an O-algebra that is π-torsionfree and has an O-algebra endomor-
phism φ whose reduction mod π equals absolute q-Frobenius. Then the map
(w0, w1, . . . ) is injective with image equal to

{sequences (b0, b1, . . . ) in A | for all j ≥ 0, bj+1 ≡ φ(bj) (mod πj+1)}.

ii) The functor {O-algebras}→{sets} given by

A 7→ {sequences (a0, a1, . . . ) in A}

factors uniquely through a functor W : {O-algebras}→{O-algebras} such that,
for all non-negative integers j, the map wj :W (A)→A is an O-algebra homo-
morphism.

Proof. For part i), A being π-torsionfree implies that (w0, w1, . . . ) is injective. Next,

aqj′ ≡ φ(aj′) (mod π) implies that aq
j−j′+1

j′ ≡ φ(aj′)
qj−j′

(mod πj−j
′+1) for all

0 ≤ j′ ≤ j, so the image of (w0, w1, . . . ) lies in the above subset.
In the other direction, let (b0, b1, . . . ) be a sequence in A satisfying bj+1 ≡ φ(bj)

(mod πj+1) for all j ≥ 0. Define a0 := b0, and inductively apply

bj+1 ≡ φ(bj) = φ(a0)
qj + πφ(a1)

qj−1

+ · · ·+ πjφ(aj) (mod πj+1)

≡ aq
j+1

0 + πaq
j

1 + · · ·+ πjaqj (mod πj+1),

which implies that πj+1 divides bj+1 − (aq
j+1

0 + πaq
j

1 + · · ·+ πjaqj), to define

aj+1 :=
1

πj+1

(
bj+1 − (aq

j+1

0 + πaq
j

1 + · · ·+ πjaqj)
)
.

Then the image of (a0, a1, . . . ) under (w0, w1, . . . ) equals (b0, b1, . . . ), which yields
the desired result.

For part ii), note that part i) uniquely determines the value of W when A is a
polynomial O-algebra. Finally, reducing to this universal case uniquely determines
the value of W on any O-algebra. □

3.2. Proposition. Let A be an O-algebra.
i) The map [−] : A→W (A) given by a 7→ (a, 0, . . . ) is multiplicative,
ii) There exists unique maps φ :W (A)→W (A) and V :W (A)→W (A) such that,

for all non-negative integers j, we have wj ◦ φ = wj+1 and

wj ◦ V =

{
0 if j = 0,

π · wj−1 otherwise.

Consequently, φ is an O-algebra homomorphism, V is O-linear, and φ◦V = π.
iii) Let n be a positive integer. Then imV n is an ideal of W (A), and the map

W (A)→An given by (a0, a1, . . . ) 7→ (a0, . . . , an−1) induces an identification
from Wn(A) :=W (A)/ imV n to An.

iv) Assume that A is an O/π-algebra. Then V ◦φ = π, and φ equals the O-algebra
homomorphism W (A)→W (A) induced by absolute q-Frobenius A→A.

Proof. First, assume that A is π-torsionfree and has an O-algebra endomorphism
whose reduction mod π equals absolute q-Frobenius. Then Proposition 3.1.i) iden-
tifies W (A) with its image under (w0, w1, . . . ). This uniquely determines φ and V ,
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as well as verifies part i), part ii), and the first statement in part iii). Note that V
sends (a0, a1, . . . ) to (0, a0, a1, . . . ), which implies the second statement in part iii).

The above includes the case where A is a polynomial O-algebra. Reducing to
this universal case uniquely determines φ and V , as well as verifies parts i)–iii), for
any O-algebra. Similarly, reducing to the universal case and taking reduction mod
π verifies part iv). □

3.3. When restricted to perfect O/π-algebras A, our Witt vectors satisfy the fol-
lowing usual properties. Proposition 3.2.ii) and Proposition 3.2.iv) imply that
φn :Wn(A)→W (A)/πn is an isomorphism for all positive integers n. Proposition
3.2.iii) identifies W (A) with lim←−nW

n(A), so this shows that W (A) is π-adically

complete and π-torsionfree. Note that (a0, a1, . . . ) in W (A) equals
∑∞
n=0[a

1/qn

n ]πn.

For all π-adically complete O-algebras B, recall that the tilt B♭ is naturally
isomorphic to the inverse limit perfection of B/π [5, Lemma 3.2(i)].

Proposition. Consider the functor

W : {perfect O/π-algebras}→{π-adically complete O-algebras}.

i) It is left adjoint to the tilt functor (−)♭. The unit A→W (A)♭ is an isomor-
phism, and the counit θ :W (B♭)→B sends

∑∞
n=0[rn]π

n to
∑∞
n=0 r

♯
nπ

n.
ii) It is fully faithful, and its essential image consists of π-adically complete, π-

torsionfree B such that B/π is perfect.

Proof. For part i), our candidate for the unit is the isomorphism

A = lim←−
r

A = lim←−
r

W (A)/π =W (A)♭,

where r runs over non-negative integers, and the transition maps are given by
absolute q-Frobenius.

We turn to our candidate for the counit. Let n be a positive integer, and recall
that the O-algebra homomorphism wn−1 :Wn(B)→B is given by

(b0, . . . , bn−1) 7→ bq
n−1

0 + πbq
n−2

1 + · · ·+ πn−1bn−1.

For all 0 ≤ j ≤ n−1, we see that b ≡ b′ (mod π) implies that bq
j ≡ b′qj (mod πj+1),

so the composition Wn(B)→B→B/πn factors through an O-algebra homomor-
phism θn :Wn(B/π)→B/πn. Proposition 3.2.ii) implies that the square

Wn+1(B/π)
φ
//

θn+1

��

Wn+1(B/π) // Wn(B/π)

θn

��

B/πn+1 // B/πn

commutes, so taking lim←−n yields an O-algebra homomorphism

θ :W (B♭) = lim←−
n

Wn(B/π)→ lim←−
n

B/πn = B.

Tracing through our identifications shows that our candidates satisfy the counit-
unit equations for W and (−)♭, as well as the desired description of θ.

For part ii), full faithfulness follows from part i), so we focus on the essential
image. When B/π is perfect, note that (−)♯ yields a section B/π ∼= B♭→B of
B→B/π. Therefore, when B is also π-torsionfree, every element of B equals
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n=0 r

♯
nπ

n for uniquely determined rn in B/π. This shows that θ :W (B♭)→B is
an isomorphism, so B lies in the essential image of W . □

3.4. In this subsection, assume that A is a perfect O/π-algebra.

Corollary. Reduction mod π induces an equivalence of categories

{finite étale W (A)-algebras} ∼→{finite étale A-algebras}.

Moreover, it has a quasi-inverse given by W .

Proof. The first statement follows from the π-adic completeness of W (A), since
W (A)/π = A. For the second statement, let A′ be a finite étale A-algebra, and
B′ be a finite étale W (A)-algebra satisfying B′/π ∼= A′. Since W (A) is π-adically
complete and π-torsionfree, so is the finite projective W (A)-module B′. Moreover,
[26, Lemma 3.1.5] shows that A′ is perfect. Hence Proposition 3.3.ii) implies that
B′ ∼=W (A′), as desired. □

3.5. Later, we will need the analogue of Witt bivectors over O, so first let us
introduce the analogue of Witt covectors over O. Write CWu(A) for the O-module
lim−→n

Wn(A), where the transition maps are given by V : Wn(A)→Wn+1(A), and

write V : CWu(A)→CWu(A) for the map given by lim−→n
of the composition

Wn(A)
V // Wn+1(A) // Wn(A).

Identify CWu(A) with the set of sequences (. . . , a−1, a0) in A satisfying the follow-
ing property: there exists an M ≥ 0 such that a−m = 0 for all m ≥M . Under this
identification, V sends (. . . , a−1, a0) to (. . . , a−2, a−1).

3.6. Write CW (A) for the set of sequences (. . . , a−1, a0) in A satisfying the fol-
lowing weaker property:

there exists an M ≥ 0 such that the ideal (a−m)m≥M of A is nilpotent.(◁)

Lemma. The O-module structure on CWu(A) naturally extends to CW (A), and
the natural extension of V to CW (A) is O-linear.

Write BW (A) for the O-module lim←−r CW (A), where r runs over non-negative

integers, and the transition maps are given by V : CW (A)→CW (A). We identify
BW (A) with the set of double sequences (. . . , a−1, a0, a1, . . . ) in A satisfying (◁).

Proof. Note that [15, n◦ II.1.5, lemme 1.2] holds after replacing p with q. Therefore,
for the polynomials Sj that compute the j-th coordinate of addition on W , the
analogue of [15, n◦ II.1.5, lemme 1.3] also holds, and the bound depends only on q.
Thus the desired result follows from the proof of [15, n◦ II.1.5, proposition 1.1]. □

3.7. Crucially, our Witt vectors specialize to the usual Witt vectors as follows.
For all i in N ∪ {∞}, write Wi for the ring of Oi-typical Witt vectors as in [12,
Proposition 1.1], and viewOi as anO-algebra via the surjective ring homomorphism
evi : O→Oi.

In this subsection, assume that A is an Oi-algebra.

Proposition. The O-algebra W (A) is naturally isomorphic to Wi(A).
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Proof. First, assume that A is π-torsionfree and has an O-algebra endomorphism
whose reduction mod π equals absolute q-Frobenius. Then Proposition 3.1.i) iden-
tifies W (A) with its image under (w0, w1, . . . ), and this satisfies the characterizing
property in [12, Proposition 1.1]. Therefore uniqueness in [12, Proposition 1.1]
implies that W (A) is naturally isomorphic to Wi(A).

The above includes the case where A is a polynomial Oi-algebra. Finally, reduc-
ing to this universal case shows that W (A) is naturally isomorphic to Wi(A) for
any Oi-algebra A. □

3.8. Note that O/π ∼= Cont(N∪ {∞},Fq) and that SpdCont(N∪ {∞},Fq) equals
the v-sheaf N ∪ {∞} on PerfFq . Hence Spa yields an anti-equivalence from the

category of perfectoid Huber pairs over O/π to the category of affinoid perfectoid
spaces over Fq equipped with a morphism to N ∪ {∞}.

We can now define the analogue of relative Fargues–Fontaine curves over O. Let
S = Spa(R,R+) be an affinoid perfectoid space over Fq equipped with a morphism
S→N ∪ {∞}. Choose a pseudouniformizerϖ ofR, and write ∥−∥ for the associated
spectral norm on R normalized by ∥ϖ∥ = 1

q . Endow W (R+) with the (π, [ϖ])-

adic topology, write YS for the complement of the vanishing locus of (π, [ϖ]) in
SpaW (R+), and note that YS is the analytic locus of SpaW (R+).

We have a continuous map rad : |YS |→[0,∞] given by

x 7→ log |[ϖ](x̃)|
log |π(x̃)|

,

where x̃ denotes the unique rank-1 generalization of x in YS . For any closed interval
I in [0,∞] with rational endpoints, write YS,I = Spa(BS,I , B

+
S,I) for the associated

rational open subspace of SpaW (R+), which lies in YS . More generally, for any
subset I of [0,∞], write YS,I for the open subspace

⋃
I′ YS,I′ of YS , where I ′ runs

over closed intervals in I with rational endpoints. Write YS for YS,(0,∞), and note

that YS,[0,∞) is the complement of the vanishing locus of [ϖ] in SpaW (R+).
Write φ : S→S for the absolute q-Frobenius automorphism, as well as the

induced automorphisms of W (R+) and YS . Note that rad ◦φ = q · rad, so φ acts
freely and totally discontinuously on YS over SpaE. Write XS for the quotient
YS/φ

Z.

3.9. Write W ′(R+) for the ring W (R+) endowed with the π-adic topology.

Lemma.

i) The ring W ′(R+)[ 1π ] is sousperfectoid,
ii) The pre-adic space YS,[1,∞] is sousperfectoid and hence adic.

Proof. For part i), we claim that W ′(R+)⊗̂OOperf is integral perfectoid. Note that

Operf/π =

∞⋃
r=0

O[π1/qr ]/π =

∞⋃
r=0

(O/π)[t1/q
r

]/t,

where t1/q
r

equals the image of π1/qr , so we get

(W ′(R+)⊗̂OOperf)/π = R+ ⊗O/π (Operf/π) =

∞⋃
r=0

R+[t1/q
r

]/t.
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Replacing π with π1/q yields (W ′(R+)⊗̂OOperf)/π1/q =
⋃∞
r=0R

+[t1/q
r

]/t1/q. Since
R+ is integral perfectoid, these descriptions imply that the absolute q-Frobenius

(W ′(R+)⊗̂OOperf)/π1/q→(W ′(R+)⊗̂OOperf)/π

is an isomorphism, so [5, Lemma 3.10(ii)] yields the claim. From here, [5, Lemma
3.21] indicates that (W ′(R+)⊗̂OOperf)[ 1π ] =W ′(R+)[ 1π ]⊗̂EE

perf is perfectoid, which

shows that W ′(R+)[ 1π ] is sousperfectoid.
For part ii), note that the (π, [ϖ])-adic topology on W (R+)[[ϖ]/π] equals the

π-adic topology. Therefore BS,[1,∞] equals the global sections of the rational open

subspace {|[ϖ]| ≤ |π| ≠ 0} of SpaW ′(R+)[ 1π ], which is sousperfectoid by part i). □

3.10. Proposition. For all non-negative integers r, the pre-adic space

YS,[0,qr] ×SpaO SpaOperf

is affinoid perfectoid, and our choices of π and ϖ induce an identification between
(YS,[0,qr]×SpaOSpaOperf)♭ and the closed perfectoid unit disk over S. Consequently,
YS, YS, and XS are sousperfectoid adic spaces.

Proof. We claim that BS,[0,1]⊗̂OOperf is perfectoid. To see this, write A for the [ϖ]-

adic completion of
⋃∞
m=0(W (R+)⊗̂OOperf)[(π/[ϖ])1/q

m

]. Because BS,[0,1] equals

W (R+)⟨π/[ϖ]⟩[ 1
[ϖ] ], we see that BS,[0,1]⊗̂OOperf equals A[ 1

[ϖ] ]. Now

A/[ϖ] =

∞⋃
m=0

(
W (R+)⊗̂OOperf

)
[(π/[ϖ])1/q

m

]/[ϖ]

=

∞⋃
m=0

(
(R+/ϖ)⊗O/π (Operf/π)

)
[X1/qm ]/(π1/pm −ϖ1/qmX1/qm),

where X1/qm equals the image of (π/[ϖ])1/q
m

. The proof of Lemma 3.9.i) identifies
Operf/π with

⋃∞
r=0(O/π)[t1/q

r

]/t, so the above expression for A/[ϖ] becomes

∞⋃
m=0

( ∞⋃
r=0

(R+/ϖ)[t1/q
r

]/t
)
[X1/qm ]/(t1/q

m

−ϖ1/qmX1/qm) =

∞⋃
m=0

(R+/ϖ)[X1/qm ].

Replacing ϖ with ϖ1/q yields A/[ϖ]1/q =
⋃∞
m=0(R

+/ϖ1/q)[X1/qm ]. Since R+ is in-
tegral perfectoid, these descriptions imply that the absolute q-Frobenius morphism
A/[ϖ]1/q→A/[ϖ] is an isomorphism, so [5, Lemma 3.10(ii)] shows that A is inte-
gral perfectoid. From here, [5, Lemma 3.21] indicates that A[ 1

[ϖ] ] = BS,[0,1]⊗̂OOperf

is perfectoid, as desired.
The claim shows that YS,[0,1] is sousperfectoid. Because YS is covered by YS,[0,1]

and YS,[1,∞], combining this with Lemma 3.9.ii) indicates that YS is sousperfectoid.

Moreover, the above work identifies A♭ with R+⟨X1/p∞⟩ and hence identifies

(YS,[0,1] ×SpaO SpaOperf)♭

with the closed perfectoid unit disk over S. Since φr induces an isomorphism
YS,[0,1]

∼→YS,[0,qr], the same holds for (YS,[0,qr] ×SpaO SpaOperf)♭. □
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3.11. As usual, relative Fargues–Fontaine curves enjoy the following “diamond
formula.” Because O♭ ∼= O/π, we get a natural morphism SpdO→N ∪ {∞}.

Proposition. The v-sheaves Y♢
S,[0,∞) and SpdO×N∪{∞}S are naturally isomorphic

over SpdO. Consequently, we get a natural continuous map
∣∣YS,[0,∞)

∣∣→|S|.
Proof. For the first statement, let T = Spa(A,A+) be an affinoid perfectoid space
along with an untilt T ♯ = Spa(A♯, A♯+) of T over SpaO. A morphism T ♯→YS,[0,∞)

over SpaO is equivalent to an O-algebra homomorphism W (R+)→A♯+ such that
the image of [ϖ] is invertible in A♯. By Proposition 3.3.i), this is equivalent to an
O/π-algebra homomorphism R+→A+ such that the image of ϖ is invertible in
A, i.e. a morphism of Huber pairs (R,R+)→(A,A+) over O/π. This yields the
desired result. By [36, Lemma 15.6], the second statement follows from applying

|−| to the composition Y♢
S,[0,∞)

∼= SpdO ×N∪{∞} S
pr2−→S. □

3.12. Relative Fargues–Fontaine curves are open-local in the following sense. Let
U be a rational open subspace of S.

Proposition. The morphism YU,[0,∞)→YS,[0,∞) is an open embedding, and its
image is the subset |YS,[0,∞)| ×|S| |U | of |YS,[0,∞)|.

Proof. Write U = {|fj | ≤ |g| ≠ 0 for all 1 ≤ j ≤ m} for some g, f1, . . . , fm in
R such that the ideal generated by f1, . . . , fm is open. Write Y(U) for the open
subspace {|[fj ]| ≤ |[g]| ̸= 0 for all 1 ≤ j ≤ m} of YS,[0,∞), and note that the image

of YU,[0,∞)→YS,[0,∞) lies in Y(U). The proof of Proposition 3.11 shows that Y(U)♢

is naturally isomorphic to SpdO×N∪{∞}U over SpdO, so [36, Lemma 15.6] implies

that |Y(U)| = |YS,[0,∞)| ×|S| |U |.
Now YU,[0,∞)→Y(U) equals the increasing union of its restrictions

YU,[0,qr]→Y(U) ∩ YS,[0,qr],

where r runs over non-negative integers. Thus it suffices to prove that these re-
strictions are isomorphisms. Both sides are affinoid, so it suffices to check on global
sections, and because O is a direct summand of Operf as topological O-modules, it
suffices to show that

YU,[0,qr] ×SpaO SpaOperf→(Y(U) ∩ YS,[0,qr])×SpaO SpaOperf

is an isomorphism. Proposition 3.10 indicates that both sides are perfectoid, so it
suffices to check after applying (−)♭. Finally, this follows from Proposition 3.10. □

3.13. Next, we turn to divisors on relative Fargues–Fontaine curves over O. Let
S→SpdO be a morphism over N ∪ {∞}, and write S♯ = Spa(R♯, R♯+) for the
associated untilt of S over SpaO.

Proposition. The O-algebra homomorphism θ : W (R+)→R♯+ is surjective. Its
kernel is generated by an element of the form π+[ϖ]α for some pseudouniformizer
ϖ of R and α in W (R+), and ker θ induces a closed Cartier divisor S♯ ↪→YS,[0,∞).

Proof. Choose a pseudouniformizer ϖ of R such that ϖ♯ divides π in R♯+. Since
W (R+) and R♯+ are [ϖ]-adically complete, it suffices to check the surjectivity of
θ mod [ϖ]. There, θ becomes R+→R♯+/ϖ♯, which is surjective because R♯+ is
integral perfectoid.
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The fact that R♯+ is integral perfectoid also shows that there exists β in R+

such that β♯ ≡ π/ϖ♯ (mod π), so ϖ♯β♯ ≡ π (mod ϖ♯π). The surjectivity of θ then
yields

∑∞
n=0[rn]π

n in W (R+) such that ϖ♯β♯ = π + ϖ♯π
∑∞
n=0 r

♯
nπ

n. By setting
α := [β]−

∑∞
n=0[rn]π

n+1, we see that ξ := π + [ϖ]α lies in ker θ.
Note that ξ is not divisible by [ϖ], so W (R+)/ξ remains [ϖ]-adically complete

and [ϖ]-torsionfree. Therefore, to show that the induced map W (R+)/ξ→R♯+ is
an isomorphism, it suffices to check mod [ϖ]. There, it becomes

W (R+)/(ξ, [ϖ]) =W (R+)/(π, [ϖ]) = R+/ϖ→R♯+/ϖ♯,

which is indeed an isomorphism.
Finally, suppose that ξ

∑∞
n=0[sn]π

n for some
∑∞
n=0[sn]π

n in W (R+). Then

∞∑
n=0

[sn]π
n+1 = π

∞∑
n=0

[sn]π
n ≡ ξ

∞∑
n=0

[sn]π
n = 0 (mod [ϖ]),

so the sn are divisible by ϖ. By repeatedly replacing the sn with sn/ϖ, this shows
that the sn = 0. Hence ξ is a non-zerodivisor. Finally, by using Proposition 3.10
instead of [14, Proposition II.1.1] and the fact that the tilt of S♯→SpaO equals
S→N ∪ {∞}, the proof of [14, Proposition II.1.4] shows that the induced Cartier

divisor S♯→YS,[0,∞) is closed. □

3.14. Write Div1Y for the v-sheaf SpdE over N ∪ {∞}, and write ϕ : Div1Y →Div1Y
for the absolute q-Frobenius automorphism. By Proposition 3.13, the S-points of
Div1Y naturally induce closed Cartier divisors S♯ ↪→YS . Note that ϕ sends S♯ ↪→YS
to its image under φ : YS→YS , so ϕ acts freely on Div1Y .

Write Div1X for the quotient Div1Y /ϕ
Z. Since φ acts totally discontinuously on

YS , the S-points of Div1X naturally induce closed Cartier divisors S♯ ↪→XS .

Lemma. Our Div1X→N ∪ {∞} is representable in spatial diamonds and proper.

Proof. Because absolute q-Frobenius is compatible with products and acts trivially
on underlying topological spaces, we have∣∣∣Div1X ×N∪{∞}S

∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣Div1Y ×N∪{∞}S
∣∣∣/(ϕ× id

)Z
=

∣∣∣Div1Y ×N∪{∞}S
∣∣∣/( id×φ)Z.

Proposition 3.11 indicates that Div1Y ×N∪{∞}S ∼= Y ♢
S . Therefore the above implies

that Div1X ×N∪{∞}S has an open cover by v-sheaves of the form Y♢
S,I for small

enough closed intervals I in [1, q], so [36, Lemma 15.6] shows that Div1X ×N∪{∞}S is
a locally spatial diamond. Similarly, we get a surjective continuous map |YS,[1,q]|↠
|Div1X ×N∪{∞}S|, so the latter is qcqs. Hence [36, Proposition 11.19 (iii)] shows that

Div1X ×N∪{∞}S is spatial, and properness follows from [36, Proposition 18.3]. □

3.15. Write (−)Fq
for the fiber product −×Spd Fq

SpdFq.

Lemma. We have a natural isomorphism Spd Ŏ ∼= (SpdO)Fq
over SpdO.

Proof. Note that Ŏ is π-adically complete, π-torsionfree, and satisfies

Ŏ/π ∼= Cont(N ∪ {∞},Fq).
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Hence Proposition 3.3.ii) implies that Ŏ ∼=W (Cont(N ∪ {∞},Fq)), so a morphism

S♯→Spa Ŏ over SpaO is equivalent to an O-algebra homomorphism

W (Cont(N ∪ {∞},Fq))→R♯+.

By Proposition 3.3.i), this is equivalent to an O/π-algebra homomorphism

(O/π)⊗Fq Fq ∼= Cont(N ∪ {∞},Fq)→R+.

Applying Proposition 3.3.i) again shows that this is equivalent to an O-algebra
homomorphismW (O/π)→R♯+ along with an Fq-algebra homomorphism Fq→R+.
Finally, Proposition 3.3.ii) implies that W (O/π) ∼= O, and this yields the desired
result. □

3.16. To state the analogue of Drinfeld’s lemma in our context, we need the ana-
logue of the absolute Weil group for E. For all i in N∪{∞}, writeWi for the absolute
Weil group of Ei/Ei, write Ii for its inertia subgroup, and write vi :Wi/Ii→Z for
the isomorphism that sends geometric q-Frobenius to 1. By repeating Definition
2.6 (except that we replace Γi/I

n
i with Wi/I

n
i or Ii/I

n
i ) we obtain natural group

topological spaces W and I over N ∪ {∞} whose fibers at i are isomorphic to Wi

and Ii, respectively. Note that W and I are lctd over N∪ {∞} as in Definition 1.2.

View Ĕ as an E-subalgebra of C. Because Ŏ♭ ∼= Cont(N ∪ {∞},Fq), we get

natural morphisms SpdC→Spd Ĕ→N ∪ {∞}
Fq
.

Proposition. We have a natural action of W on SpdC over N ∪ {∞}
Fq

such that

SpdC→Spd Ĕ induces an isomorphism (SpdC)/W ∼→(Div1X)Fq
over N ∪ {∞}

Fq
.

Proof. Arguing as in the proof of Lemma 2.14 shows that the maps

W→Z× (N ∪ {∞}) and W→Γ

over N∪{∞} whose fibers at i equalWi−→Wi/Ii
vi−→Z andWi ↪→Γi, respectively,

are continuous. By checking on fibers, we see that they are morphisms of group
topological spaces over N ∪ {∞}.

Corollary 2.9 and [36, Lemma 15.6] imply that SpdC→SpdE is a Γ-torsor.
Therefore precomposing withW→Γ yields an action a ofW on SpdC over N ∪ {∞}.
Since absolute q-Frobenius φ is an automorphism of SpdC over N ∪ {∞} that com-

mutes with a, it induces an action of Z× (N ∪ {∞}) on SpdC over N ∪ {∞} that
commutes with a. By precomposing with W→Z× (N ∪ {∞}) and multiplying by

a, we get our candidate action of W on SpdC over N ∪ {∞}
Fq
.

Because the image of I under W→Z× (N∪{∞}) is trivial, the restriction to I of
our candidate action equals a. Hence (SpdC)/I is naturally isomorphic to Spd Ĕ.

Under the identification Spd Ĕ ∼= (Div1Y )Fq
from Lemma 3.15, we see that the

resulting action of W/I ∼→Z× (N ∪ {∞}) on (Div1Y )Fq
is induced by ϕ× idFq

. Thus

further quotienting by W/I yields an natural isomorphism (SpdC)/W ∼→(Div1X)Fq
,

as desired. □

3.17. We conclude this section by proving some analogues of Drinfeld’s lemma in
our context. In this subsection, we work over SpdFq. For any group topological
space G over N ∪ {∞}, write BG for the v-stack N ∪ {∞}

/
G. Proposition 3.16

shows that SpdC→N ∪ {∞} induces a morphism Div1X→BW.
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Let Λ be a ring that is ℓ-power torsion.

Proposition. For all small v-stacks Z over N ∪ {∞}, the pullback functor

Dét(Z ×N∪{∞} BW,Λ)→Dét(Z ×N∪{∞} Div1X ,Λ)

is fully faithful. Moreover, it is essentially surjective when the pullback functor

Dét(Z,Λ)→Dét(Z ×N∪{∞} SpdC,Λ)

is essentially surjective.

Proof. Note that N ∪ {∞}→BW and SpdC→Div1X induce simplicial v-hypercovers

W•→BW and W• ×N∪{∞} SpdC→Div1X , respectively, and this yields a commu-

tative square

Dét(Z ×N∪{∞} BW,Λ) //

��

Dét(Z ×N∪{∞} W•,Λ)

��

Dét(Z ×N∪{∞} Div1X ,Λ) // Dét(Z ×N∪{∞} W• ×N∪{∞} SpdC,Λ).

The top and bottom functors are fully faithful by [36, Proposition 17.3]. Proposition
2.13 identifies SpdC with N ∪ {∞} × SpaC∞, so applying [36, Theorem 19.5 (ii)]

to Fq ↪→C∞ shows that the right functor is also fully faithful. Therefore the left
functor is fully faithful, which yields the first statement.

For the second statement, consider an object of Dét(Z ×N∪{∞} Div1X ,Λ), and

write A for its image in Dét(Z ×N∪{∞} W• ×N∪{∞} SpdC,Λ). Then A is carte-

sian, and by assumption its • = 0 part lies in the image of Dét(Z,Λ). Since the
right functor is fully faithful, this shows that A arises from a cartesian object of
Dét(Z×N∪{∞}W•,Λ), so [36, Proposition 17.3] indicates that A lies in the essential

image of the top functor, as desired. □

3.18. In this subsection, we work over SpdFq. For any small v-stack Z over
N ∪ {∞} and finite set J , write ZJ for the J-fold fiber power of Z over N ∪ {∞}.

Corollary. For all small v-stacks Z over N ∪ {∞} and finite sets J , pullback

Dlc(Z ×N∪{∞} BWJ ,Λ)→Dlc(Z ×N∪{∞} (Div1X)J ,Λ)

is an equivalence of categories.

Proof. By induction on #J , we can assume that #J = 1. Full faithfulness follows
from Proposition 3.17, so we focus on essential surjectivity. Now full faithfulness
and descent [36, Proposition 17.3] indicate that, after replacing Z with a v-cover,
we can assume that Z is strictly totally disconnected. Then Lemma 3.14 shows that
Z ×N∪{∞} Div1X is a spatial diamond. Hence [36, Proposition 20.15] implies that,

after replacing Z with a connected component, we can assume that Z is a geometric
point. Finally, the image of |Z| in N ∪ {∞} equals {i} for some i in N ∪ {∞}, so
the result follows from Proposition 3.7 and [14, Proposition IV.7.3]. □
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4. Lubin–Tate theory

In this section, we develop a version of Lubin–Tate theory over E. We begin
by using our generalization of Witt vectors to construct an analogue LT over O of
Lubin–Tate formal group laws, as in work of Fargues–Fontaine [13]. This yields a
natural choice of coordinates for LT, which we use to explicitly define an analogue
of the logarithm map. We also show that LT satisfies the expected relationship
with the Lubin–Tate extensions defined in §2.

This version of Lubin–Tate theory has the following consequences. First, after
computing the global sections of OXS

(1) on XS using Witt bivectors as in work of
Fontaine [15] and Fargues–Fontaine [13],6 it lets us reinterpret sections of OXS

(1)
in terms of Div1X . Second, it lets us prove that the morphism Div1X→N ∪ {∞} is
cohomologically smooth of dimension 1, which will be needed in §8.

4.1. Recall that Spec yields an anti-equivalence from the category of O-algebras
A where π is nilpotent to the category of affine schemes over Spf O. Write Ŵ for
the infinite-dimensional formal disk over Spf O whose A-points equal

{(a0, a1, . . . ) ∈W (A) | the aj are nilpotent, and cofinitely many aj are zero}.

Note that V preserves Ŵ . Also, for all non-negative integers j, we see that the
polynomials that compute the j-th coordinate of O-module operations on W are

homogeneous of degree qj , where Tj′ has degree qj−j
′
for all 0 ≤ j′ ≤ j, so Ŵ is

naturally a formal O-module.

Write LT for the O-module object coker(V − 1 : Ŵ → Ŵ ) over Spf O. By the

discussion on [13, p. 158–159], we have an isomorphism Spf O[[X0]]
∼→LT of sheaves

over Spf O given by sending a0 7→ [a0], so LT is a 1-dimensional formal O-module.
Moreover, for all i in N ∪ {∞}, Proposition 3.7 and the discussion on [13, p. 156–
158] show that LT×Spf O Spf Oi is a Lubin–Tate formal Oi-module LTi over Spf Oi;
in particular, the element fπ of O[[X0]] that computes multiplication by π on LT
satisfies fπ ≡ Xq

0 (mod π).

4.2. View LT as the pre-adic space SpaO[[X0]]. Write (−)E for the fiber product
−×SpaO SpaE, and note that LTE is isomorphic to the open unit disk over SpaE.
Recall from 1.20 the group topological space O×

n over N ∪ {∞}.
Our formal group LTE is related to the E-algebras ELT,n from 2.14 as follows.

Proposition. For all positive integers n, multiplication by πn yields a finite étale
cover LTE→LTE of degree qn. Its kernel LTE [π

n] is the finite étale cover of SpaE
corresponding to On via Corollary 2.9, where Γ acts on On through Γ→Γn→O×

n .

Proof. Note that LTE equals the increasing union of open subspaces

LTE =

∞⋃
r=1

SpaE⟨X0, X
r
0/π⟩,

where each SpaE⟨X0, X
r
0/π⟩ is preserved by multiplication by πn on LTE . Because

the element fπn of O[[X0]] that computes multiplication by πn on LT satisfies fπn ≡
Xqn

0 (mod π), the analogue of Weierstrass division for E⟨X0, X
r
0/π⟩ implies that

the resulting map E⟨X0, X
r
0/π⟩→E⟨X0, X

r
0/π⟩ is finite free of degree qn.

6See 5.2 for the definition of the line bundle OXS
(1) onXS . In particular, there is no circularity.
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To show that E⟨X0, X
r
0/π⟩→E⟨X0, X

r
0/π⟩ is étale, Lemma 2.7 indicates that it

suffices to check after applying −⊗EEi for all i in N∪{∞}. Now LTE ×SpaE SpaEi
is isomorphic to LTi×SpaOi SpaEi, so this follows from Lubin–Tate theory over Ei.
Similarly, Lubin–Tate theory over Ei yields the desired description of LTE [π

n]. □

4.3. Next, we consider the “universal cover” of LT in the sense of [37, p. 170].

Write L̃T for lim←−n LT, where n runs over non-negative integers, and the transition

morphisms are given by multiplication by π on LT. As in 4.1, identify the n-th

copy of LT with Spf O[[Xn]]. Since multiplication by π on L̃T is invertible, L̃T is a
formal E-module over Spf O.

Write O[[X̃1/q∞ ]] for the π-adic completion of
⋃∞
r=0O[[X̃1/qr ]].

Lemma. We have an isomorphism L̃T
∼→Spf O[[X̃1/q∞ ]] of formal schemes over

Spf O given by sending (an)n≥0 7→
(
limn→∞ aq

n−r

n

)
r≥0

.

Proof. Note that L̃T = Spf B, whereB denotes the π-adic completion of lim−→n
O[[Xn]],

and the transition maps send Xn 7→ fπ(Xn+1). For any non-negative integer r, we

claim that the sequence (Xqn−r

n )n≥r converges in B. To see this, observe that

Xn = fπ(Xn+1) ≡ Xq
n+1 (mod π) implies that Xqn−r

n ≡ Xqn+1−r

n+1 (mod πn+1−r),
which yields the claim.

The claim indicates that sending X̃ 7→ limn→∞Xqn

n induces a map of O-algebras
O[[X̃1/q∞ ]]→B. Since O[[X̃1/q∞ ]] and B are π-adically complete and π-torsionfree,

to show that O[[X̃1/q∞ ]]→B is an isomorphism, it suffices to check mod π. There, it

becomes the map of O/π-algebras
⋃∞
r=0(O/π)[[X̃1/qr ]]→

⋃∞
n=0(O/π)[[X

1/qn

0 ]] given

by sending X̃ 7→ X0, which is indeed an isomorphism. □

4.4. Using our choice of coordinates for LTE from 4.1, we can explicitly define its
logarithm as follows. By the proof of [13, Proposition 4.3.1], we have a morphism
of O-module objects log : LTE→Gan

a over SpaE given by sending

a0 7→
∞∑
r=0

aq
r

0 /π
r

Note that log sends {|X0| ≤ |π|} ⊆ LTE to {|X| ≤ |π|} ⊆ Gan
a .

Proposition. The induced morphism log : {|X0| ≤ |π|}→{|X| ≤ |π|} is an iso-
morphism. Consequently, we get a short exact sequence

0 //

∞⋃
n=1

LTE [π
n] // LTE

log
// Gan

a
// 0,

where log is étale-locally surjective.

Proof. Since the power series
∑∞
r=0 T

qr/πr lies in T · E[[T ]] and has linear term T ,
it has a compositional inverse exp in T · E[[T ]]. Expanding the coefficients of exp
shows that it lies in E⟨T/π⟩, so the morphism given by sending a 7→ exp(a) induces
the desired inverse to log : {|X0| ≤ |π|}→{|X| ≤ |π|}.

We turn to the short exact sequence. By checking on fibers over SpaE, we see

that, for all positive integers m, the intersection of {|X0|q
m−1(q−1) ≤ |π|} ⊆ LTE

with
⋃∞
n=1 LTE [π

n] equals LTE [π
m]. This implies that

⋃∞
n=1 LTE [π

n]→LTE is a
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closed embedding. Similarly, checking on fibers indicates that
⋃∞
n=1 LTE [π

n] is the
kernel of log.

To show that log is étale-locally surjective, let a be an (A,A+)-point of Gan
a .

Because Spa(A,A+) is compact, the image of a lies in {|X| ≤ |π|−n+1} ⊆ Gan
a

for some positive integer n, so πna lies in {|X| ≤ |π|}. The invertibility of log
on {|X| ≤ |π|} lets us lift πna to an (A,A+)-point p0 of LTE , and Proposition
4.2 indicates, after replacing (A,A+) with a finite étale cover, that there exists an
(A,A+)-point a0 of LTE satisfying fπn(a0) = p0. Since log is O-linear, we get

πn log(a0) = log(fπn(a0)) = log(p0) = πna,

and the invertibility of π on Gan
a indicates that log(a0) = a, as desired. □

4.5. Using the identification from Lemma 4.3, view L̃T as the pre-adic space

SpaO[[X̃1/q∞ ]]. Write l̃og : L̃TE→Gan
a for the composition L̃TE

pr0−→LTE
log−→Gan

a .

Corollary. We have a short exact sequence

0 // lim←−
n

( ∞⋃
m=1

LTE [π
m]

)
// L̃TE

l̃og
// Gan

a
// 0,

where l̃og is pro-étale-locally surjective.

Proof. Proposition 4.2 identifies
⋃∞
m=1 LTE [π

m] with the disjoint union( ∞∐
j=1

SpaELT,j
)∐

SpaE.

Under this identification, multiplication by π on LT restricts to the morphism

∞⋃
m=1

LTE [π
m]→

∞⋃
m=1

LTE [π
m]

that sends SpaE to SpaE and SpaELT,j to SpaELT,j−1 via the natural morphism
SpaELT,j→SpaELT,j−1, where ELT,0 denotes E. In particular, this is surjective.

Since multiplication by π on Gan
a is invertible, we can identify lim←−nG

an
a with Gan

a

via pr0. From here, taking lim←−n of the short exact sequence from Proposition 4.4

and applying the Mittag–Leffler criterion yield the desired result. □

4.6. We now use Witt bivectors to compute Bφ=πS,[1,∞], as in [13, Proposition 4.2.1].

Write B̂W (R+) for the O-module lim←−mBW (R+/ϖm), where m runs over positive

integers. Note that we can identify B̂W (R+) with the set of double sequences
(. . . , a−1, a0, a1, . . . ) in R+ satisfying lim supn→−∞ ∥an∥ < 1. Therefore we have

an O-linear map B̂W (R+)→BS,[1,∞] given by sending

(. . . , a−1, a0, a1, . . . ) 7→
∑
n∈Z

[a1/q
n

n ]πn.

For all i in N ∪ {∞}, write Si for the fiber of S→N ∪ {∞} at {i}. Note that

Si is affinoid perfectoid; write Si = Spa(Ri, R
+
i ), and for all r in R, write ri for its

image in Ri.
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Proposition. The map B̂W (R+)→BS,[1,∞] is injective, and it induces a bijection

B̂W (R+)φ=π
∼→Bφ=πS,[1,∞].

Consequently, the map ã 7→
∑
n∈Z[ã

1/qn ]πn yields a bijection R◦◦ ∼→Bφ=πS,[1,∞].

Proof. First, suppose that
∑
n∈Z[a

1/qn

n ]πn = 0 for some (. . . , a−1, a0, a1, . . . ) in

B̂W (R+). Then its image in BSi,[1,∞] is 0, and Proposition 3.7 shows that this

image equals
∑
n∈Z[a

1/qn

n,i ]πni . Hence [13, p. 95] indicates that an,i = 0 for all n in

Z. As i runs over N ∪ {∞}, [38, Theorem 5.2.1] implies that an = 0 for all n in Z.
Next, write [ϖ1/q∞ ] for the ideal of BS,[1,∞] generated by [ϖ1/qr ] for all non-

negative integers r. We claim that reduction mod [ϖ1/q∞ ] induces an injection

Bφ=πS,[1,∞] ↪→(BS,[1,∞]/[ϖ
1/q∞ ])φ=π,

and precomposing with B̂W (R+)φ=π ↪→Bφ=πS,[1,∞] yields a bijection. For injectivity,

suppose that x in Bφ=πS,[1,∞] lies in [ϖ1/qr ]BS,[1,∞] for some non-negative integer r.

Then x = π−kφk(x) lies in [ϖqk−r

]BS,[1,∞] for all non-negative integers k, so taking
k →∞ shows that x = 0.

For bijectivity, note that W (R+)[ 1π ] surjects onto BS,[1,∞]/[ϖ
1/q∞ ]. Therefore it

suffices to consider x̃ inW (R+)[ 1π ] such that y := π−1φ(x̃)−x̃ lies in [ϖ1/qr ]BS,[1,∞].

Then y also lies in W (R+)[ 1π ], so y even lies in [ϖ1/qr ]W (R+)[ 1π ]. Hence φk(y) lies

in [ϖqk−r

]W (R+)[ 1π ]. Because the π-adic valuation of π−kφk(y) decreases linearly
in k and we have

π−(k+1)φk+1(x̃)− π−kφk(x̃) = π−kφk(π−1φ(x̃)− x̃) = π−kφk(y),

this shows that x := limk→∞ π−kφk(x̃) = x̃+
∑∞
k=0 π

−kφk(y) converges in B̂W (R+).

By construction, x lies in B̂W (R+)φ=π and satisfies x ≡ x̃ (mod [ϖ1/q∞ ]), which
yields the claim.

The claim yields the first bijection. For the second bijection, note that π = φ◦V
implies that B̂W (R+)φ=π equals the set of constant double sequences (. . . , ã, ã, ã, . . . )
satisfying ∥ã∥ < 1. Now {ã ∈ R+ | ∥ã∥ < 1} equals R◦◦, as desired. □

4.7. See 5.2 for the definition of the line bundle OXS
(1) on XS . Let us interpret

Proposition 4.6 in terms of OXS
(1) and LT as follows. Write (−)O/π for the fiber

product −×SpaO Spa(O/π). Lemma 4.3 identifies L̃TO/π and L̃TE with the open
perfectoid unit disk over Spa(O/π) and SpaE, respectively.

Corollary. Under the identification from Lemma 4.3,

i) the map ã 7→
∑
r∈Z[ã

qr ]/πr induces an E-linear bijection

L̃T(S)
∼→H0(XS ,OXS

(1)),

ii) the map l̃og : L̃TE→Gan
a sends (ã1/q

r

)r≥0 7→
∑
r∈Z ã

qr/πr on (A,A+)-points,
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iii) for all untilts S♯ = Spa(R♯, R♯+) of S over SpaE, the square

L̃T(S)
∼ // H0(XS ,OXS

(1))

��

L̃T(S♯)
l̃og

// R♯

commutes, where the left arrow is R◦◦ = lim←−r(R
♯)◦◦, and the right arrow is

given by pullback to the closed Cartier divisor S♯ ↪→XS from 3.14.

Proof. For part i), we identify H0(XS ,OXS
(1)) with Bφ=πS,[1,∞] by Proposition 5.2.

Bijectivity follows from Proposition 4.6, and E-linearity follows from the proof of
[13, Proposition 4.4.5].

For part ii), let (an)n≥0 be an (A,A+)-point of L̃TE . As log is O-linear, we get

log(a0) = log(fπn(an)) = πn log(an) =

∞∑
r=−n

aq
r+n

n /πr

for all non-negative integers n. The proof of Lemma 4.3 indicates that

aq
r+n

n /πr ≡ aq
r+n+1

n+1 /πr (mod πn+1),

so taking limn→∞ shows that

log(a0) = lim
n→∞

∞∑
r=−n

aq
r+n

n /πr =
∑
r∈Z

lim
n→∞

aq
r+n

n /πr =
∑
r∈Z

ãq
r

/πr.

This yield part ii). Finally, because the composition R◦◦ = lim←−r(R
♯)◦◦

pr0−→R♯ equals

(−)♯, part iii) follows immediately from part ii), part i), and the description of θ in
Proposition 3.3.i). □

4.8. Next, we turn to study ELT. For this, we use the following analogue of bases
for the Tate module of Lubin–Tate formal groups.

Lemma. There exists a sequence (tn)n≥1 in (ELT)◦◦ such that, for all positive
integers n,

• t1 generates ELT,1 over E, and tn+1 generates ELT,n+1 over ELT,n,
• tn lies in (ELT,n)◦◦, we have fπ(tn+1) = tn, and we have fπ(t1) = 0.

Proof. Note that fπ is divisible by X0, and fπ/X0 ≡ Xq−1
0 (mod π). Therefore

[29, Chapter IV, Theorem 9.2]7 yields a monic polynomial g1 in O[X0] such that
fπ/X0 = u1g1 for some unit u1 in O[[X0]]. Since fπ = X0u1g1, one can use [29,
Chapter IV, Theorem 9.1] to identify LTE [π] with SpaE[X0]/(X0g1), which iden-
tifies LTE [π]−{0} with SpaE[X0]/g1. Proposition 4.2 identifies LTE [π]−{0} with
SpaELT,1, so the image t1 of X0 in ELT,1 is a generator over E. By checking the

image of t1 in ELT,1
i for all i in N∪{∞}, we see that t1 lies in (ELT,1)◦◦, which lets

us evaluate fπ(t1) = t1u1(t1)g1(t1) = 0.
To inductively obtain tn+1 from tn, note that fπ− tn ≡ Xq

0 (mod tn). Therefore
[29, Chapter IV, Theorem 9.2] yields a monic polynomial gn+1 in (ELT,n)◦[X0]
such that fπ − tn = un+1gn+1 for some unit un+1 in (ELT,n)◦[[X0]]. Arguing as in

7Note that [29, Chapter IV, Theorem 9.1] and [29, Chapter IV, Theorem 9.2] hold for any ring
o and ideal m ⊆ o such that is m-adically complete (with the same proofs).
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the proof of Proposition 4.2 identifies ELT,n+1 with ELT,n[X0]/gn+1, so the image
tn+1 of X0 in ELT,n+1 is a generator over ELT,n. By checking the image of tn+1

in ELT,n+1
i for all i in N ∪ {∞}, we see that tn+1 lies in (ELT,n+1)◦◦, which lets us

evaluate fπ(tn+1) = un+1(tn+1)gn+1(tn+1) + tn = tn. □

4.9. Fix a sequence (tn)n≥1 as in Lemma 4.8. For all i in N ∪ {∞}, write tn,i for
the image of tn in ELT,n

i . Recall from 2.12 the topological field Eperf
∞ , and note

that Eperf
∞ equals the completion Fq((t1/q

∞
)) of

⋃∞
r=0 Fq((t1/q

r

)).

Proposition. The ring ELT is perfectoid, and our choice of (tn)n≥1 induces an

identification (ELT)♭ = Cont(N ∪ {∞}, Eperf
∞ ) such that π♯∞ = limn→∞ tq

n

n .

Proof. Since π is a multiple of t1 and tq2 ≡ fπ(t2) = t1 (mod π), we see that tq2 is a
unit multiple of t1. Now (ELT)◦ = OLT, and we have

OLT/t1 = lim−→
n

(ELT,n)◦/t1 = lim−→
n

lim−→
d

∏
i≤d

OELT,n
i

/t1,i ×OELT,n
∞

/t1,∞,

where d is large enough with respect to n. Because lim−→n
OELT,n

i
/t1,i = OELT

i
/t1,i,

switching the order of the direct limits yields

lim−→
d

lim−→
n

∏
i≤d

OELT,n
i

/t1,i ×OELT,n
∞

/t1,∞ = lim−→
d

∏
i≤d

OELT
i
/t1,i ×OELT

∞
/t1,∞.

Replacing t1 with t2 yields OLT/t2 = lim−→d

∏
i≤dOELT

i
/t2,i×OELT

∞
/t2,∞. Since OELT

i

is integral perfectoid, these descriptions imply that the absolute q-Frobenius map
OLT/t2→OLT/tq2 = OLT/t1 is an isomorphism, so ELT is perfectoid.

We have tq−1
1 ≡ fπ(t1)/t1 = 0 (mod π) and tqn+1 ≡ fπ(tn+1) = tn (mod π).

Therefore our choice of (tn)n≥1 induces an identification

OLT/π =

∞⋃
n=1

(O/π)[t1/q
n−1(q−1)]/t = Cont

(
N ∪ {∞},

∞⋃
n=1

Fq[t1/q
n−1(q−1)]/t

)
,

where t1/q
n−1(q−1) equals the image of tn. Taking the inverse limit perfection yields

(OLT)♭ = Cont(N ∪ {∞}, (Eperf
∞ )◦),

where π∞ equals (. . . , t1/q(q−1), t1/(q−1), 0) in the inverse limit perfection of OLT/π.
This implies the desired description of (ELT)♭. Finally, because the sequence
(. . . , t2, t1, 0) in OLT is a lift of the sequence (. . . , t1/q(q−1), t1/(q−1), 0) in OLT/π,
we see that π♯∞ = limn→∞ tq

n

n , as desired. □

4.10. At this point, we can explain the relationship between OXS
(1) and divisors

on XS . See 5.2 for the definition of the E-module v-sheaf BC(O(1)) over N ∪ {∞}.

Proposition. Our choice of (tn)n≥1 induces an isomorphism over N ∪ {∞}

SpdELT ∼→BC(O(1))− {0}.

Proof. Since fπ(t1) = 0 and fπ(tn+1) = tn for all positive integers n, our choice of

(tn)n≥1 induces a morphism SpaELT→ L̃T. Therefore precomposing with an untilt
S♯ = Spa(R♯, R♯+) of S over SpaELT yields an element of

L̃T(S♯) = L̃T(S)
∼→H0(XS ,OXS

(1)),

and this induces a morphism SpdELT→BC(O(1)) over N ∪ {∞}.
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Proposition 4.9 shows that ELT is perfectoid. Moreover, Proposition 4.9 identifies

SpdELT = Spa(ELT)♭ = SpaCont(N ∪ {∞}, Eperf
∞ ),

and under the identification from Corollary 4.7.i), the morphism SpdELT→BC(O(1))
sends S♯→SpaELT to the image of π∞ in R. Hence the image of this morphism lies
in BC(O(1))− {0}. Corollary 4.7.i) even identifies BC(O(1))− {0} with the punc-

tured open perfectoid unit disk SpaCont(N∪{∞},Fq((X̃1/q∞))) over N ∪ {∞}, and
SpdELT→BC(O(1))− {0} corresponds to the map of O/π-algebras

Cont(N ∪ {∞},Fq((X̃1/q∞)))→Cont(N ∪ {∞}, Eperf
∞ )

that sends X̃ 7→ π∞. This is indeed an isomorphism. □

4.11. Let σ be an S-point of BC(O(1))−{0}. By Proposition 4.10, σ corresponds
to an S-point of SpdELT, whose image under SpdELT→Div1Y →Div1X naturally
induces a closed Cartier divisor S♯ ↪→XS by 3.14.

Proposition. We get a short exact sequence

0 // OXS

σ // OXS
(1) // OS♯

// 0

of sheaves on XS.

Proof. Write IS♯ for the ideal of OXS
corresponding to the closed Cartier divi-

sor S♯ ↪→XS . Note that the morphism SpaELT→ L̃TE induced by our choice of

(tn)n≥1 lies in the kernel of l̃og, so Corollary 4.7.iii) indicates that the image of
σ : OXS

→OXS
(1) lies in IS♯(1).

Since IS♯(1) is a line bundle, to show that σ : OXS
→IS♯(1) is an isomorphism,

it suffices to check after pulling back to geometric points s of S. Now the image of s
in N∪{∞} equals {i} for some i in N∪{∞}, so the result follows from Proposition
3.7 and [14, Proposition II.2.3]. □

4.12. We want to use our study of SpdELT to prove that Div1X→N ∪ {∞} is
cohomologically smooth of dimension 1. This requires the following generalization
of [36, Lemma 10.13], which will also be useful later. Let G be a group topological
space over N∪{∞} that is lctd over N∪{∞} as in Definition 1.2, and let {Kα}α be
a family of compact open group subspaces of G over N∪ {∞} satisfying Definition
1.2.a).

Lemma. Let S̃→S be a G-torsor in the category of v-sheaves. For all α, the

morphism Kα\G×G S̃→S is separated étale, and the natural morphism

S̃→ lim←−αK
α\G×G S̃

is an isomorphism. Consequently, S̃→S is a pro-étale cover and universally open.

Proof. First, assume that S̃ is the trivial G̃-torsor G×N∪{∞}S. Lemma 1.12 implies

that the étale topological space Kα\G over N∪{∞} is Hausdorff, so the morphism

Kα\G×G S̃ = Kα\G×N∪{∞} S→S

is separated étale. Moreover, Definition 1.2.a) indicates that G→ lim←−αK
α\G is an

isomorphism, so the same holds for S̃→ lim←−αK
α\G×G S̃ = lim←−αK

α\G×N∪{∞} S.
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In general, S̃ is trivial after replacing S with a v-cover, so the above and [36,

Proposition 10.11 (iv)] show that Kα\G ×G S̃→S is separated étale in general.
Because isomorphisms of v-sheaves can be checked after a v-cover, the above also

shows that S̃→ lim←−αK
α\G×G S̃ is an isomorphism in general.

The presentation S̃ = lim←−αK
α\G×G S̃ implies that S̃→S is a pro-étale cover.

Since the morphisms Kα\G×G S̃→S are universally open and every open subspace

of S̃ arises via pullback from Kα\G×G S̃ for some α, this also indicates that S̃→S
is universally open, as desired. □

4.13. We also need the following variant of [36, Proposition 24.2]. Write (O×)n

for the kernel of O×→O×
n . Note that O× is lctd over N ∪ {∞}, and {(O×)n}n≥1

forms a family of compact open group subspaces of O× over N ∪ {∞} satisfying
Definition 1.2.a).

Let f : Z ′→Z be a morphism of small v-stacks over N ∪ {∞}, and let

(O×)1 ×Z Z ′→Z ′

be a free action of (O×)1 on Z ′ over Z. For all positive integers n, write

Z ′ qn // Z ′/(O×)n
f(O×)n

// Z

for the natural morphisms. Let Λ be a ring that is ℓ-power torsion.

Proposition. If f is representable in locally spatial diamonds, separated, and co-
homologically smooth, then the same holds for f(O×)1 . Moreover, there is a natural

transformation q∗1→ q!1 of functors

Dét(Z
′/(O×)1,Λ)→Dét(Z

′,Λ)

such that q∗1f
!
(O×)1→ q!1f

!
(O×)1 = f ! is an isomorphism.

Proof. Let S→Z be a morphism over N ∪ {∞}. Then S ×Z Z ′ is a locally spatial

diamond, S ×Z Z/(O×)1 is a diamond, and S ×Z Z ′→S ×Z Z/(O×)1 is an (O×)1-

torsor. By replacing S ×Z Z/(O×)1 with a v-cover by an affinoid perfectoid space,

we can use Lemma 4.12 to see that S×ZZ ′→S×ZZ/(O×)1 is open, so [36, Lemma

2.10] and [36, Proposition 11.15] imply that S ×Z Z/(O×)1 is locally spatial.

The separatedness of f(O×)1 follows from [36, Proposition 10.9]. Note that the

relative compactification Z ′/(O×)1
/Z

is naturally isomorphic to (Z ′/Z)/(O×)1, and
arguing as above shows that ∣∣∣Z ′/Z

∣∣∣→ ∣∣∣(Z ′/Z)/(O×)1
∣∣∣

is a quotient map. Because f is compactifiable, this implies that f(O×)1 is compact-
ifiable.

Next, we turn to our candidate for q∗1→ q!1. Since q1 is proper, it suffices to
construct a natural transformation q1∗q

∗
1→ id. For all positive integers n ≥ m,

write qn,m : Z ′/(O×)n→Z ′/(O×)m for the quotient morphism, which is finite étale

of degree qn−m. Lemma 4.12 identifies q1 with lim←−n qn,1, so q1∗q
∗
1 is naturally
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isomorphic to lim−→n
qn,1∗q

∗
n,1. Because qn+1,n is finite étale of degree q, the trace

natural transformation trn : qn,1∗q
∗
n,1→ id satisfies the commutative square

qn+1,1∗q
∗
n+1,1

//

trn+1

��

qn,1∗q
∗
n,1

trn
��

id
×q

// id .

Hence taking lim−→n
of q−n trn yields a natural transformation q1∗q

∗
1→ id.

We claim that the natural transformation q∗1f
!
(O×)1→ f ! is an isomorphism. To

see this, after replacing Z with a v-cover, we can assume that Z is strictly totally
disconnected. Then Z ′ is a locally spatial diamond, and since the claim is open-local
on Z ′, we can assume that Z ′ is spatial. Because Z is strictly totally disconnected,
[36, Proposition 20.17] indicates that it suffices to show that

Hom(B, q∗1f
!
(O×)1A)→Hom(B, f !A)(†)

is an isomorphism for all B in Dét,pc(Z
′,Λ) and A in Dét(Z,Λ). Lemma 4.12 identi-

fies Z ′ with lim←−n Z
′/(O×)n, so [36, Proposition 20.15] implies that B is isomorphic

to q∗mBm for some positive integer m and Bm in Dét,pc(Z
′/(O×)m,Λ). Therefore

the left-hand side of (†) becomes

Hom(q∗mBm, q
∗
1f

!
(O×)1A)

= Hom(Bm, qm∗q
∗
1f

!
(O×)1A)

= Hom(Bm, lim−→n
qn,m∗q

∗
n,1f

!
(O×)1A) since lim−→n

qn,m∗q
∗
n,1

∼→ qm∗q
∗
1

= lim−→n
Hom(Bm, qn,m∗q

∗
n,1f

!
(O×)1A) by [36, Proposition 20.10]

= lim−→n
Hom(Bm, qn,m∗q

!
n,1f

!
(O×)1A) because qn,1 is étale

= lim−→n
Hom(Bm, qn,m∗f

!
(O×)nA)

= lim−→n
Hom(f(O×)n!q

∗
n,mBm, A),

where n runs over positive integers satisfying n ≥ m. Next, note that

f!B = f(O×)m!qm!q
∗
mBm = f(O×)m!qm∗q

∗
mBm because qm is proper

= lim−→n
f(O×)m!qn,m∗q

∗
n,mBm since lim−→n

qn,m∗q
∗
n,m

∼→ qm∗q
∗
m

= lim−→n
f(O×)m!qn,m!q

∗
n,mBm because qn,m is finite

= lim−→n
f(O×)n!q

∗
n,mBm,

and the transition morphisms in the directed system {f(O×)n!q
∗
n,mBm}n have split-

tings given by normalized traces as above. Since f is quasicompact cohomologically
smooth, f!B lies in Dét(Z,Λ) by [36, Proposition 23.13 (ii)], so [36, Proposition
20.17] implies that the directed system {f(O×)n!q

∗
n,mBm}n is eventually constant

with value f!B. Therefore the left-hand side of (†) becomes

lim−→n
Hom(f(O×)n!q

∗
n,mBm, A) = Hom(f!B,A) = Hom(B, f !A),

which is precisely the right-hand side of (†). This yields the claim.
To show that f(O×)1 is cohomologically smooth, [36, Proposition 23.15] indicates

that, after replacing Z with a v-cover, we can assume that Z is strictly totally
disconnected. Then it suffices to check condition (iii) in [36, Proposition 23.4], and
this follows from the claim and applying [36, Proposition 23.4 (iii)] again to f . □
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4.14. The proof of Lemma 3.15 shows that W (O/π) ∼= O, so the composition

Fq ↪→Cont(N ∪ {∞},Fq) ∼= O/π
[−]−→W (O/π) ∼= O

induces a morphism F×
q ×(N∪{∞})→O× of group topological spaces over N∪{∞}.

By using profinitude and checking on fibers, we see that the induced morphism

F×
q × (N ∪ {∞})×N∪{∞} (O×)1→O×

of group topological spaces over N ∪ {∞} is an isomorphism.
We conclude this section by proving the promised smoothness result.

Corollary. Our Div1X→N ∪ {∞} is cohomologically smooth of dimension 1.

Proof. Proposition 4.9 identifies SpdELT with the punctured open perfectoid unit
disk over N ∪ {∞}. This identifies SpdELT×N∪{∞}SpdC with the punctured open

perfectoid unit disk over SpdC, so SpdELT ×N∪{∞} SpdC→SpdC is cohomolog-

ically smooth of dimension 1.
Corollary 2.9 and [36, Lemma 15.6] imply that SpdELT→SpdE is an O×-torsor.

Therefore SpdELT→(SpdELT)/F×
q is a finite étale cover, so the above and [36,

Proposition 23.13] show that (SpdELT)/F×
q ×N∪{∞} SpdC→SpdC is cohomolog-

ically smooth of dimension 1. Since (SpdELT)/F×
q →SpdELT is a (O×)1-torsor,

Proposition 4.13 indicates that SpdE ×N∪{∞} SpdC→SpdC is cohomologically

smooth of dimension 1. From here, Lemma 3.14 and [36, Proposition 23.15] im-
ply that SpdE→N ∪ {∞} is cohomologically smooth of dimension 1. Finally, the

proof of Lemma 3.14 shows that the same holds for Div1X→N ∪ {∞}. □

5. Vector bundles on Fargues–Fontaine curves

In this section, we study vector bundles on XS . First, we prove that they satisfy
v-descent with respect to S. Next, we define the analogue of absolute Banach–
Colmez spaces over E, and we use results from §4 to prove various facts about them.
We also define general Banach–Colmez spaces over E, and we use an ampleness
result to extend the aforementioned facts to this setting. Finally, we apply these
facts to prove properties about the Harder–Narasimhan filtration in our context,
as well as to generalize a theorem of Kedlaya–Liu [26].

5.1. Let E be a vector bundle on XS . Write BC(E ) for the presheaf of E-modules
on PerfFq

over S whose S′-points equal H0(XS′ ,E |XS′ ).

Proposition. The presheaf of categories on PerfFq
over N ∪ {∞} given by

S 7→ {vector bundles on XS}

satisfies v-descent. In particular, BC(E ) is a v-sheaf.

Proof. BecauseXS = YS/φ
Z, vector bundles onXS are equivalent to vector bundles

on YS equipped with a φ-semilinear automorphism. Therefore it suffices to prove
that S 7→ {vector bundles on YS} satisfies v-descent. Let S′→S be an affinoid
perfectoid v-cover. Since YS =

⋃
I YS,I , where I runs over closed intervals in (0,∞)

with rational endpoints, it suffices to prove that vector bundles satisfy descent with
respect to YS′,I→YS,I .
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Let E ′ be a vector bundle on YS′,I with a descent datum α with respect to

YS′,I→YS,I . Pullback yields a vector bundle Ẽ ′ on YS′,I ×SpaO SpaOperf with
commuting descent data α̃ with respect to

YS′,I ×SpaO SpaOperf→YS,I ×SpaO SpaOperf

and β′ with respect to YS′,I ×SpaO SpaOperf→YS′,I .
Proposition 3.10 indicates that the Y−,I ×SpaO SpaOperf are affinoid perfectoid.

Hence [38, Lemma 17.1.8] enables us to descend (Ẽ ′, α̃) and (β′, α̃) to a vector

bundle Ẽ on YS,I ×SpaO SpaOperf with a descent datum β with respect to

YS,I ×SpaO SpaOperf→YS,I .

Because O is a direct summand of Operf as topological O-modules, [40, Tag 08XA]

and [40, Tag 08XD] enable us to descend (Ẽ , β) to a vector bundle E on YS,I . This
yields the desired result. □

5.2. Next, we study the analogue of absolute Banach–Colmez spaces in our con-
text. Let λ be a rational number, and write λ = c

d for coprime integers c and d
such that d is positive. Write OXS

(λ) for the rank-d vector bundle on XS given by

descending O⊕d
YS

along YS→XS via
π−c

1
. . .

1

 ◦ φ⊕d,

and write BC(O(λ)) for the presheaf of E-modules on PerfFq over N ∪ {∞} whose
S-points equal H0(XS ,OXS

(λ)). Since OXS
(λ) is compatible with base change in

S, Proposition 5.1 implies that BC(O(λ)) is a v-sheaf.

Proposition. If λ is positive, then H0(XS ,OXS
(λ)) is naturally isomorphic to

Bφ
d=πc

S,[1,∞], and H
1(XS ,OXS

(λ)) is zero.

Proof. By repeating the construction of E (except that in 2.1 we replace Fq with
Fqd , and we replace Ei with its corresponding unramified extension), we obtain

a topological ring Ed. Write XS(E
d) for the adic space associated with Ed as

in 3.8. By construction, we have a degree d finite étale morphism XS(E
d)→XS

given by quotienting by φ, and OXS
(λ) is the pushforward of OXS(Ed)(c). Therefore

Shapiro’s lemma lets us assume, after replacing E with Ed, that λ = c is an integer.
Note that XS is obtained from YS,[1,q] by using φ to glue YS,[1,1]

∼→YS,[q,q].
Because the YS,I are affinoid, we see that RΓ(XS ,OXS

(c)) is quasi-isomorphic to

BS,[1,q]
φ−πc

// BS,[1,1].

We claim that restriction yields a quasi-isomorphism to this complex from

BS,[1,∞]
φ−πc

// BS,[1,∞].

To see this, recall from 3.9 the topological ring W ′(R+). Now SpaW ′(R+)[ 1π ] is
covered by the rational open subspaces

{|π| ≤ |[ϖ]| ≠ 0} and {|[ϖ]| ≤ |π| ≠ 0},
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and the proof of Lemma 3.9.ii) shows that the global sections of the latter equals
BS,[1,∞]. Arguing similarly shows that the global sections of the former equals

BS,[0,1][
1
π ], and the global sections of their intersection equals BS,[1,1]. Using the

two-sided π-adic expansions of elements of BS,[1,1], we see that the difference map

BS,[0,1][
1
π ] × BS,[1,∞]→BS,[1,1] is surjective, so Lemma 3.9.i) yields a short exact

sequence

0 // W (R+)[ 1π ]
// BS,[0,1][

1
π ]×BS,[1,∞]

// BS,[1,1]→ 0.

Replacing {|π| ≤ |[ϖ]| ≠ 0} with {|πq| ≤ |[ϖ]| ≠ 0} instead yields

0 // W (R+)[ 1π ]
// BS,[0,q][

1
π ]×BS,[1,∞]

// BS,[1,q] // 0,

and φ−πc induces a map from the bottom row to the top row. By the snake lemma,
it suffices to see that the maps W (R+)[ 1π ]→W (R+)[ 1π ] and BS,[0,q]→BS,[0,1] are

isomorphisms. Now
∑∞
m=0 π

mcφ−1−m converges on W (R+)[ 1π ] and BS,[0,1], which

provides the inverse to φ− πc on W (R+)[ 1π ] and BS,[0,1]. This yields the claim.
The claim yields the first statement. For the second statement, note that BS,[1,∞]

is spanned byW (R+)[ 1π ] and [ϖ]BS,[1,∞], and the above work shows thatW (R+)[ 1π ]

lies in the image of φ − πc. Now −
∑∞
m=0 π

(−1−m)cφm converges on [ϖ]BS,[1,∞],
which implies that [ϖ]BS,[1,∞] also lies in the image of φ− πc. □

5.3. Proposition. Let λ be a rational number.

i) If λ is positive, then the morphism BC(O(λ))→N ∪ {∞} is representable in
locally spatial diamonds, partially proper, and cohomologically smooth.

ii) If λ is zero, then BC(O(λ)) is naturally isomorphic to E, and the pro-étale
sheafification of the presheaf on PerfFq over N ∪ {∞} whose S-points equal

H1(XS ,OXS
(λ)) is zero.

iii) If λ is negative, then H0(XS ,OXS
(λ)) is zero.

Proof. The proof of Proposition 5.2 lets us assume that λ = c is an integer. Under
the identification from Corollary 4.7.i), any pseudouniformizer of R yields an S-
point σ of BC(O(1))− {0}. By Proposition 4.11, we get a short exact sequence

0 // OXS

σ // OXS
(1) // OS♯

// 0

of sheaves on XS , where S
♯ ↪→XS is the closed Cartier divisor from 3.14 associated

with the image of σ under BC(O(1)) − {0} ∼= SpdELT→Div1Y →Div1X . Since the
pullback to YS of OXS

(1) is trivial, the same holds for S♯, so twisting by OXS
(c)

yields a short exact sequence

0 // OXS
(c)

σ // OXS
(c+ 1) // OS♯

// 0.(▷)

First, suppose that c is positive. If c = 1, the result follows from the identification
in Corollary 4.7.i). To inductively get the case of c+1 from the case of c, Proposition
5.2 shows that the long exact sequence induced by (▷) yields a short exact sequence

0 // BC(OXS
(c)) // BC(OXS

(c+ 1)) // (Gan
a,S♯)

♢ // 0,

where the morphism BC(OXS
(c+1))→(Gan

a,S♯)
♢ is surjective on S-points. Because

BC(OXS
(c+ 1))→(Gan

a,S♯)
♢ is also a BC(OXS

(c))-torsor, the result for BC(OXS
(c))

implies that BC(OXS
(c+1))→(Gan

a,S♯)
♢ is representable in locally spatial diamonds,
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partially proper, and cohomologically smooth. Now (Gan
a,S♯)

♢→S is a locally spatial

diamond, partially proper, and cohomologically smooth, so [36, Proposition 23.13]
shows that the same holds for the composition BC(OXS

(c+ 1))→(Gan
a,S)

♢→S.
Next, suppose that c is zero. Then Proposition 5.2 shows that the long exact

sequence induced by (▷) yields an exact sequence

0 // H0(XS ,OXS
) // H0(XS ,OXS

(1)) // R♯ // H1(XS ,OXS
) // 0,

and Corollary 4.7.iii) and Corollary 4.5 identify its first four terms with

0 // lim←−
n

( ∞⋃
m=1

LTE [π
m]

)
(S♯) // L̃T(S♯)

l̃og
// R♯.

Corollary 4.5 indicates that l̃og is pro-étale-locally surjective, so our exact se-
quence implies that the pro-étale sheafification of S 7→ H1(XS ,OXS

) is zero. As
for H0(XS ,OXS

), Proposition 4.2 shows that LTE [π
m](S♯) is a pseudotorsor for

ContN∪{∞}(|S♯|,On). Now σ induces a morphism S♯→SpaELT→ SpaELT,m, so
Proposition 4.2 also shows that this pseudotorsor is naturally trivial. Therefore the
compactness of |S| =

∣∣S♯∣∣ yields the desired description

lim←−
n

( ∞⋃
m=1

LTE [π
m]

)
(S♯) = lim←−

n

∞⋃
m=1

ContN∪{∞}(|S|,On) = ContN∪{∞}(|S|,E).

Finally, suppose that c is negative. Then the long exact sequence induced by (▷)
yields an exact sequence

0 // H0(XS ,OXS
(c)) // H0(XS ,OXS

(c+ 1)) // R♯,

so if c = −1, the result follows from part ii) and the injectivity of E→(Gan
a,S♯)

♢.
This exact sequence also indicates that the case of c+ 1 implies the case of c. □

5.4. To extend our discussion to general Banach–Colmez spaces, we use the fol-
lowing ampleness result for OXS

(1).

Proposition. Let E be a vector bundle on XS. Then there are positive integers c
and m such that there exists a surjective morphism OXS

(−c)⊕m ↠ E .

Proof. After replacing the usual Witt vectors with our Witt vectors, the proof
proceeds as in [14, Theorem II.2.6] verbatim. □

5.5. Note that O× = lim←−nO
×
n is profinite, and the morphism Z× (N∪{∞})→E×

of group topological spaces over N ∪ {∞} arising from π induces an isomorphism[
Z× (N ∪ {∞})

]
×N∪{∞} O× ∼→E×.

We now consider the analogue of projectivized Banach–Colmez spaces in our con-
text. For all vector bundles E on XS , Proposition 5.3.ii) shows that BC(E ) is
naturally an E-module over S.

Corollary. The morphism BC(E )→S is representable in locally spatial diamonds
and partially proper. Moreover, the morphism (BC(E ) − {0})/E×→S is repre-
sentable in spatial diamonds and proper.
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Proof. Applying Proposition 5.4 twice yields an exact sequence

OXS
(−c2)⊕m2 // OXS

(−c1)⊕m1 // E ∨ // 0

of sheaves on XS , where the c1, c2,m1,m2 are positive integers. From here, taking
duals and global sections yields an exact sequence

0 // BC(E ) // BC(OXS
(c1))

⊕m1 // BC(OXS
(c2))

⊕m2 .

Now BC(OXS
(c2))

⊕m2→S is separated by Proposition 5.3.i), so its zero section is a
closed embedding. Hence our exact sequence implies that BC(E )→BC(OXS

(c1))
⊕m1

is a closed embedding. Proposition 5.3.i) indicates that BC(OXS
(c1))

⊕m1→S is
representable in locally spatial diamonds and partially proper, so this shows that
the same holds for the composition BC(E )→BC(OXS

(c1)
⊕m1→S.

We turn to the second statement. We claim that |BC(E )| and the automorphism
arising from π satisfy the conditions in [14, Lemma II.2.17]. The first paragraph
is satisfied by [14, Remark II.2.18], and since BC(E ) is a closed subspace and sub-
sheaf of E-modules of BC(OXS

(c1))
⊕m1 , it suffices to check conditions (i)–(ii) for

|BC(OXS
(c1))

⊕m1 |. The proof of Proposition 5.3.i) identifies BC(OXS
(c1)) with

an iterated extension of (L̃T ×SpaO/π S)
♢ and (Gan

a,S♯)
♢, which themselves satisfy

conditions (i)–(ii). This yields the claim.
Because the fixed point locus of π is precisely the zero section, the claim and

[14, Lemma II.2.17] imply that

(BC(E )− {0})/πZ = (BC(E )− {0})/Z× (N ∪ {∞})

is a spatial diamond. Note that O× acts freely on (BC(E ) − {0})/Z× (N ∪ {∞})
over S, so [36, Remark 11.25] shows that(
(BC(E )− {0})/Z× (N ∪ {∞})

)/
O× = (BC(E )− {0})/

[
Z× (N ∪ {∞})

]
×N∪{∞} O×

= (BC(E )− {0})/E×

is a spatial diamond. Finally, we see that (BC(E )−{0})/E×→S remains partially
proper, so [36, Proposition 18.3] indicates that it is proper, as desired. □

5.6. Let us recall the notion of Harder–Narasimhan polygons. Let E be a vector
bundle on XS . For any geometric point s of S, the image of s in N ∪ {∞} equals
{i} for some i in N∪ {∞}, so Proposition 3.7 and [14, Theorem II.2.14] imply that
E |Xs is isomorphic to

OXs
(λ1)⊕ · · · ⊕ OXs

(λr)

for some rational numbers λ1 ≥ · · · ≥ λr. For all 1 ≤ j ≤ r, write dj for the rank
of OXs(λj).

Definition. The Harder–Narasimhan polygon of E is the function

pE : |S|→{convex polygons in R2}

sending s to the polygon with vertices given by

(0, 0), (d1, d1λ1), . . . , (d1 + · · ·+ dr, d1λ1 + · · ·+ drλr).
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5.7. As usual, the properness of projectivized Banach–Colmez spaces has the fol-
lowing consequence for Harder–Narasimhan polygons.

Proposition. Let E be a vector bundle on XS.

i) The function pE is upper semicontinuous.
ii) If pE is constant, then there exists a decreasing filtration {E ≥λ}λ∈Q of E such

that, for all geometric points s of S, the pullback {E ≥λ|Xs
}λ∈Q equals the

Harder–Narasimhan filtration of E |Xs . Moreover, there exists an affinoid per-
fectoid v-cover S′→S such that, for all rational numbers λ, there is a non-
negative integer m and an isomorphism(

E ≥λ/ ⋃
λ′>λ

E ≥λ′
)∣∣∣
XS′

∼= OXS′ (λ)
⊕m.

Proof. For part i), after replacing S with a clopen cover, we can assume that E has
constant rank d. Note that pE (s) equals the convex hull of

{(j,m) ∈ Z2 | 0 ≤ j ≤ d and H0(Xs, (
∧j E )⊗ OXS

(−m)
∣∣
Xs

) is nonzero},

so it suffices to show that, for all vector bundles F on XS ,

{s ∈ |S| | H0(Xs,F |Xs
) is nonzero}

is a closed subset of |S|. Now the latter equals equals the image of the morphism
(BC(F )−{0})/E×→S, which is proper by Corollary 5.5. Hence its image is indeed
a closed subset of |S|.

For part ii), suppose that pE is the polygon with vertices given by

(0, 0), (d1, d1λ1), . . . , (d1 + · · ·+ dr, d1λ1 + · · ·+ drλr)

for some rational numbers λ1 ≥ · · · ≥ λr. We claim that there exists an affinoid
perfectoid v-cover S′→S and an isomorphism

E |XS′
∼= OXS′ (λ1)⊕ · · · ⊕ OXS′ (λr).

To see this, consider the vector bundle F := Hom(OXS
(λ1),E ) on XS . The mor-

phism (BC(F )−{0})/E×→S is quasicompact by Corollary 5.5, and by assumption
it is surjective on geometric points. Therefore [36, Lemma 12.11] indicates that
(BC(F ) − {0})/E×→S is a v-cover. Since BC(F ) − {0}→(BC(F ) − {0})/E× is
also a v-cover, we see that, after replacing S with a v-cover, there exists a mor-
phism σ : OXS

(λ1)→E whose pullbacks to geometric points s of S are nonzero.
Because OXs

(−λ1) is irreducible, checking on geometric points s of S shows that
σ∨ : E ∨→OXS

(λ1)
∨ = OXS

(−λ1) is surjective, so σ is injective and has a vector
bundle cokernel. By induction on rkE , after replacing S with a v-cover, we have
an isomorphism cokerσ ∼= OXS

(λ2)⊕ · · · ⊕ OXS
(λr). The resulting extension

0 // OXS
(λ1)

σ // E // OXS
(λ2)⊕ · · · ⊕ OXS

(λr) // 0

splits after replacing S with a pro-étale cover by Proposition 5.2 and Proposition
5.3.ii). This yields the claim.

Let S′→S be as in the claim, and for all rational numbers λ, write E ′≥λ for
the sub-bundle

⊕
λj≥λ OXS′ (λj) of E |XS′

∼= OXS′ (λ1)⊕ · · · ⊕OXS′ (λr). Note that

E |XS′ has a descent datum α with respect to XS′→XS . Proposition 5.3.iii) implies

that α preserves the sub-bundles E ′≥λ, so Proposition 5.1 enables us to descend
(E ′≥λ, α) to a sub-bundle E ≥λ of E . By construction, E ≥λ satisfies the desired
properties. □
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5.8. We conclude this section by using Proposition 5.7 to prove the analogue of
[26, Theorem 8.5.12] in our more general setting.

Corollary. We have an exact tensor equivalence of categories

{pro-étale E-local systems on S} ∼→
{

vector bundles E on XS

with slope-zero pE

}
given by L 7→ L⊗E OXS

.

Proof. Note that −⊗EOXS
preserves tensor products and duals. Therefore internal

homs let us reduce full faithfulness to proving that, for all pro-étale E-local systems
L on S, the map HomE(E,L)→HomOXS

(OXS
,L ⊗E OXS

) is a bijection. Now L
is trivial after replacing S with a pro-étale cover, HomE(E,L) satisfies pro-étale
descent on S, and HomOXS

(OXS
,L ⊗E OXS

) satisfies pro-étale descent on S by
Proposition 5.1. Hence we can assume that L = E, where the result follows from
Proposition 5.3.ii).

For essential surjectivity, let E be a vector bundle on XS with slope-zero pE .
After replacing S with a clopen cover, we can assume that E has constant rank d.

Then Proposition 5.1 and Proposition 5.3.ii) indicate that the presheaf S̃ on PerfFq

over S whose S′-points equal Iso(E |XS′ ,O
⊕d
XS′ ) is a pseudotorsor for GLd(E) =

GLd(E), and Proposition 5.7.ii) shows that S̃ is a torsor. Proposition 6.5 and

Proposition 6.3 indicate that GLd(E) is lctd over N ∪ {∞}, so Lemma 4.12 shows

that S̃→S is a pro-étale cover. This yields an affinoid perfectoid pro-étale cover
S′→S and an isomorphism E |XS′

∼= O⊕d
XS′ . By full faithfulness, the resulting

descent datum on O⊕d
XS′ with respect to XS′→XS induces a descent datum α on

E⊕d with respect to S′→S, and (E⊕d, α) descends to the desired pro-étale E-local
system on S. □

6. Reductive groups in families

In this section, we study p-adic groups over E. We start with some recollections
about Chevalley groups over Z. Then we combine this with results from §2 to spread
out quasisplit connected reductive groups over E∞ to reductive group schemes G
over E. Using a construction from §1, the latter yields a group topological space
G(E) over N ∪ {∞}, which we show is lctd over N ∪ {∞} as in Definition 1.2. We
also define the analogue Kn of congruence subgroups of G(E), and we prove that

EndG(E)(c-Ind
G(E)
Kn Λ)

is isomorphic to the constant sheaf H(G∞(E∞),Kn∞)Λ in a way that recovers Gana-
pathy’s isomorphism on stalks.

Next, we turn to the study of G-bundles on XS . After proving a Tannakian
description of G-torsors, we define the moduli stack

BunG→N ∪ {∞}

of G-bundles on XS . Using results from §5, we prove that the locus Bun1G ⊆ BunG
of trivial G-bundles is open, and that Bun1G is isomorphic to the classifying stack of
G(E) over N ∪ {∞}. Finally, we prove an invariance property ofDét(BunG,Λ) when
base changing to BunG×N∪{∞} SpdC, by reducing to the situation considered in

Fargues–Scholze [14].
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6.1. Let (Gs, T s, X∗(T s),∆, {xã}ã∈∆) be a pinned split connected reductive group
over Z as in [9, Definition 6.1.1], and recall that the global sections OGs of Gs is a
free Z-module [6, 4.9]. Write Bs for the Borel subgroup of Gs associated with the
base ∆, and note that OBs is also a free Z-module.

Let δ : Γ∞→Aut(Gs, T s, X∗(T s),∆, {xã}ã∈∆) be a continuous homomorphism,
and write F∞/E∞ for the finite Galois extension such that Gal(F∞/E∞) is the
image of δ. Descending (Gs

F∞
, T s
F∞
, Bs

F∞
, {xã}ã∈∆) along the étale Gal(F∞/E∞)-

torsor SpecF∞→SpecE∞ via δ yields a quasisplit connected reductive group G∞
over E∞ with a pinning (B∞, T∞, {xã}ã∈∆) over E∞ as in [24, Definition 2.9.1].
Recall that every quasisplit connected reductive group over E∞ arises this way for
a uniquely determined δ (up to conjugation).

6.2. We now spread out G∞ to a connected reductive group over E as follows. Let
n be a positive integer such that the image of In∞ in Gal(F∞/E∞) is trivial. For
the rest of this paper, assume that ei ≥ n for all i in N. Recall from 2.10 the
function ψ : [−1,∞)→[−1,∞), the finite Galois extensions Fi/Ei, the finite étale
E-algebra F , and the ring topological spaces OF,n, OF, and F over N ∪ {∞}.

Corollary 2.9 implies that SpecF →SpecE is an étale Gal(F∞/E∞)-torsor. There-
fore descending (Gs

F , T
s
F , B

s
F , {xã}ã∈∆) along SpecF →SpecE via δ yields a con-

nected reductive group G over E, a maximal subtorus T of G, a Borel subgroup B
of G containing T , and generators xã of the rank-1 free F -module (LieGF )ã for all
ã in ∆.

For all i in N ∪ {∞}, write (Gi, Ti, Bi, {xã}ã∈∆) for the base change to Ei of
(G,T,B, {xã}ã∈∆). Then Gi and (Bi, Ti, {xã}ã∈∆) are the objects associated with
G∞ and (B∞, T∞, {xã}ã∈∆) as in A.5. In particular, when i =∞ this agrees with
the notation of 6.1.

6.3. By Proposition 1.20, the affine group G over E = E(N∪{∞}) induces a group
topological space G(E) over N ∪ {∞}.

Proposition. The group topological space G(E) over N∪{∞} is Hausdorff, locally
profinite, and satisfies Definition 1.2.b).

Proof. Since E is Hausdorff, the same holds for G(E). Similarly, because G is of
finite type over E and E is locally profinite, the same holds for G(E).

We turn to Definition 1.2.b). Let i be in N∪{∞}, and note that the fiber G(E)i
is G(Ei). Moreover, the evaluation map evi : lim−→U

G(E)(U)→G(E)i, where U runs

over compact neighborhoods of i, equals the composition

lim−→
U

G(E)(U) = lim−→
U

G(E(U))→G(OSpaE,i)→G(Ei) = G(E)i,

where the first equality follows from Proposition 1.20. The first arrow is an isomor-
phism because OSpaE,i = lim−→U

E(U) and G is of finite presentation over E. The

second arrow is surjective because Ei is the residue field of OSpaE,i, the latter is
henselian [26, Lemma 2.4.17 (a)], and G is smooth over E. □

6.4. To construct our family of congruence subgroups over N ∪ {∞}, we use The-
orem A.6. For all i in N ∪ {∞}, write B(Gi/Ei) for the (reduced) building of Gi
over Ei, and write oi for the vertex in B(Gi/Ei) corresponding to the adjusted
Chevalley valuation associated with the pinning (Bi, Ti, {xã}ã∈∆) over Ei. Write
Ki for the smooth affine model of Gi over Oi such that Ki(Oi) ⊆ Gi(Ei) equals the
open compact subgroup Gi(Ei)

1
oi [24, Proposition 8.3.1], which is maximal.
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Let n be a positive integer. For large enough i, Theorem A.6 indicates that our
isomorphism Trei(Ei)

∼= Trei(E∞) induces an isomorphism (Ki)Oi/pn
i

∼= (K∞)O∞/pn
∞

of groups over Oi/pni ∼= O∞/p
n
∞.

Definition. Recall from 2.2 our presentation of N ∪ {∞}.
a) Let n be a positive integer. Write Kn for the group topological space over

N ∪ {∞} given by lim←−d of the discrete group topological spaces(∐
i≤d

Ki(Oi/pni )
)∐
K∞(O∞/p

n
∞)

over {i ∈ N | i ≤ d} ∪ {∞}, where, for large enough d, the transition map( ∐
i≤d+1

Ki(Oi/pni )
)∐
K∞(O∞/p

n
∞)→

(∐
i≤d

Ki(Oi/pni )
)∐
K∞(O∞/p

n
∞)

sends Kd+1(Od+1/p
n
d+1) to K∞(O∞/p

n
∞) via the isomorphism

(Kd+1)Od+1/pn
d+1

∼= (K∞)O∞/pn
∞

(since d is large enough) and equals the identity otherwise.
b) Write K for the group topological space over N∪{∞} given by lim←−nKn, where n

runs over positive integers, and the transition map Kn+1→Kn is induced from
reduction mod πni .

c) Write Kn for the kernel of K→Kn.

Note that Kn is finite locally constant over N∪{∞}, so K is profinite. Moreover,
{Kn}n≥1 forms a family of compact open group subspaces of K over N ∪ {∞}
satisfying Definition 1.2.a). We see that K also satisfies Definition 1.2.b), so it is
lctd over N ∪ {∞}.

6.5. For all i in N∪{∞}, note that the fiber Ki is Ki(Oi). Write ι : K→G(E) for
the map over N ∪ {∞} whose fiber at i equals the inclusion Ki(Oi) ⊆ G(Ei).

Proposition. The map ι is an open embedding of group topological spaces over
N∪{∞}. Consequently, G(E) satisfies Definition 1.2.a), so it is lctd over N∪{∞}.

Proof. Because Gs is of finite type over Z and OF is an open ring topological
subspace of F, Proposition 1.20 yields an open embedding Gs(OF) ↪→Gs(F) of group
topological spaces over N ∪ {∞}. Endow Gs(F) with the action of Gal(F∞/E∞)
arising from δ and Proposition 1.20. Then taking Gal(F∞/E∞)-invariants yields
an open embedding

Gs(OF)
Gal(F∞/E∞) ↪→Gs(F)Gal(F∞/E∞) = G(E)

of group topological spaces over N ∪ {∞}.
For all i in N ∪ {∞}, we claim that there exists a natural morphism

Ki→ROFi
/Oi

(Gs
OFi

)

of groups over Oi such that the resulting diagram

Ki(Oi) //
� _

��

Gs(OFi
)� _

��

Gi(Ei)
� � // Gi(Fi) Gs(Fi)
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commutes. To see this, consider the image of oi in B(Gi/Fi). Note that Gs
OFi

is the

smooth affine model of (Gi)Fi
overOFi

such that Gs(OFi
) ⊆ Gi(Fi) equals Gi(Fi)1oi .

Now Ki(Oi) equals the intersection of Gi(Ei) with Gi(Fi)
1
oi , so Ki is the smoothen-

ing as in [24, Definition A.6.3] of the Zariski closure of Gi in ROFi
/Oi

(Gs
OFi

). This

yields the claim.
Because Proposition 1.20 is compatible with inverse limits in R and S, we have

Gs(OF) = lim←−
n

Gs(OF,n) = lim←−
n

lim←−
d

[(∐
i≤d

Gs(OFi
/pnFi

)
)∐

Gs(OF∞/p
n
F∞

)
]

as group topological spaces over N∪{∞}. For all i in N∪{∞}, the claim induces a
homomorphism Ki(Oi/pni )→Gs(OFi/p

n
Fi
), so taking lim←−n lim←−d

∐
{i≤d}∪{∞} yields

a morphism K→Gs(OF) of group topological spaces over N ∪ {∞}. By checking
on fibers, the above work shows that the image of this map is Gs(OF)

Gal(F∞/E∞).
Moreover, we see that the composition

K→Gs(OF)
Gal(F∞/E∞) ↪→G(E)

equals ι, so ι is a morphism of group topological spaces over N ∪ {∞}. Finally,
since K is compact and G(E) is Hausdorff, ι is a homeomorphism onto its image.
We already saw that this image is the open subspace Gs(OF)

Gal(F∞/E∞). □

6.6. We have the following version of the valuation map for T (Ĕ) over N ∪ {∞}.
Recall from 2.11 the E-algebra Ĕ, as well as the ring topological spaces Ŏ and
Ĕ over N ∪ {∞}. Note that the pullback to SpecF of Hom(T,Gm) is naturally
Gal(F∞/E∞)-equivariantly isomorphic to the constant Z-local system with fiber
X∗(T∞), so elements of X∗(T∞)Γ∞ induce morphisms T →Gm of groups over E.

Similarly, elements of X∗(T∞)I∞ induce morphisms TĔ→Gm of groups over Ĕ,

and elements of X∗(T∞) induce morphisms Gm→TF̆ of groups over F̆ .

For all compact open subsets U of N ∪ {∞} and f in T (Ĕ)(U), write

v(f) : X∗(T∞)I∞→Z(U)

for the map that sends ω in X∗(T∞)I∞ to the composition

U
f
// T (Ĕ)

ω(Ĕ)
// Ĕ× v // Z× (N ∪ {∞}).

Note this yields a morphism v : T (Ĕ)→Hom(X∗(T∞)I∞ ,Z) of abelian sheaves on

N∪{∞}. Identify Hom(X∗(T∞)I∞ ,Z) with the Z-torsionfree quotient X∗(T∞)I∞,tf

of X∗(T∞)I∞ .

Write T (Ĕ)1 for the subspace of T (Ĕ) whose fiber at i equals Ti(Ĕi)
1, and write

T (E)1 for the subspace of T (E) whose fiber at i equals Ti(Ei)
1. Proposition 6.5

shows that T (E)1 is an open group topological subspace of T (E) over N ∪ {∞}.
Similarly, arguing as in the proof of Proposition 6.5 shows that T (Ĕ)1 is an open

group topological subspace of T (Ĕ) over N ∪ {∞}.

Lemma. The morphism v induces an isomorphism

v : T (Ĕ)/T (Ĕ)1 ∼→X∗(T∞)I∞,tf

of abelian sheaves on N ∪ {∞}. Moreover, v restricts to an isomorphism

v : T (E)/T (E)1 ∼→ (X∗(T∞)I∞,tf)
φ∞ .
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Proof. By using Proposition 1.4 to check on stalks, the first statement follows from
[24, Corollary 11.6.2], and the second one follows from [24, Corollary 11.7.6]. □

6.7. In A.8, we compare elements of T (E)i for different values of i in N∪{∞}. To
carry out this comparison compatibly over all i in N∪ {∞}, we proceed as follows.

Choose a uniformizer πF∞ of F∞. For all i in N, choose a uniformizer πFi
of Fi

whose image in OFi
/p
ψ(ei)
Fi

∼= OF∞/p
ψ(ei)
F∞

equals the image of πF∞ , and write πF
for the continuous section of F→N∪{∞} whose value on i in N∪{∞} equals πFi .

Choose a Z-basis µ1, . . . , µr of X∗(T∞)I∞,tf , and choose representatives µ̃1, . . . µ̃r
in X∗(T∞) of the µ1, . . . , µr. Consider the morphism of abelian group topological
spaces over N ∪ {∞}

∇̆ : X∗(T∞)I∞,tf × (N ∪ {∞})→T (Ĕ)

that sends the constant section µj to NmF̆ /Ĕ(µ̃j ◦πF ) for all 1 ≤ j ≤ r. By checking

on fibers, we see that ∇̆ is a section of the composition

T (Ĕ) // T (Ĕ)/T (Ĕ)1 v // X∗(T∞)I∞,tf × (N ∪ {∞}).

Lemma 6.6 implies that this composition is a surjective morphism of abelian group
topological spaces over N ∪ {∞} with kernel T (Ĕ)1, so ∇̆ induces an isomorphism
of group topological spaces over N ∪ {∞}[

X∗(T∞)I∞,tf × (N ∪ {∞})
]
×N∪{∞} T (Ĕ)1

∼→T (Ĕ).

6.8. Let Λ be a ring, and recall the notation of Definition 1.5, Definition 1.9, and
Definition 1.17. For the rest of this paper, assume that ei is large enough
as in Theorem A.13 for all i in N. For all i in N∪{∞}, Theorem A.13 indicates
that our isomorphism Trei(Ei)

∼= Trei(E∞) induces an isomorphism of Λ-algebras

H(G(E∞),Kn∞)Λ
∼→H(G(Ei),Kni )Λ.

The following result is crucial for the spreading out argument in our main theorems.

Theorem. We have a natural isomorphism

ς : H(G(E∞),Kn∞)Λ
∼→EndG(E)(c-Ind

G(E)
Kn Λ)

of sheaves of Λ-modules on N∪{∞} such that, for all i in N∪{∞}, the stalk ςi equals
the composition H(G(E∞),Kn∞)Λ

∼→H(G(Ei),Kni )Λ = EndG(Ei)(c-Ind
G(E)
Kn Λ).

Proof. For all i in N ∪ {∞}, Proposition A.11 yields a natural bijection

Kni \G(Ei)/Kni ∼= Kn∞\G(E∞)/Kn∞.

We claim that there exists a map Υ : Kn∞\G(E∞)/Kn∞→G(E)(N∪{∞}) such that,
for all i in N ∪ {∞}, the square

Kni \G(Ei)/Kni
∼ Kn∞\G(E∞)/Kn∞

Υ

��

G(Ei)

OO

G(E)(N ∪ {∞})evioo
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commutes. To see this, choose a Z-basis ν1, . . . , νs of (X∗(T∞)I∞,tf)
φ∞ . By Lemma

6.6, there exist t1, . . . , ts in T (E)(N ∪ {∞}) such that, for all 1 ≤ j ≤ s, the image
of tj under v equals the constant section νj . Write

∇ : (X∗(T∞)I∞,tf)
φ∞→T (E)(N ∪ {∞})

for the homomorphism that sends νj 7→ tj for all 1 ≤ j ≤ s.
For all i in N ∪ {∞}, write Ti for the Néron model of Ti over Oi, and note that

Ti is naturally a subgroup of Ki over Oi by Lemma A.2.i). For all 1 ≤ j ≤ s, write
tj for the composition

N ∪ {∞}
tj
// T (Ĕ)

[
X∗(T∞)I∞,tf × (N ∪ {∞})

]
×N∪{∞} T (Ĕ)1

∼oo
pr2 // T (Ĕ)1.

Because tj is continuous, the image in Ti(Ŏi/pni ) ∼= T∞(Ŏ∞/p
n
∞) of its fiber at i is

constant for large enough i.
For all i in N∪{∞}, write Tni for the kernel of Ti(Oi)→Ti(Oi/pni ). Now A.8 indi-

cates that our choice of µ̃1, . . . , µ̃r in X∗(T∞), along with our choice of uniformizers
πFi and πF∞ , induce an isomorphism Ti(Ei)/T

n
i
∼= T∞(E∞)/Tn∞, and the above im-

plies that the images of evi(tj) and ev∞(tj) in Ti(Ei)/T
n
i
∼= T∞(E∞)/Tn∞ coincide

for large enough i. Therefore, by modifying tj at finitely many i, we can assume
that this holds for all i. As ν runs over (X∗(T∞)I∞,tf)

φ∞,+, using the resulting
evi(∇(ν)) and ev∞(∇(ν)) in the proof of Proposition A.11 yields the claim.

Recall the notation of 1.19. By checking on fibers, the claim identifies

G(E) =
∐
g∞

KnΥ(g∞)Kn

as sets, where g∞ runs over Kn∞\G(E∞)/Kn∞. Combining this with Lemma 1.19
shows that KnΥ(g∞)Kn is clopen in G(E), so we can form the continuous function
hg∞ : G(E)→Λ whose value on KnΥ(g∞)Kn equals 1 ◦ pr and whose value on
G(E)−KnΥ(g∞)Kn equals 0 ◦ pr.

By checking on fibers, we see that hg∞ lies in H(G(E),Kn)Λ(N ∪ {∞}). As g∞
varies, the hg∞ induce a morphism of sheaves of Λ-modules

H(G(E∞),Kn
∞)Λ→H(G(E),Kn)

on N ∪ {∞}; take our candidate morphism ς to be the composition

H(G(E∞),Kn
∞)Λ→H(G(E),Kn)Λ

ς→EndG(E)(c-Ind
G(E)
Kn Λ).

Finally, the desired result follows from Proposition 1.18 and checking on stalks. □

6.9. Next, we turn to the study of G-torsors. More generally, let H be one of
{G,B}, and view OH as a representation of H over E via right translation.

Lemma. The representation OH is isomorphic to lim−→α
Vα for some directed family

{Vα}α of objects of RepH.

Proof. Because Hs is an affine group over Z and OHs is a free Z-module, arguing
as in the proof of [11, II.2.4] and taking Z-saturations show that OHs is isomorphic
to lim−→α

V s
α for some directed family {V s

α}α of objects of RepHs. Now the finite

group Gal(F∞/E∞) acts on OHs via δ, so after replacing each V s
α with the sum of

its Gal(F∞/E∞)-translates, we can assume that each V s
α is Gal(F∞/E∞)-stable.

Note that OHs
F

is isomorphic to lim−→α
(V s
α)F . The above indicates that each

(V s
α)F descends to a constant rank finite projective E-module Vα with a co-action
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of OH , and that OH is isomorphic to lim−→α
Vα. Because |SpaE| is profinite, every

constant rank vector bundle on SpaE is free, so [26, Theorem 2.7.7] implies that
every constant rank finite projective E-module is free. Therefore Vα is an object of
RepH, as desired. □

6.10. With Lemma 6.9 in hand, we can prove the following Tannakian description
of H-torsors. Let Z be a sousperfectoid space over SpaE, and let H be an étale
Han-torsor on Z. For all V in RepH, write ρ(V ) for the locally free OZ,ét-module

ρ(V ) := H ×H
an

(V an ⊗E OZ,ét).

Now [26, Theorem 8.2.22 (d)] implies that ρ(V ) is a vector bundle on Z, so this
yields an exact tensor functor ρ : RepH→{vector bundles on Z}.

Proposition. This association induces an equivalence of categories between

a) étale Han-torsors H on Z,
b) exact tensor functors ρ : RepH→{vector bundles on Z}.
Moreover, when Z = Spa(R,R+) is affinoid, the above are naturally equivalent to

c) étale H-torsors H alg on SpecR,
d) exact tensor functors ρ : RepH→{finite projective R-modules}.

Proof. Both a) and b) are open-local on Z, so we can assume that Z = Spa(R,R+)
is affinoid. Let

ρ : RepH→{vector bundles on Z} ∼= {finite projective R-modules}

be an exact tensor functor, where the equivalence follows from [26, Theorem 2.7.7].
Lemma 6.9 indicates that OH ∼= lim−→α

Vα for some directed family {Vα}α of objects

of RepH, so we can define ρ(OH) to be lim−→α
ρ(Vα). Because the Vα are finite free

E-modules, this is independent of the family {Vα}α.
Note that OH is an E-algebra with an H-equivariant co-action of OH over E via

left translation. Since ρ is a tensor functor, this endows ρ(OH) with the structure
of an R-algebra with a co-action of OH over E. Moreover, ρ(OH) is a direct limit of
flat R-modules and hence itself flat over R. Because OH contains E and ρ(E) = R,
the exactness of ρ shows that ρ(OH) is supported everywhere on SpecR, so ρ(OH)
is even faithfully flat over R.

Write H alg for Spec ρ(OH). The above implies that H alg has an action of H
over E, and we see that H alg×SpecRH alg is naturally H-equivariantly isomorphic
to H ×SpecE H alg over H alg. Since H alg→SpecR is faithfully flat, this shows
that H alg is an fpqc H-torsor on SpecR. The smoothness of H indicates that
H alg is even an étale H-torsor on SpecR. Finally, because Z is sousperfectoid, the
analytification of H alg over Z yields an étale Han-torsor H on Z, as desired. □

6.11. We have the following analogue of the moduli of G-bundles on the Fargues–
Fontaine curve in our setting.

Definition. Write BunG for the presheaf of groupoids on PerfFq over N ∪ {∞}
whose S-points equal the category of étale Gan-torsors on XS .

Proposition 6.10 and Proposition 5.1 imply that BunG is a v-stack, and the proof
of [14, Proposition III.1.3] shows that BunG is small.

For all i in N ∪ {∞}, write BunGi for the v-stack as in [14, Definition III.1.2].
Proposition 3.7 identifies the fiber of BunG at {i} with BunGi

.
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6.12. For all i in N ∪ {∞}, write νi : |BunGi
|→(X∗(Ti)

+
Q )

Γi ∼= (X∗(T∞)+Q )
Γ∞ for

the Newton map as in [14, Theorem III.2.3]. Because 6.11 identifies the set |BunG|
with the disjoint union

∐
i |BunGi |, where i runs over N∪{∞}, the maps νi induce

a map ν : |BunG|→(X∗(T∞)+Q )
Γ∞ .

Proposition. The map ν : |BunG|→(X∗(T∞)+Q )
Γ∞ is upper semicontinuous.

Proof. Let ω be in X∗(T∞)Γ∞,+, write Vω in RepG for the associated Weyl module,
and write ρω : G→GLd for the corresponding morphism of groups over E. For all
i in N ∪ {∞}, write (Vω,i, ρω,i) for the base change to Ei of (Vω, ρω). Identify ω
with its image in X∗(Ti)

Γi,+ ∼= X∗(T∞)Γ∞,+, and note that Vω,i is an irreducible
representation of Gi with highest weight ω.

Let G be a Gan-torsor on XS , and let ν0 be in (X∗(T∞)+Q )
Γ∞ . By definition,{

s ∈ |S|
∣∣ ν(G |Xs

) ≥ ν0
}
=

{
s ∈ |S| νi(G |Xs) ≥ ν0, where {i} is

the image of s in N ∪ {∞}

}
.

Now [34, p. 165] shows that this equals{
s ∈ |S| pG |Xs

(Vω,i) ≥ ρω,i(ν0) for all ω in X∗(Ti)
Γi,+,

where {i} is the image of s in N ∪ {∞}

}
,

so the above implies that this equals⋂
ω

{
s ∈ |S|

∣∣ pG (Vω)(s) ≥ ρω,∞(ν0)
}
,

where ω runs over X∗(T∞)Γ∞,+. Proposition 5.7.ii) indicates that this is a closed
subset of |S|, and this yields the desired result. □

6.13. Write Bun1G for the substack of BunG whose S-points consist of étale Gan-
torsors G on XS such that, for all geometric points s of S, the pullback G |Xs

is
trivial.

As usual, the trivial locus Bun1G admits the following description in terms of clas-
sifying stacks. Recall the notation of 3.17. Consider the morphism N ∪ {∞}→BunG
corresponding to the trivial Gan-torsor, which factors through a morphism

N ∪ {∞}→Bun1G .

Proposition 5.3.ii) identifies G(E) = G(E) with N ∪ {∞} ×Bun1
G
N ∪ {∞} as group

v-sheaves over N ∪ {∞}, so descent yields a morphism BG(E)→Bun1G.

Proposition. The substack Bun1G ⊆ BunG is open, and the morphism BG(E)→Bun1G
is an isomorphism.

Proof. Let G be a Gan-torsor on XS . We claim that{
s ∈ |S|

∣∣ the pullback G |Xs
is trivial

}
is an open subset of |S|. To see this, [36, Lemma 2.5] indicates that, after replacing
S with a pro-étale cover, we can assume that S is strictly totally disconnected. Now{

s ∈ |S|
∣∣ the pullback G |Xs is trivial

}
⊆

{
s ∈ |S|

∣∣ ν(G |Xs) = 0
}
,

and the right-hand side is an open subset of |S| by Proposition 6.12. Therefore, after
replacing S with the corresponding open subspace, we can assume that ν(G |Xs

) = 0
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for all geometric points s of S. For all V in RepG, this implies that pG (V ) has slope-
zero, so Corollary 5.8 shows that G corresponds to an exact tensor functor

RepG→{pro-étale E-local systems on S}.
Because S is strictly totally disconnected, Lemma 4.12 implies that pro-étale E-local
systems on S are trivial. Hence the natural functor

{finite free E(S)-modules}→{pro-étale E-local systems on S}
is an exact tensor equivalence, so G corresponds to an exact tensor functor

RepG→{finite free E(S)-modules}.
Proposition 6.10 shows that this corresponds to a G-torsor F on

SpecE(S) = SpecContN∪{∞}(|S|,E) = SpecContN∪{∞}(π0(|S|),E).
Since π0(|S|) is profinite, we can form the analytic adic space

Z := π0(|S|)×N∪{∞} SpaE.

Note that Z is affinoid with global sections equal to ContN∪{∞}(π0(|S|),E). For all
s in |S|, write z for the point of Z corresponding to the image of s in π0(|S|). Then

OZ,z = lim−→
U

ContN∪{∞}(U,E),

where U runs over neighborhoods of s in π0(|S|), and the residue field of OZ,z is
ContN∪{∞}(s,E). Because OZ,z is henselian [26, Lemma 2.4.17 (a)], the triviality
of F |ContN∪{∞}(s,E) implies the triviality of F |ContN∪{∞}(U,E) for some U . Therefore

if G |Xs is trivial, then G |XŨ
is trivial, where Ũ denotes the preimage in |S| of U .

As s varies, this yields the claim.
The claim yields the first statement. For the second statement, note that the

above work shows that the morphism N ∪ {∞}→Bun1G is a pro-étale cover. Hence
the second statement follows from descent. □

6.14. In this subsection, we work over SpdFq and assume that Λ is ℓ-power torsion.
We conclude this section by proving that the second statement in Proposition 3.17
holds for Z = BunG, which will be needed in §9. Recall from 2.13 the E-algebra
C, and recall from 3.16 the morphism SpdC→N ∪ {∞}.

Proposition. The pullback functor

Dét(BunG,Λ)→Dét(BunG×N∪{∞} SpdC,Λ)

is an equivalence of categories.

Proof. Proposition 2.13 identifies SpdC with N ∪ {∞}× SpaC∞ , so applying [36,

Theorem 19.5 (ii)] to Fq ↪→C∞ shows that our functor is fully faithful.
We turn to essential surjectivity. Since N is discrete, 6.11. indicates that BunG|N

is naturally isomorphic to the disjoint union
∐
i BunGi

, where i runs over N. This
identifies the functor

Dét(BunG|N,Λ)→Dét(BunG|N ×N∪{∞} SpdC,Λ)

with
∏
iDét(BunGi ,Λ)→

∏
iDét(BunGi

× SpdCi,Λ), which is an equivalence by
[14, Corollary V.2.3]. Similarly, 6.11 identifies the functor

Dét(BunG|{∞},Λ)→Dét(BunG|{∞} ×N∪{∞} SpdC,Λ)
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with Dét(BunG∞ ,Λ)→Dét(BunG∞ ×SpdC∞,Λ), which also is an equivalence by
[14, Corollary V.2.3]. Therefore the essential surjectivity of our functor follows from
combining full faithfulness and the excision exact triangle associated with

BunG|N ×N∪{∞} SpdC ↪→BunG×N∪{∞} SpdC←↩BunG|{∞} ×N∪{∞} SpdC. □

7. Beilinson–Drinfeld affine Grassmannians

In this section, we introduce the analogue of Beilinson–Drinfeld affine Grass-
mannians GrJG over E. After proving various basic facts about GrJG and its affine
Schubert subvarieties, we study the analogue of semi-infinite orbits. This lets us
apply the machinery of hyperbolic localization as in [14, Section IV.6] to define

the constant term functor CTB for étale sheaves on GrJG. We conclude by giving,

in terms of CTB , criteria for étale sheaves on GrJG to vanish or to be universally
locally acyclic.

Our arguments in §7 and §8 closely follow those of Scholze–Weinstein [38] and
Fargues–Scholze [14]. For some statements, we can even reduce to the situation
considered in Fargues–Scholze [14] by working fiberwise over N ∪ {∞}. This lets us
avoid (direct) reduction mod π arguments over N ∪ {∞}, for example.

7.1. Recall from 3.14 the v-sheaf Div1X over N ∪ {∞}, and recall the notation of

3.18. Let J be a finite set. For all morphisms S→(Div1X)J over N ∪ {∞} and j in

J , write Sj→Div1X for the j-th projection, write S♯j ↪→XS for the closed Cartier
divisor from 3.14, and write IS♯

j
for the corresponding ideal of OXS

. Write DS

for the closed Cartier divisor
∑
j∈J S

♯
j ↪→XS , and write IDS

for the corresponding
ideal of OXS

.

Lemma. The presheaf of categories on PerfFq over S given by

S′ 7→ {vector bundles on DS′}
satisfies v-descent.

Proof. Let S′→S be an affinoid perfectoid v-cover. When S is a geometric point,
the image of |S| in N∪{∞} equals {i} for some N∪{∞}, so the result follows from
Proposition 3.7 and [14, Proposition VI.1.4]. When S′→S is finite étale, Corollary
3.4 implies that XS′→XS and hence DS′→DS is finite étale, so the result follows
from [26, Theorem 8.2.22 (d)]. Combined with Proposition 3.12, this shows that

P := {vector bundles satisfy descent with respect to DS′→DS}
satisfies the conditions in [26, Proposition 8.2.20], so [26, Proposition 8.2.20] indi-
cates that the result holds when S′→S is étale.

In general, let E ′ be a vector bundle on DS′ with a descent datum α with respect
to DS′→DS . For all geometric points s of S, the above enables us to descend
(E ′|DS′

s
, α|DS′

s
) to a vector bundle EDs

on Ds. Because |Ds| is a disjoint union of

points, EDs and hence its pullback E ′|DS′
s
is free. Therefore [16, Proposition 5.4.21]

implies that any basis of EDs induces a basis of E ′|DU
for some affinoid perfectoid

étale neighborhood U of S′
s; in particular, E ′|DU

is free. In these coordinates, α|DU

corresponds to a matrix with entries in ODU×DS
DU

= ODU×SU
, and after shrinking

U , we see that α|DU
− id has entries lying in the image of [ϖ]O+

YU×SU,[0,qr ]
, where r

is large enough such that DS lies in YS,[0,qr]. Since O is a direct summand of Operf
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as topological O-modules, Proposition 3.10 and [36, Proposition 8.8] show that the
v-cohomology group H1

v (S,OY+
S,[0,qr ]

) is annihilated by [ϖ]1/q
m

for all non-negative

integers m. Hence the result follows from arguing as in the proof of [38, Lemma
17.1.8]. □

7.2. Let us introduce the analogue of loop groups, affine Grassmannians, and local
Hecke stacks in our setting. Write B+

dR(S) for the global sections of lim←−n OXS
/I n

DS
,

and write BdR(S) for the global sections of
(
lim←−n OXS

/I n
DS

)
[ 1
IDS

]. Lemma 7.1 in-

dicates that the global sections of OXS
/I n

DS
= OnDS

yields a v-sheaf over (Div1X)J ,

so the same holds for B+
dR and BdR.

Let M be an affine scheme over E, and let H be one of {G,B}.

Definition.

a) Write LnJM , L+
JM , and LJM for the presheaves on PerfFq

over (Div1X)J whose

S-points equal M(OnDS
), M(B+

dR(S)) and M(BdR(S)), respectively.

b) WriteHckJH for the presheaf of groupoids on PerfFq
over (Div1X)J whose S-points

parametrize data consisting of
i) two H-torsors H and H ′ on SpecB+

dR(S),

ii) an isomorphism ρ : H |BdR(S)
∼→H ′|BdR(S) of H-torsors on SpecBdR(S).

c) Write GrJH for the presheaf on PerfFq
over (Div1X)J whose S-points parametrize

data consisting of
i) an H-torsor H on SpecB+

dR(S),

ii) an isomorphism ρ : H |BdR(S)
∼→H of H-torsors on SpecBdR(S).

Since M is affine, we see that LnJM , L+
JM , and LJM are v-sheaves, and the

proof of [14, Proposition III.1.3] shows that they are small. We have a natural

morphism GrJH→Hck
J
H given by (H , ρ) 7→ (H , H, ρ).

7.3. Let M be a smooth affine scheme over E.

Proposition. The morphism LnJM→(Div1X)J is representable in locally spatial
diamonds, partially proper, and cohomologically smooth of dimension n·#J ·dimM .

Proof. First, assume that M = Gda, and choose an enumeration J ∼= {1, . . . ,#J}.
The filtration 0 ⊆ I n

S♯
2+···+S♯

#J

/I n
DS
⊆ · · · ⊆ I n

S♯
#J

/I n
DS
⊆ OnDS

shows that the

morphism LnJM→(Div1X)J is the iterated extension of Ln{j}M -torsors, where j runs

over J , and the filtration 0 ⊆ I n−1

S♯
j

/I n
S♯
j

⊆ · · · ⊆ IS♯
j
/I n

S♯
j

⊆ OnS♯
j
shows that the

pullback to S of Ln{j}M→(Div1X)J is the iterated extension of n many (Gd,an
a,S♯

j

)♢-

torsors. Because (Gd,an
a,S♯

j

)♢→S is representable in locally spatial diamonds, partially

proper, and cohomologically smooth of dimension 1, the result for M follows.

Next, let D̃→nDS be a quasicompact separated étale morphism. We claim that
the presheaf on PerfFq

over S whose set of S′-points equal the set of lifts

D̃

��

nDS′

;;

// nDS
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is representable by a separated étale morphism S̃→S. To see this, [36, Proposition
9.7] indicates that, after replacing S with a pro-étale cover, we can assume that S
is strictly totally disconnected. For all geometric points s of nDS , the morphism

s×nDS
D̃→ s is quasicompact separated étale and hence a finite disjoint union of s.

Since S is strictly totally disconnected, [36, Lemma 15.6] and [36, Proposition 11.23

(iii)] imply that there exists an open neighborhood U of s such that U ×nDS
D̃→U

is a finite disjoint union of U . Therefore after replacing D̃ with an open cover, we

may assume that D̃→nDS is an open embedding. Then Lemma 3.14 shows that

the image C of
∣∣nDS − D̃

∣∣ in |S| is closed. The resulting open subspace S − C of
S satisfies the desired property, which yields the claim.

In general, after replacing M with an open cover, we may assume that M is
étale over Gda. By the Spec-global sections adjunction, morphisms S→LnJM over
(Div1X)J correspond to morphisms nDS→Man over SpaE. Applying this to M
and Gda shows that morphisms S′→S ×Ln

JGd
a
LnJM over S correspond to lifts

nDS ×Gd,an
a

Man

��

nDS′

77

// nDS .

Now Man→Gd,ana and hence nDS ×Gd,an
a

Man→nDS is quasicompact separated

étale, so the claim indicates that LnJM→LnJGda is separated étale. Combined with
the case of Gda, this yields the desired result. □

7.4. Proposition. The presheaves HckJH and GrJH are small v-stacks. Moreover,

the natural morphisms LJH→GrJH→Hck
J
H induce isomorphisms from the étale

quotients (LJH)/(L+
JH)

∼→GrJH and (L+
JH)\(LJH)/(L+

JH)
∼→HckJH .

Proof. We claim that the presheaf of categories on PerfFq
over (Div1X)J given by

S 7→ {finite projective B+
dR(S)-modules}

satisfies v-descent. To see this, note that base change induces an equivalence

{finite projective B+
dR(S)-modules} ∼→ lim←−

n

{finite projective OnDS
-modules},

so the claim follows from Lemma 7.1 and [26, Theorem 2.7.7].

The claim and Proposition 6.10 indicate that HckJH and GrJH are v-stacks. For
the second statement, let H be an H-torsor on SpecB+

dR(S). For all geometric
points s of S, note that BdR(s) is a finite product of strictly henselian local rings,
so H |B+

dR(s) and hence H |ODs
is trivial. Because H is smooth affine over E, [16,

Proposition 5.4.21] implies that there exists an affinoid perfectoid étale neighbor-
hood U of s such that H |ODU

is trivial. Since B+
dR(U) is complete along IDU

and

H is smooth over E, this shows that H |B+
dR(U) is trivial. As s varies, we get an

affinoid perfectoid étale cover S′→S such that H |B+
dR(S′) is trivial, which yields

the second statement.
Finally, the second statement implies that HckJH and GrJH are small. □
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7.5. Our affine Grassmannians and local Hecke stacks specialize to the usual ones
from [14], which lets us reduce many facts to their “classical” analogues from [14].
More precisely, for all i in N∪{∞}, write Div1Xi

for the v-sheaf as in [14, Definition

II.1.19], write HckJGi
for the v-sheaf over (Div1Xi

)J as in [14, Definition VI.1.6], and

write GrJGi
for the v-sheaf over (Div1Xi

)J as in [14, Definition VI.1.8]. Proposition

3.7 identifies the fiber at {i} of Div1X , HckJG, and GrJG with Div1Xi
, HckJGi

, and

GrJGi
, respectively.

7.6. In this subsection, assume thatG is split. Let µ• = (µj)j∈J be in (X∗(T∞)+)J .
We define affine Schubert varieties in this setting.

Definition.

a) Write HckJG,≤µ•
for the substack of HckJG whose S-points consist of (H ,H ′, ρ)

such that, for all geometric points s of S and j in J , the relative position of

ρ|BdR(s) at the completion of XS along s♯j is bounded by
∑
j′ µj′ , where j

′ runs

over elements of J such that s♯j′ = s♯j .

b) Write GrJG,≤µ•
for the pullback to GrJG of HckJG,≤µ•

.

Note that the action of L+
JG on GrJG preserves GrJG,≤µ•

.

7.7. In this subsection, assume that G is split. Write 2ρ in X∗(T∞) for the sum of
all positive roots, and for all µ• be in (X∗(T∞)+)J , and write dµ• for

∑
j∈J⟨2ρ, µj⟩.

For all positive integers n, write (L+
JG)

n for the kernel of L+
JG→LnJG.

Proposition.

i) The substack HckJG,≤µ•
⊆ HckJG is closed, and the morphism GrJG,≤µ•

→(Div1X)J

is representable in spatial diamonds, proper, and of finite dim. trg.
ii) Assume that n is greater than all weights of

∑
j∈J µj acting on LieG. Then

(L+
JG)

n acts trivially on GrJG,≤µ•
.

iii) The natural morphism lim−→µ•
GrJG,≤µ•

→GrJG, where µ• runs over (X∗(T∞)+)J ,

is an isomorphism.
iv) For par in Z/2, write (GrJG)

par for lim−→µ•
GrJG,≤µ•

, where µ• runs over elements

of (X∗(T∞)+)J such that the image of dµ• in Z/2 equals par. Then the subspace

(GrJG)
par ⊆ GrJG is clopen.

Proof. Part i) follows from arguing as in the proof of [14, Proposition 20.4.5]. For
part ii), note that part i) indicates that the equalizer of

(L+
JG)

n ×(Div1
X)J GrJG,≤µ•

a //

pr2
// GrJG,≤µ•

is a closed subspace of (L+
JG)

n×(Div1
X)J GrJG,≤µ•

, so [36, Lemma 12.11] shows that,
to see that a and pr2 agree, it suffices to check on geometric points. This follows
from 7.5 and [14, Proposition VI.2.8].

For part iii), the natural morphism lim−→µ•
GrJG,≤µ•

→GrJG is injective, so we focus

on surjectivity. For any morphism S→GrJG over (Div1X)J , note that its image in

GrJG lies in a finite union of subspaces of the form GrJG,≤µ•
. Then part i) implies

that
∐
µ•

GrJG,≤µ•
→GrJG is a v-cover, which yields surjectivity, as desired. Finally,

part iv) follows from ⟨2ρ, a⟩ being even for all roots a in X∗(T∞). □
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7.8. In this subsection, assume that G is split. For all j in J , let ξj in B+
dR(S)

be a generator of IS♯
j
, and choose an enumeration J ∼= {1, . . . ,#J}. For all µ• in

(X∗(T∞)+)J , write [µ•] : (Div1X)J→GrJG for the morphism over (Div1X)J given by

sending S 7→
∏#J
j=1(LJµ)(ξj), which is independent of the ξj . When G is abelian

or #J = 1, this is independent of the enumeration of J .
For the rest of this subsection, assume that #J = 1. In this case, we also consider

affine Schubert cells. Proposition 7.7.i) indicates that

Hck{∗}G,µ := Hck{∗}G,≤µ −
⋃
µ′

Hck{∗}G,≤µ′

yields an open substack of Hck{∗}G,≤µ, where µ
′ runs over elements of X∗(T∞)+ such

that µ′ < µ. Write Gr
{∗}
G,µ for the pullback to Gr

{∗}
G of Hck{∗}G,µ, and note that [µ]

factors through a morphism [µ] : Div1X→Gr
{∗}
G,µ over Div1X . Write (L+

{∗}G)µ for the

stabilizer of [µ] in L+
{∗}G, which is a closed subspace by Proposition 7.7.i).

Proposition. The morphism [µ] : Div1X→Hck
{∗}
G,µ is a v-cover, so it induces an

isomorphism Div1X/(L
+
{∗}G)µ

∼→Hck{∗}G,µ over Div1X .

Proof. This follows from the proof of [14, Proposition VI.2.4]. □

7.9. As usual, local Hecke stacks satisfy the following fusion property. For all
partitions P = {J1, . . . , Js} of J , write (Div1X)P for the subsheaf of (Div1X)J whose
S-points consist of S→(Div1X)J such that, for all geometric points s of S and
j ̸= j′ in J lying in different Jk, we have sj ̸= sj′ . Lemma 3.14 implies that

(Div1X)P ⊆ (Div1X)J is an open subspace. Note that we have a natural identification

HckJG|(Div1
X)P =

( s∏
k=1

HckJkG
)∣∣∣

(Div1
X)P

,

where
∏

denotes the product over N ∪ {∞}. Under the above identification, when

G is split, the closed substack HckJG,≤µ•
|(Div1

X)P ⊆ HckJG|(Div1
X)P corresponds to( s∏

k=1

HckJkG,≤(µj)j∈Jk

)∣∣∣
(Div1

X)P
⊆

( s∏
k=1

HckJkG
)∣∣∣

(Div1
X)P

.

7.10. In this subsection, assume that G is split. We need the following decom-
position of GrJT . For all i in N ∪ {∞}, write Σi :

∣∣GrJTi

∣∣→X∗(Ti) ∼= X∗(T∞)

for the continuous map as in [14, (VI.3.1)]. Now 7.5 identifies the set
∣∣GrJT

∣∣ with
the disjoint union

∐
i

∣∣GrJTi

∣∣, where i runs over N ∪ {∞}, so the Σi induce a map

Σ :
∣∣GrJT

∣∣→X∗(T∞).

Lemma. The map Σ :
∣∣GrJT

∣∣→X∗(T∞) is continuous.

For all ν in X∗(T∞), write GrJ,νT for the preimage under Σ of ν.

Proof. As µ• runs over X∗(T∞)J , the [µ•] induce a morphism

X∗(T∞)J × (Div1X)J→GrJT
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over (Div1X)J that is surjective on geometric points. Therefore [36, Lemma 2.5]

indicates that resulting continuous map X∗(T∞)J×|(Div1X)J |→
∣∣GrJT

∣∣ is a quotient
map. Checking on fibers shows that the continuous map

X∗(T∞)J × |(Div1X)J | // X∗(T∞)J
Σ // X∗(T∞)

factors through a map
∣∣GrJT

∣∣→X∗(T∞) with the desired description on fibers. □

7.11. In this subsection, assume that G is split. We turn to study the analogue of

semi-infinite orbits in our setting. For all ν in X∗(T∞), write GrJ,νB for the preimage

of GrJ,νT under GrJB→GrJT . Choose a regular element λ of X∗(T∞)+, and consider

the action of Gan
m on GrJH given by composing the conjugation action of L+

J T with

Gan
m

[−]
// L+
JGm

L+
J λ // L+

J T
// L+
JH.

Proposition.

i) The morphism GrJT →GrJG is a closed embedding, and it identifies GrJT with
the fixed point locus of Gan

m .

ii) The morphism GrJB→GrJG induces a bijection on geometric points. Its restric-

tion to GrJ,νB is a locally closed embedding, and the image of
∐
ν′

∣∣GrJ,ν
′

B

∣∣ in∣∣GrJG
∣∣ is closed, where ν′ runs over elements of X∗(T∞) satisfying ν′ ≤ ν.

Finally, the action of Gan
m on GrJB naturally extends to an action of (A1)an.

Proof. For part i), the first statement follows from arguing as in the proof of [38,

Lemma 19.1.5]. Write (GrJG)
Gan

m for the fixed point locus of Gan
m . Now GrJT →GrJG

factors through a morphism GrJT →(GrJG)
Gan

m , which is a closed embedding by the
first statement. Note that this closed embedding is a bijection on geometric points,
so the second statement follows from [14, Lemma 12.11].

For part ii), the first statement follows from the Iwasawa decomposition. The
action of Gm on B given by composing the conjugation action of T with λ naturally
extends to an action of A1, which implies the last statement. Finally, everything
else follows from the proof of [14, Proposition VI.3.1]. □

7.12. In this subsection, assume that G is split. Proposition 7.11 enables us to use
hyperbolic localization as in [14, Section IV.6] to define the constant term functor
as follows. Let Λ be a ring that is ℓ-power torsion, and for all small v-stacks
Z over (Div1X)J , write Dét(GrJG|Z ,Λ)bd for the full subcategory of Dét(GrJG|Z ,Λ)
consisting of objects arising via pushforward from a finite union of subspaces of the
form GrJG,≤µ•

|Z .
Note that the action of Gan

m on GrJG preserves the subspace GrJG,≤µ•
. Write

Dét(GrJG|Z ,Λ)bd,G
an
m for the full subcategory of Dét(GrJG|Z)bd consisting of objects

arising from Gan
m -monodromic objects as in [14, Definition IV.6.11]. Write B for

the opposite Borel in G, and write

GrJG GrJB
q

oo

p

��

GrJ
B

p

OO

q
// GrJT

for the natural morphisms over (Div1X)J .
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Corollary. We have a natural transformation p∗q
!→ p!q

∗ of functors

Dét(GrJG|Z ,Λ)bd→Dét(GrJT |Z ,Λ)bd.

When restricted to Dét(GrJG|Z ,Λ)bd,G
an
m , this natural transformation is an isomor-

phism, and the resulting functor

CTB : Dét(GrJG|Z ,Λ)bd,G
an
m →Dét(GrJT |Z ,Λ)bd

is compatible with base change in Z and preserves universal local acyclicity over Z
as in [14, Definition IV.2.1].

Proof. For all µ• in (X∗(T∞)+)J , Proposition 7.7.i) shows that GrJG,≤µ•
→(Div1X)J

is representable in spatial diamonds, proper, and of finite dim. trg. We claim that
the action of Gan

m on GrJG,≤µ•
satisfies [14, Hypothesis IV.6.1]. Proposition 7.11.i)

indicates that the fixed point locus of Gan
m in GrJG,≤µ•

is its intersection with GrJT ,

and this intersection equals
∐
ν GrJG,≤µ•

∩Grν,JT , where ν runs over elements of

X∗(T∞) such that the Weyl translate of ν in X∗(T∞)+ is bounded by
∑
j∈J µj .

There are only finitely many such ν, so applying Proposition 7.11.ii) to B and B
provides the desired decompositions

GrJG,≤µ•
=

∐
ν

GrJG,≤µ•
∩GrJ,νB and GrJG,≤µ•

=
∐
ν

GrJG,≤µ•
∩GrJ,ν

B
.

This yields the claim.
As µ• varies, the claim and [14, Definition IV.6.4] yield the natural transforma-

tion p∗q
!→ p!q

∗, and its restriction to Dét(GrJG|Z ,Λ)bd,G
an
m is an isomorphism by

[14, Theorem IV.6.5]. The resulting functor CTB is compatible with base change
in Z by [14, Proposition IV.6.12] and preserves universal local acyclicity over Z by
[14, Proposition IV.6.14]. □

7.13. In this subsection, assume that G is split. The constant term functor enjoys
the following conservativity property. Write Dét(HckJG|Z ,Λ)bd for the full sub-

category of Dét(HckJG|Z ,Λ) consisting of objects whose pullback to GrJG|Z lie in

Dét(GrJG|Z ,Λ)bd, and note that the image of the pullback functor

Dét(HckJG|Z ,Λ)bd→Dét(GrJG|Z ,Λ)bd

lies in Dét(GrJG|Z ,Λ)bd,G
an
m . Write CTB for the composition

Dét(HckJG|Z ,Λ)bd // Dét(GrJG|Z ,Λ)bd,G
an
m

CTB // Dét(GrJT |Z ,Λ)bd.

Proposition. Let A be in Dét(HckJG|Z ,Λ)bd. If CTB(A) is zero, then A is zero.

Proof. To check that A is zero, [36, Proposition 14.3] implies that it suffices to

check on geometric points of HckJG|Z . Hence Corollary 7.12 indicates that we can
assume that Z is a geometric point. Then the image of |Z| in N∪{∞} equals {i} for
some i in N ∪ {∞}, so the result follows from 7.5 and [14, Proposition VI.4.2]. □

7.14. We will use the following to reduce many proofs to the case when G is split.
Recall that GF is split. Write XS(F ) for the adic space associated with F as in
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3.8, and write Div1X(F ) for the v-sheaf over N ∪ {∞} associated with F as in 3.14.
Note that we have a cartesian square

XS(F ) //

��

XS

��

SpaF // SpaE,

so the morphism XS(F )→XS is finite étale. This induces identifications

HckJG|(Div1
X(F )

)J = HckJGF
and GrJG|(Div1

X(F )
)J = GrJGF

as v-stacks over (Div1X(F ))
J . Also, applying [36, Lemma 15.6] to Spa F̆ →Spa Ĕ

implies that Div1X(F )→Div1X is finite étale.
We even use the above to reduce definitions to the case when G is split:

Definition.

a) When G is split, write Dét(GrJG|Z ,Λ)ULA for the full subcategory of

Dét(GrJG|Z ,Λ)bd

consisting of universally locally acyclic objects over Z as in [14, Definition

IV.2.1], and write Dét(HckJG|Z ,Λ)ULA for the full subcategory of

Dét(HckJG|Z ,Λ)bd

consisting of objects whose pullback to GrJG|Z lie in Dét(GrJG|Z ,Λ)ULA.

b) Write Dét(HckJG,Λ)ULA for the full subcategory of Dét(HckJG|Z ,Λ) consisting of
objects whose pullback to

HckJG|(Div1
X(F )

)J×
(Div1

X
)J
Z = HckJGF

|(Div1
X(F )

)J×
(Div1

X
)J
Z

lie in Dét(HckJGF
|(Div1

X(F )
)J×

(Div1
X

)J
Z ,Λ)

ULA as in Definition 7.14.a).

c) Write Dét(HckJG|Z ,Λ)bd and Dét(GrJG |Z ,Λ)bd for the full subcategories of

Dét(HckJG|Z ,Λ) and Dét(GrJG |Z ,Λ),
respectively, consisting of objects whose pullback to

HckJG|(Div1
X(F )

)J×
(Div1

X
)J
Z = HckJGF

|(Div1
X(F )

)J×
(Div1

X
)J
Z and

GrJG |(Div1
X(F )

)J×
(Div1

X
)J
Z = HckJGF

|(Div1
X(F )

)J×
(Div1

X
)J
Z ,

respectively, lie in

Dét(HckJGF
|(Div1

X(F )
)J×

(Div1
X

)J
Z ,Λ)

bd and Dét(GrJGF
|(Div1

X(F )
)J×

(Div1
X

)J
Z ,Λ)

bd

as in 7.13 and 7.12, respectively.

7.15. Later, we will need the following fact. Write sw : HckJG→Hck
J
G for the au-

tomorphism given by (H ,H ′, ρ) 7→ (H ′,H , ρ−1). When G is split, note that sw

restricts to an isomorphism HckJG,≤µ•

∼→HckJG,≤−w0(µ•) for all µ• in (X∗(T∞)+)J ,
where w0 denotes the longest Weyl element. Consequently, for generalG the functor
sw∗ preserves Dét(HckJG|Z ,Λ)bd.

Lemma. Let A be in Dét(HckJG|Z ,Λ)bd. Then A lies in Dét(HckJG|Z ,Λ)ULA if and

only if sw∗A lies in Dét(HckJG|Z ,Λ)ULA.
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Proof. Definition 7.14.b) indicates that we can assume that G is split. For all µ•
in (X∗(T∞)+)J , write (LJG)≤µ• for the preimage in LJG of GrJG,≤µ•

. Proposition

7.3 and [14, Proposition IV.2.13 (ii)] show that an object of Dét(GrJG,≤µ•
|Z ,Λ) is

universally locally acyclic over Z if and only if its pullback to (LJG)≤µ•/(L
+
JG)

n

is universally locally acyclic over Z. As n varies, we have a natural isomorphism
between the pro-systems {(LJG)≤µ•/(L

+
JG)

n}n and {(L+
JG)

n\(LJG)≤µ•}n, and
universal local acyclicity over Z on the two pro-systems is equivalent by Proposition
7.3 and [14, Lemma VI.6.3]. Hence the result follows from the commutative square

(LJG)≤µ•/(L
+
JG)

n
(−)−1

//

��

(L+
JG)

n\(LJG)≤−w0(µ•)

��

HckJG≤µ•

sw // HckJG,≤−w0(µ•)

and applying the above to −w0(µ•). □

7.16. Write πG : GrJG→(Div1X)J for the structure morphism, and for the rest of
this subsection, assume that G is split. Proposition 7.7.i) indicates that we have a

functor πG! : Dét(GrJG|Z ,Λ)bd→Dét(Z,Λ) that agrees with πG∗.
We conclude this section by proving the following criterion for being universally

locally acyclic in terms of the constant term functor.

Proposition. Let A be in Dét(HckJG|Z ,Λ)bd. Then the following are equivalent:

a) A lies in Dét(HckJG|Z ,Λ)ULA,

b) CTB(A) lies in Dét(GrJT |Z ,Λ)ULA,
c) πT ! CTB(A) lies Dlc(Z,Λ).

Proof. Now πT is ind-finite by Proposition 7.7.iii), so [14, Proposition IV.2.28] and
[14, Proposition IV.2.9] indicate that b) ⇐⇒ c). Corollary 7.12 indicates that
a) =⇒ b), so we focus on b) =⇒ a). For all µ• in (X∗(T∞)+)J , Proposition 7.7.ii)
shows that the action of L+

JG on GrG,≤µ• factors through L+
JG→LnJG, where n is

any positive integer greater than all weights of
∑
j∈J µj acting on LieG. Then [14,

Proposition VI.4.1] and the proof of Proposition 7.3 imply that pullback induces
an equivalence of categories

Dét((L
n
JG)\GrJG,≤µ•

|Z ,Λ)
∼→Dét(HckJG,≤µ•

|Z ,Λ).

By Proposition 7.3, (LnJG)\GrJG,≤µ•
|Z is an Artin v-stack over Z. Therefore we

can apply [14, Theorem IV.2.23] to see that it suffices to check that the natural
morphism

HomΛ(A, π
!
GΛ)⊠Λ A→HomΛ(pr

∗
1 A,pr

!
2A)(‡)

is an isomorphism. Note that HckJG×EG|Z = HckJG|Z ×Z Hck
J
G|Z , and (‡) lies in

Dét(HckJG×EG|Z ,Λ)
bd. By applying Proposition 7.13 to the cone of (‡), it suffices

to check that (‡) becomes an isomorphism after applying CTB×EB
. Because hy-

perbolic localization is compatible with exterior tensor products, [14, Proposition
IV.6.13] shows that the left-hand side of (‡) becomes

CTB(HomΛ(A, π
!
GΛ))⊗Λ CTB(A) = HomΛ(CTB(A), π

!
TΛ)⊗Λ CTB(A),
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while the right-hand side of (‡) becomes

(p1 × p2)∗(q1 × q2)!Hom(pr∗1 A,pr
!
2A)

= (p1 × p2)∗Hom((q1 × q2)∗ pr∗1 A, (q1 × q2)! pr!2A) by [36, Proposition 23.3 (ii)]

= (p1 × p2)∗Hom(pr∗1 q
∗
1A,pr

!
2 q

!
2A)

= (p1 × id)∗(id×p2)∗Hom((id×p2)∗ pr∗1 q∗1A,pr!2 q!2A)

= (p1 × id)∗Hom(pr∗1 q
∗
1A, (id×p2)∗ pr!2 q!2A) by [36, Corollary 17.9]

= (p1 × id)∗Hom(pr∗1 q
∗
1A,pr

!
2 p2∗q

!
2A) by [36, Proposition 23.16 (i)]

= (p1 × id)∗Hom(pr∗1 q
∗
1A, (p1 × id)! pr!2 p2∗q

!
2A)

= Hom((p1 × id)! pr
∗
1 q

∗
1A,pr

!
2 p2∗q

!
2A) by [36, Proposition 23.3 (i)]

= Hom(pr∗1 CTB(A),pr
!
2 CTB(A)).

Since CTB(A) is universally locally acyclic over Z, applying [14, Theorem IV.2.23]
again implies that this is indeed an isomorphism, as desired. □

8. Geometric Satake

To construct geometric Hecke operators in our context, we need the analogue of
geometric Satake over E. This is the goal of this section. We begin by defining
the perverse t-structure on Dét(HckJG|Z ,Λ)bd via characterizing its ≤ 0 part. To
analyze its ≥ 0 part, we prove a characterization of the perverse t-structure in terms
of (a shift of) the constant term functor CTB .

After defining the analogue of the Satake category in our context, we prove that
it enjoys all of the structures needed to apply Tannakian reconstruction. However,
computing the resulting Hopf algebra requires working over rings like

Cont(N ∪ {∞},Zℓ),(⋊⋉)

which seem inaccessible to Tannakian identification results. Instead, we first prove
the result with Qℓ-coefficients by explicitly constructing objects and morphisms in

the Satake category, using the fact that Rep ĜQℓ
is semisimple, and then we deduce

the result with Zℓ-coefficients, using a version of Hartog’s lemma for (⋊⋉). In both
steps, we reduce to the situation considered in Fargues–Scholze [14].

8.1. Write pD≤0
ét (HckJG|Z ,Λ)bd for the full subcategory of Dét(HckJG|Z ,Λ)bd con-

sisting of objects A such that, for all geometric points s of Z with image {i} in

N ∪ {∞} and under the identification HckJG|s = Hck
J
Gi
|s from 7.5, the pullback to

HckJG|s of A lies in the full subcategory

pD≤0
ét (HckJGi

|s,Λ)bd ⊆ Dét(HckJGi
|s,Λ)bd

as in [14, Definition/Proposition VI.7.1].

Lemma. There exists a unique t-structure on Dét(HckJG|Z ,Λ)bd whose ≤ 0 part

equals pD≤0
ét (HckJG|Z ,Λ)bd.

Write pD≥0
ét (HckJG|Z ,Λ)bd ⊆ Dét(HckJG|Z ,Λ)bd for the≥ 0 part of this t-structure,

and write Perv(HckJG|Z ,Λ) ⊆ Dét(HckJG|Z ,Λ)bd for the heart of this t-structure.

Proof. This follows from [36, Proposition 17.3] and [31, Proposition 1.4.4.11]. □
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8.2. When G is split, write deg :
∣∣GrJT

∣∣→Z for the composition

∣∣GrJT
∣∣ Σ // X∗(T∞)

⟨2ρ,−⟩
// Z.

The perverse t-structure and the constant term functor (after shifting by deg) enjoy
the following exactness properties.

Proposition.

i) Let A be in Dét(HckJG|Z ,Λ)bd, and assume that G is split. Then A lies in
pD≤0

ét (HckJG|Z ,Λ)bd or pD≥0
ét (HckJG|Z ,Λ)bd if and only if CTB(A)[deg] lies in

D≤0
ét (GrJT |Z ,Λ)bd or D≥0

ét (GrJT |Z ,Λ)bd, respectively.
ii) For all small v-stacks Z ′ over Z, the pullback functor

Dét(HckJG|Z ,Λ)bd→Dét(HckJG|Z′ ,Λ)bd

is t-exact for the perverse t-structure.

Proof. For part i), let A be in pD≤0
ét (HckJG|Z ,Λ)bd or pD≥0

ét (HckJG|Z ,Λ)bd. To check
that CTB(A)[deg] lies in D≤0

ét (GrJT |Z ,Λ)bd or D≥0
ét (GrJT |Z ,Λ)bd, respectively, [36,

Proposition 14.3] implies that it suffices to check on geometric points of GrJT |Z .
Hence Corollary 7.12 indicates that we can assume that Z is a geometric point.
Then the image of |Z| in N ∪ {∞} equals {i} for some i in N ∪ {∞}, so the result
follows from 7.5 and [14, Proposition VI.7.4].

Conversely, assume that CTB(A)[deg] lies inD
≤0
ét (GrJT |Z ,Λ)bd orD≥0

ét (GrJT |Z ,Λ)bd.
The above shows that applying CTB(A)[deg] to the exact triangles

pτ≤0A // A // pτ≥1A
+1
//

pτ≤−1A // A // pτ≥0A
+1
//

yields exact triangles

τ≤0 CTB(A)[deg] // CTB(A)[deg] // CTB(
pτ≥1A)[deg]

+1
//

CTB(
pτ≤−1A)[deg] // CTB(A)[deg] // τ≥0 CTB(A)[deg]

+1
// ,

respectively. Therefore CTB(
pτ≥1A)[deg] or CTB(

pτ≤−1A)[deg] is zero, respec-
tively, so Proposition 7.13 indicates that pτ≥1A or pτ≤−1A is zero, respectively.
This yields the desired result.

For part ii), right t-exactness holds by construction, so we focus on left t-
exactness. Then [4, 1.3.4] and descent [36, Proposition 17.3] show that we can
replace Z with a v-cover, so 7.14 indicates that we can assume that G is split.
Finally, the result follows from part i) and Corollary 7.12. □

8.3. Corollary.

i) Let A be in Dét(HckJG|Z ,Λ)bd. Then A lies in pD≥0
ét (HckJG|Z ,Λ)bd if and

only if, for all geometric points s of Z, the pullback to HckJG|s of A lies in
pD≥0

ét (HckJG|s,Λ)bd. Therefore, A lies in Perv(HckJG|Z ,Λ) if and only if, for

all geometric points s of Z, the pullback to HckJG|s of A lies in Perv(HckJG|s,Λ).
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ii) For all open substacks U ⊆ Z, the ∗-pushforward functor

Dét(HckJG|U ,Λ)bd→Dét(HckJG|Z ,Λ)bd

is left t-exact for the perverse t-structure.

Proof. For part i), the forward direction follows from Proposition 8.2.ii). In the
other direction, [4, 1.3.4], and descent [36, Proposition 17.3] show that we can
replace Z with a v-cover, so 7.14 indicates that we can assume that G is split. Then
the result follows from Proposition 8.2.i), Corollary 7.12, and [36, Proposition 14.3].

For part ii), write {i} for the image of s in N ∪ {∞}, and identify HckJG|s with

HckJGi
|s as in 7.5. Now pD≥0

ét (HckJG|s,Λ)bd equals the full subcategory

pD≥0
ét (HckJGi

|s,Λ)bd ⊆ Dét(HckJGi
|s,Λ)bd

as in [14, Definition/Proposition VI.7.1], so the discussion on [14, p. 221] charac-

terizes pD≥0
ét (HckJG|s,Λ)bd in terms of certain !-pullbacks. Therefore the desired

result follows from part i) and [36, Proposition 23.16 (i)]. □

8.4. We now introduce the Satake category. Write Sat(HckJG|Z ,Λ) for the full

subcategory of Dét(HckJG|Z ,Λ)ULA consisting of objects A such that, for all Λ-

modules M , the tensor product A ⊗Λ M lies in Perv(HckJG|Z ,Λ). In particular,

Sat(HckJG|Z ,Λ) lies in Perv(HckJG|Z ,Λ).
The Satake category can be described in terms of the constant term functor:

Proposition. Let A be in Dét(HckJG|Z ,Λ)ULA, and assume that G is split. Then

A lies in Sat(HckJG|Z ,Λ) if and only if πT ! CTB(A)[deg] lies in LocSys(Z,Λ).

Proof. Proposition 7.16 shows that πT ! CTB(A)[deg] lies inDlc(Z,Λ), and πT is ind-
finite by Proposition 7.7.iii). Therefore Proposition 8.2.i) indicates that A ⊗Λ M

lying in Perv(HckJG|Z ,Λ) for all Λ-modules M is equivalent to

πT ! CTB(A⊗Λ M)[deg] = (πT ! CTB(A)[deg])⊗Λ M

being concentrated in degree 0 for all Λ-modules M . The latter is equivalent to
πT ! CTB(A)[deg] lying in LocSys(Z,Λ) by [40, Tag 0658]. □

8.5. Write πG! for the composition

Perv(HckJG|Z ,Λ) // Dét(GrJG|Z ,Λ)bd
πG! // Dét(Z,Λ).

The (relative) total cohomology functor on Perv(HckJG|Z ,Λ), which will be the fiber
functor we use to apply Tannakian reconstruction, satisfies the following properties.

Proposition. Let A be in Perv(HckJG|Z ,Λ).
i) When G is split, we have an isomorphism⊕

d∈Z
Hd(πG!A) ∼= πT ! CTB(A)[deg].

ii) The object FZ(A) :=
⊕

d∈ZH
d(πG!A) is concentrated in degree 0, and the

resulting functor FZ : Perv(HckJG|Z ,Λ)→Shvét(Z,Λ) is conservative, exact,
and faithful.

iii) When FZ is restricted to Sat(HckJG|Z ,Λ), its image lies in LocSys(Z,Λ). More-

over, Sat(HckJG|Z ,Λ) admits and FZ reflects coequalizers of FZ-split pairs.
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When Z = (Div1X)J , write F J for F(Div1
X)J .

Proof. For part i), note that GrJB =
∐
ν GrJ,νB , where ν runs overX∗(T∞). Therefore

CTB(A) =
⊕

ν pν!q
∗
νA, where pν : GrJ,νB →GrJT and qν : GrJ,νB →GrJG denote the

restrictions to GrJ,νB of p and q, respectively. Proposition 8.2.i) indicates that pν!q
∗
νA

is concentrated in degree ⟨2ρ, ν⟩, and because πT is ind-finite by Proposition 7.7.iii),
this implies that πT !pν!q

∗
νA is concentrated in degree ⟨2ρ, ν⟩.

Proposition 7.11.ii) yields a stratification of GrJG by qν : GrJ,νB →GrJG. The
excision exact triangles associated with this stratification yield a filtration of A with
graded pieces qν!q

∗
νA, so applying πG! yields a filtration of πG!A with graded pieces

πG!qν!q
∗
νA = πT !pν!q

∗
νA. The proof of Proposition 7.12 shows that the image of qν

lies in the clopen subspace (GrJG)
⟨2ρ,ν⟩ ⊆ GrJG from Proposition 7.7.iv), so we can

restrict to ν such that the image of ⟨2ρ, ν⟩ in Z/2 is fixed. Then the above implies
that the spectral sequence associated with this filtration of πG!A degenerates, which
yields the desired isomorphism⊕

d∈Z
Hd(πG!A) ∼=

⊕
ν

H⟨2ρ,ν⟩(πT !pν!q
∗
νA) = πT ! CTB(A)[deg].

We turn to part ii) and part iii). Descent [36, Proposition 17.3] and [36, Propo-
sition 22.19] imply that we can replace Z with a v-cover, so 7.14 indicates that we
can assume that G is split. Then part i) shows that FZ(A) ∼= πT ! CTB(A)[deg]. By
Proposition 8.2.i), the object FZ(A) lies in Shvét(Z,Λ), and FZ is exact. Since πT
is ind-finite by Proposition 7.7.iii), Proposition 7.13 shows that FZ is conservative,
and by taking differences of morphisms, exactness and conservativity imply that
FZ is faithful. This yields part ii).

For part iii), Proposition 8.4 indicates that FZ(A) lies in LocSys(Z,Λ). Finally,
by taking differences of morphisms, it suffices to show that, for all morphisms
f : A→A′ in Sat(HckJG|Z ,Λ) such that cokerFZ(f) is a direct summand of FZ(A),

the object coker f in Perv(HckJG|Z ,Λ) lies in Sat(HckJG|Z ,Λ). This follows from
Proposition 7.16 and Proposition 8.4. □

8.6. We can use Proposition 8.5 to prove that Verdier duality preserves the Satake
category. More precisely, write D : Dét(HckJG|Z ,Λ)ULA→Dét(HckJG|Z ,Λ)ULA for

the Verdier dual as in [14, IV.2.3.1] on HckJG,≤µ•
|Z relative to Z/(L+

JG), where µ•
runs over (X∗(T∞)+)J .

Proposition. Let A be in Dét(HckJG|Z ,Λ)ULA.

i) The object A lies in pD≤0
ét (HckJG|Z ,Λ)bd or pD≥0

ét (HckJG|Z ,Λ)bd if and only if

D(A) lies in pD≥0
ét (HckJG|Z ,Λ)bd or pD≤0

ét (HckJG|Z ,Λ)bd, respectively.
ii) If A lies in Sat(HckJG|Z ,Λ), then D(A) lies in Sat(HckJG|Z ,Λ).

Proof. For part i), we start with the first equivalence. Corollary 8.3.i) and [14,
Proposition IV.2.15] imply that we can assume that Z is a geometric point. Then
the result follows from [36, Proposition 23.3 (ii)] and the proof of Corollary 8.3.ii).
As for the second equivalence, it follows from [14, Corollary IV.2.25] and the first
equivalence.

For part ii), Corollary 8.3.i) implies that we can replace Z with a v-cover, so
7.14 indicates that we can assume that G is split. Part i) shows that D(A) lies in
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Perv(HckJG|Z ,Λ), so Proposition 8.5.i) and [36, Proposition 23.3 (i)] indicate that

πT ! CTB(D(A))[deg] ∼=
⊕
d∈Z

Hd(πG!D(A)) =
⊕
d∈Z

Hd(πG∗D(A))

=
⊕
d∈Z

Hd(HomΛ(πG!A,Λ)) = HomΛ

(⊕
d∈Z

Hd(πG!A),Λ
)
,

since
⊕

d∈ZH
d(πG!A) lies in LocSys(Z,Λ), by Proposition 8.5.iii). Therefore

πT ! CTB(D(A))[deg]

also lies in LocSys(Z,Λ), so the result follows from Proposition 8.4. □

8.7. In this subsection, assume that G is split. The following construction provides

an important source of objects in the Satake category. Write ȷµ : Hck{∗}G,µ→Hck
{∗}
G

for the locally closed embedding from 7.8.

Proposition. The objects pH0(ȷµ!Λ[dµ]) and pH0(ȷµ∗Λ[dµ]) of Perv(Hck{∗}G |Z ,Λ)
lie in Dét(Hck{∗}G |Z ,Λ)ULA, and their values under CTB [deg] are locally constant
with finite free fibers. Consequently, the same holds for their values under FZ , and
pH0(ȷµ!Λ[dµ]) and

pH0(ȷµ∗Λ[dµ]) lie in Sat(HckJG|Z ,Λ).

Proof. The first sentence follows from the proof of [14, Proposition VI.7.5]. The
second sentence follows from Proposition 8.5.i) and Proposition 8.4. □

8.8. We now give our first definition (via convolution) of the monoidal structure
on the Satake category. Proposition 7.4 implies that we have a cartesian square

HckJG //

��

(Div1X)J/(L+
JG)

��

(Div1X)J/(L+
JG)

// (Div1X)J/(LJG).

Taking into account the discussion on [14, p. 224], this identifies Dét(HckJG|Z ,Λ)bd
with the category of 1-endomorphisms of the object Z/(L+

JG) in the 2-category
CZ/(LJG) as in [14, IV.2.3.3]. Write

⋆ : Dét(HckJG|Z ,Λ)bd ×Dét(HckJG|Z ,Λ)bd→Dét(HckJG|Z ,Λ)bd

for the monoidal structure arising from composition of 1-morphisms in CZ/(LJG).

Proposition. Let A and A′ be in Dét(HckJG|Z ,Λ)bd.
i) If A and A′ lie in Dét(HckJG|Z ,Λ)ULA, then A⋆A′ lies in Dét(HckJG|Z ,Λ)ULA.

ii) If A and A′ both lie in pD≤0
ét (HckJG|Z ,Λ)bd or pD≥0

ét (HckJG|Z ,Λ)bd, then A⋆A′

lies in pD≤0
ét (HckJG|Z ,Λ)bd or pD≥0

ét (HckJG|Z ,Λ)bd, respectively.
iii) If A and A′ lie in Sat(HckJG|Z ,Λ), then A ⋆ A′ lies in Sat(HckJG|Z ,Λ).

Proof. Proposition 7.7.i) lets us apply [14, Proposition IV.2.26] and [14, Proposition
IV.2.11] to show part i). For part ii), Corollary 8.3.i) and [36, Proposition 22.19]
imply that we can assume that Z is a geometric point. Then the first statement
follows from 7.5 and [14, Proposition VI.8.1 (ii)]. By Proposition 8.6.i) and [14,
Theorem IV.2.23], the second statement follows from the first.
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For part iii), part i) shows that A ⋆ A′ lies in Dét(HckJG|Z ,Λ)ULA. Since

(A ⋆ A′)⊗Λ M = (A⊗Λ M) ⋆ (A′ ⊗Λ M)

for all Λ-modules M , the result follows from part ii). □

8.9. The machinery of [14, Section IV.2.3.3] shows that the Satake category has
duals with respect to convolution.

Proposition. Let A be in Sat(HckJG|Z ,Λ). Then A is dualizable with respect to ⋆,
and its dual is isomorphic to sw∗ D(A).

Proof. Taking into account the discussion on [14, p. 224], we see from [14, Propo-

sition IV.2.24] that the dual of A in Dét(HckJG|Z ,Λ)bd is isomorphic to sw∗ D(A).
Proposition 8.6.ii) shows that D preserves Sat(HckJG|Z ,Λ). Finally, Corollary 8.3.i)

and the proof of Corollary 8.3.ii) indicate that sw∗ preserves Sat(HckJG|Z ,Λ). □

8.10. Next, we give our second definition (via fusion) of the monoidal structure
on the Satake category. Let P = {J1, . . . , Js} be an ordered partition of J . Under
the identification from 7.9, write

∗ :
s∏

k=1

Dét(HckJkG ,Λ)
bd→Dét(HckJG|(Div1

X)P ,Λ)
bd

for the functor that sends (A1, . . . , As) 7→ (A1 ⊠ · · ·⊠As)|(Div1
X)P . By the Künneth

formula and [36, Proposition 22.19], ∗ is monoidal with respect to
∏s
k=1 ⋆ on the

source and ⋆ on the target.
Because the identification from 7.9 is independent of the ordering of P, we have

a natural isomorphism A1 ∗ · · · ∗As ∼= Aσ(1) ∗ · · · ∗Aσ(s) for all σ in the symmetric
group Ss. Using Proposition 7.7.iv), replace these natural isomorphisms with their
modified version as in [14, p. 228].

8.11. Lemma. If Ak lies in Sat(HckJkG ,Λ) for all 1 ≤ k ≤ s, then A1 ∗ · · · ∗As lies

in Sat(HckJG|(Div1
X)P ,Λ).

Proof. The Künneth formula indicates that A1 ∗ · · · ∗As lies in

Dét(HckJG|(Div1
X)P ,Λ)

ULA.

Next, we have (A1 ∗ · · · ∗As)⊗ΛM = (A1⊗ΛM)∗ · · · ∗ (As⊗ΛM) for all Λ-modules

M , so it suffices to show that A1 ∗ · · · ∗As lies in Perv(HckJG|(Div1
X)P ,Λ). Corollary

8.3.i) implies that we can replace (Div1X)P with a v-cover, so 7.14 indicates that
we can assume that G is split. Then Proposition 8.2.i) shows that the desired
condition is equivalent to CTB(A1 ∗ · · · ∗ As)[deg] being concentrated in degree 0.
Since hyperbolic localization is compatible with exterior tensor products and deg
is compatible with 7.9, Corollary 7.12 indicates that the above is isomorphic to(

CTB(A1)[deg]⊠ · · ·⊠ CTB(As)[deg]
)∣∣

(Div1
X)P

,

so applying Proposition 8.2.i) again s times yields the desired result. □
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8.12. The Satake category enjoys the following functoriality with respect to sur-
jective maps ζ : J→ J ′ of finite sets. Note that we have a natural identification

HckJG×(Div1
X)J (Div1X)J

′
= HckJ

′

G and hence a natural morphism ζ : HckJ
′

G →Hck
J
G

over the morphism ζ : (Div1X)J
′→(Div1X)J . The resulting pullback

ζ∗ : Dét(HckJG,Λ)bd→Dét(HckJ
′

G ,Λ)
bd

sends Sat(HckJG,Λ) to Sat(HckJ
′

G ,Λ) by Proposition 8.2.ii), and the square

Sat(HckJG,Λ)

FJ

��

ζ∗
// Sat(HckJ

′

G ,Λ)

FJ′

��

LocSys((Div1X)J ,Λ)
ζ∗
// LocSys((Div1X)J

′
,Λ)

commutes by [36, Proposition 22.19].

8.13. We need the following version of “analytic continuation” for the Satake cat-
egory. Write ȷP : (Div1X)P→(Div1X)J for the open embedding from 7.9, and write

ıP :
[
(Div1X)J − (Div1X)P

]
→(Div1X)J

for the complementary closed embedding.

Lemma. For all A in Sat(HckJG,Λ) and B in LocSys((Div1X)J ,Λ), the morphisms

A→ pH0(ȷP∗ȷ
∗
PA) and B→H0(ȷP∗ȷ

∗
PB)

are isomorphisms. Consequently, the pullback functors

Sat(HckJG,Λ)→Sat(HckJG|(Div1
X)P ,Λ)

LocSys((Div1X)J ,Λ)→LocSys((Div1X)P,Λ)

are fully faithful.

Proof. If #J = 1, then (Div1X)P = (Div1X)J , and there is nothing to prove. Hence
assume that #J ≥ 2. For the statement about B, the excision exact triangle

ıP∗ı
!
PB // B // ȷP∗ȷ

∗
PB

+1
//

implies that it suffices to prove that ıP∗ı
!
PB lies in D≥2

ét ((Div1X)J ,Λ). Now Corollary

4.14 shows that (Div1X)J is cohomologically smooth of dimension #J ≥ 2 over
N ∪ {∞}, and it also shows that (Div1X)J − (Div1X)P has a stratification by locally

closed subsheaves that are cohomologically smooth of dimension 1 over N ∪ {∞}.
Because B lies in LocSys((Div1X)J ,Λ), using [36, Proposition 23.16 (iii)] to work
étale-locally yields the desired result.

We turn to the statement about A. The excision exact triangle

ıP∗ı
!
PA // A // ȷP∗ȷ

∗
PA

+1
//

implies that it suffices to prove that ıP∗ı
!
PA lies in pD≥2

ét (HckJG,Λ)bd. Since

Div1X(F )→Div1X
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is an étale cover, [36, Proposition 23.16 (iii)] and 7.14 imply that we can assume that
G is split. Then Proposition 8.2.i) shows that the desired condition is equivalent

to CTB(ıP∗ı
!
PA)[deg] lying in D≥2

ét ((Div1X)J ,Λ), and Corollary 7.12 yields

CTB(ıP∗ı
!
PA)[deg] = ıP∗ı

!
P CTB(A)[deg].

Proposition 8.4 indicates that CTB(A)[deg] lies in LocSys((Div1X)J ,Λ), so the de-
sired result follows from the above work. □

8.14. At this point, we can prove that fusion yields a symmetric monoidal structure
on the Satake category, as well as that fusion agrees with convolution.

Proposition.

i) The image of

∗ :
s∏

k=1

Sat(HckJkG ,Λ)→Sat(HckJG|(Div1
X)P ,Λ)

lies in the image of Sat(HckJG,Λ), and the square∏s
k=1 Sat(Hck

Jk
G ,Λ)

∗ //

∏s
k=1 F

Jk

��

Sat(HckJG,Λ)

FJ

��∏s
k=1 LocSys((Div1X)Jk ,Λ)

⊠ // LocSys((Div1X)J ,Λ)

commutes. Moreover, this is functorial in refinements and permutations of P.
ii) The functor ⋆ is naturally isomorphic to the composition

Sat(HckJG,Λ)× Sat(HckJG,Λ)
∗ // Sat(HckJ

∐
J

G ,Λ)
ζ∗
// Sat(HckJG,Λ),

where ζ : J
∐
J→ J denotes the natural map. Consequently, ⋆ is naturally a

symmetric monoidal structure, and F J is symmetric monoidal with respect to
⋆ on the source and ⊗Λ on the target.

Proof. We start with part i). The first statement follows from the proof of [14,
Definition/Proposition VI.9.4]. As for the second statement, Lemma 8.13 shows
that it suffices to check that the square∏s

k=1 Sat(Hck
Jk
G ,Λ)

∗ //

∏s
k=1 F

Jk

��

Sat(HckJG|(Div1
X)P ,Λ)

F
(Div1

X
)P

��∏s
k=1 LocSys((Div1X)Jk ,Λ)

⊠ // LocSys((Div1X)P,Λ)

commutes, and this follows from the Künneth formula. Finally, the last statement
follows from 8.10.

For part ii), part i) and 8.10 imply that the composition yields a symmetric
monoidal structure that commutes with ⋆. Therefore the Eckmann–Hilton argu-
ment shows that it is naturally isomorphic to ⋆, so the last statement follows from
part i). □
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8.15. Let us explicate the target of our fiber functor F J . Recall from 3.16 the
group topological space W over N ∪ {∞}. Because W is lctd over N ∪ {∞} as
in Definition 1.2, so is the J-fold fiber power WJ of W over N ∪ {∞}. Recall
from Definition 1.5 the category Rep(WJ ,Λ), and write Rep(WJ ,Λ)fp for the full
subcategory of Rep(WJ ,Λ) given by objects whose underlying sheaf of Λ-modules
on N ∪ {∞} is locally constant with finite projective fibers.

For the rest of this paper, we work over SpdFq.

Lemma. The category Shvét(Div1X ,Λ) is naturally equivalent to Rep(W,Λ), and
the category LocSys((Div1X)J ,Λ) is naturally equivalent to Rep(WJ ,Λ)fp.

Proof. The second statement follows from Proposition 3.18 and Lemma 1.6. As
for the first statement, Proposition 2.13 identifies SpdC with N ∪ {∞} × SpaC∞,

so the pullback functor Dét(N ∪ {∞},Λ)→Dét(SpdC,Λ) is an equivalence. Hence
the desired result follows from Proposition 3.17 and Lemma 1.6. □

8.16. When applying Tannakian reconstruction to the Satake category, we con-
sider the latter as an enriched category in the following way. Using the identification
from Lemma 8.15, we obtain an action

⊗Λ : Rep(WJ ,Λ)fp ×Dét(HckJG,Λ)bd→Dét(HckJG,Λ)bd

with respect to ⊗Λ on Rep(WJ ,Λ)fp, given by (B,A) 7→ π∗
GB⊗ΛA. By the adjoint

functor theorem, this induces a Rep(WJ ,Λ)fp-enriched structure onDét(HckJG,Λ)bd.

Lemma. The action ⊗Λ preserves Perv(HckJG,Λ) and Sat(HckJG,Λ). Moreover,
F J is Rep(WJ ,Λ)fp-linear.

Proof. Let B be in Rep(WJ ,Λ)fp, and let A be in Perv(HckJG,Λ). For all geometric
points s of (Div1X)J , the pullback (π∗

GB)|s is a finite free Λ-module concentrated in

degree 0, so Corollary 8.3.i) implies that π∗
GB⊗ΛA lies in Perv(HckJG,Λ). Next, the

projection formula [36, Proposition 22.23] shows that F J is Rep(WJ ,Λ)fp-linear.

Finally, suppose that A lies in Sat(HckJG,Λ). Since

(π∗
GB ⊗Λ A)⊗Λ M = π∗

GB ⊗Λ (A⊗Λ M)

for all Λ-modulesM , the above indicates that it suffices to check that π∗
GB⊗ΛA lies

in Dét(HckJG,Λ)ULA. Using [14, Proposition IV.2.13 (ii)] and 7.14, we can assume
that G is split. Then combining Proposition 8.5.i) with the above shows that

CTB(π
∗
GB ⊗Λ A)[deg] ∼= F J(π∗

GB ⊗Λ A) = B ⊗Λ F
J(A) ∼= B ⊗Λ CTB(A)[deg].

Proposition 7.16 indicates that CTB(A) lies in Dlc((Div1X)J ,Λ). Since B also lies
in Dlc((Div1X)J ,Λ), applying Proposition 7.16 again yields the desired result. □

8.17. We now prove the co-representability results needed to apply Tannakian
reconstruction. For all j in J , let Ωj be a finite Γ∞-stable downwards-closed sub-

set of X∗(T∞)+. Proposition 7.7.i) shows that the substack
⋃
µ•
HckJGF ,≤µ•

⊆
HckJGF

, where µ• runs over
∏
j∈J Ωj , is closed, and it descends to a closed sub-

stack HckJG,Ω ⊆ Hck
J
G. Write Perv(HckJG,Ω|Z ,Λ) and Sat(HckJG,Ω|Z ,Λ) for the full

subcategories of Perv(HckJG|Z ,Λ) and Sat(HckJG|Z ,Λ), respectively, consisting of

objects that are supported on HckJG,Ω|Z .
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For the rest of this subsection, assume that #J = 1. Under the identification

from Lemma 8.15, write LΩ : Rep(W,Λ)→Perv(Hck{∗}G,Ω,Λ) for the left adjoint of

F {∗} : Perv(Hck{∗}G,Ω,Λ)→Rep(W,Λ), which exists by the adjoint functor theorem.

Proposition. The object LΩ(Λ) lies in Sat(Hck{∗}G,Ω,Λ).

Proof. Corollary 8.3.i) and [14, Proposition IV.2.13 (ii)] imply that we can replace
Div1X with an étale cover, so 7.14 indicates that we can assume that G is split. By
Proposition 7.16 and Proposition 8.4, it suffices to show that CTB(LΩ(Λ))[deg] lies
in Rep(W,Λ)fp. Because this is checked on underlying sheaves of Λ-modules on
N ∪ {∞}, Corollary 7.12 indicates that we can work over Z = SpdC. Moreover,
Proposition 8.5.i) lets us replace CTB(LΩ(Λ))[deg] with FZ(LΩ(Λ)), and it suffices
to consider Λ = Z/ℓm.

For all µ in X∗(T∞), we claim that ȷ∗µLΩ(Λ) in Dét(Hck{∗}G,µ|Z ,Λ) is a constant

finite free Λ-module concentrated in degree −dµ. Since Λ = Z/ℓm, Proposition 7.8
implies that it suffices to show that Hom(ȷ∗µLΩ(Λ),Λ[dµ]) is a constant finite free
Λ-module. By adjunction and Corollary 8.3.ii), we have

Hom(ȷ∗µLΩ(Λ),Λ[dµ]) = Hom(LΩ(Λ), ȷµ∗Λ[dµ]) = Hom(LΩ(Λ),
pH0(ȷµ∗Λ[dµ]))

= Hom(Λ, FZ(
pH0(ȷµ∗Λ[dµ]))) = FZ(

pH0(ȷµ∗Λ[dµ])),

so the claim follows from Proposition 8.7.
Let µ be a maximal element of Ω. The excision exact triangle associated with

Hck{∗}G,µ ↪→Hck
{∗}
G,Ω←↩Hck

{∗}
G,Ω−{µ}

and LΩ(Λ) yields the perverse cohomology long exact sequence

0 // K // pH0(ȷµ!ȷ
∗
µLΩ(Λ)) // LΩ(Λ) // LΩ−{µ}(Λ) // 0

for some K in Perv(Hck{∗}G,Ω|Z ,Λ). The claim and Proposition 8.7 indicate that

FZ(
pH0(ȷµ!ȷ

∗
µLΩ(Λ))) is locally constant with finite free fibers, and by induction on

#Ω, we can assume that the same holds for FZ(LΩ−{µ}(Λ)). Hence Proposition
8.5.ii) implies that it suffices to show that K is zero.

Now [36, Proposition 14.3] shows that it suffices to check on geometric points s

of Hck{∗}G,Ω|Z . The image of s in N∪{∞} equals {i} for some i in N∪{∞}, and under

the identification Hck{∗}G |{i} = Hck{∗}Gi
from 7.5, combining Proposition 8.5.i) with

Corollary 7.12 implies that LΩ is compatible with pulling back toHck{∗}Gi
. Therefore

the desired result follows from the proof of [14, Proposition VI.10.1]. □

8.18. For all j in J , Proposition 8.17 indicates that LΩj
(Λ) lies in Sat(Hck{j}G,Ωj

,Λ).

Hence we can form ∗j∈J LΩj
(Λ) in Sat(HckJG,Ω,Λ).

Corollary. Under the identification from Lemma 8.15, the functor

F J : Sat(HckJG,Ω,Λ)→Rep(WJ ,Λ)fp

is co-represented by ∗j∈J LΩj
(Λ).

Proof. We have the unit morphism Λ→F {j}(LΩj
(Λ)), so taking⊠j∈J and applying

Proposition 8.14.i) yields an element of

Hom(Λ, F J(∗j∈J LΩj (Λ))) = Hom(LΩ(Λ),∗j∈J LΩj (Λ)).
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Write P for the partition of J into singletons. We claim that the resulting morphism

ȷ∗PLΩ(Λ)→ ȷ∗P(∗j∈J LΩj
(Λ))

is an isomorphism. To see this, [36, Proposition 14.3] implies that it suffices to

check on geometric points s of HckJG|(Div1
X)P , so 7.14 indicates that we can assume

that G is split. Now the image of s in N ∪ {∞} equals {i} for some i in N ∪ {∞},
and under the identification HckJG|{i} = HckJGi

from 7.5, the proof of Proposition

8.17 shows that LΩ is compatible with pulling back to HckJGi
. Therefore the claim

follows from the proof of [14, Proposition VI.10.1].

Finally, for all A in Sat(HckJG,Ω,Λ) we have

F J(A) = Hom(Λ, F J(A)) = Hom(LΩ(Λ), A)

= Hom(LΩ(Λ),
pH0(ȷP∗ȷ

∗
PA)) by Lemma 8.13

= Hom(LΩ(Λ), ȷP∗ȷ
∗
PA) by Corollary 8.3.ii)

= Hom(ȷ∗PLΩ(Λ), ȷ
∗
PA)

= Hom(ȷ∗P(∗j∈J LΩj
(Λ)), ȷ∗PA) by the claim

= Hom(∗j∈J LΩj (Λ), A) by Lemma 8.13,

as desired. □

8.19. To identify the Hopf algebra arising from Tannakian reconstruction, we want
to work with Qℓ-coefficients. This requires us to first work with Zℓ-coefficients, so
let us explicate the Zℓ-version of the target of our fiber functor F J .

Later, it will be convenient to work in the following generality. Let L/Qℓ be a
finite extension, write OL for its ring of integers, and write λ for the maximal ideal
of OL. Write Rep(WJ ,OL)fp for the inverse limit lim←−mRep(WJ ,OL/λm)fp.

Lemma.

i) The category

{finite projective Cont(N ∪ {∞},OL)-modules}

is naturally equivalent to the category of topological OL-module topological
spaces V over N ∪ {∞} that, open-locally on N ∪ {∞}, are finite free topo-
logical OL-module topological spaces.

ii) The category Rep(WJ ,OL)fp is naturally equivalent to the category of V as

in part i) along with a continuous OL-linear action WJ ×N∪{∞} V →V over
N ∪ {∞}.

Proof. All finite projective OL/λm-modules are free, and OL/λm is discrete. There-
fore [21, Lemma B.2.5] implies that the category

{finite projective Cont(N ∪ {∞},OL/λm)-modules}

is naturally equivalent to the category of OL/λm-module topological spaces Vm over
N ∪ {∞} that, open-locally on N ∪ {∞}, are finite free OL/λm-module topological
spaces. This identifies Rep(WJ ,OL/λm)fp with the category of such Vm along with
a continuousOL/λm-linear actionWJ×N∪{∞}Vm→Vm. Finally, taking lim←−m yields

part i) and part ii). □
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8.20. We now put everything together to apply Tannakian reconstruction. Write
Sat(HckJG,OL) for the inverse limit lim←−m Sat(HckJG,OL/λm).

Theorem. The Rep(WJ ,Zℓ)fp-enriched symmetric monoidal category Sat(HckJG,Zℓ)
is naturally equivalent to the category of representations of the Hopf algebra

HJG := lim−→
{Ωj}j∈J

F J(∗j∈J LΩj (Zℓ)) ∈ Ind(Rep(WJ ,Zℓ)fp)

in Rep(WJ ,Zℓ)fp, where {Ωj}j∈J runs over collections of finite Γ∞-stable downwards-

closed subsets of X∗(T∞)+ indexed by J . Moreover, we have HJG =
⊗

j∈J H
{j}
G .

Proof. The second statement follows from Proposition 8.14.i), so we focus on the

first statement. We claim that the category Sat(HckJG,Zℓ) and the functor

F J : Sat(HckJG,Zℓ)→Rep(WJ ,Zℓ)fp

satisfy the conditions in [14, Proposition VI.10.2]. Proposition 8.9 indicates that

Sat(HckJG,Zℓ) is rigid, and Proposition 8.14 indicates that Sat(HckJG,Zℓ) and F J
are symmetric monoidal. Moreover, Sat(HckJG,Zℓ) admits and F J reflects coequal-
izers of F J -split pairs by Proposition 8.5.iii). Finally, Proposition 7.7.iii) shows

that Sat(HckJG,Zℓ) equals the filtered union
⋃

{Ωj}j∈J
Sat(HckJG,Ω,Zℓ), and Corol-

lary 8.18 shows that the restriction of F J to Sat(HckJG,Ω,Zℓ) is co-represented by
∗j∈J LΩj

(Zℓ). This yields the claim.
The claim and [14, Proposition VI.10.2] yield the first statement. □

8.21. We have the following version of the L-group for G over N ∪ {∞}. Recall
from 6.1 the pinned split connected reductive group (Gs, T s, X∗(T s),∆, {xã}ã∈∆)
over Z and the homomorphism

δ : Gal(F∞/E∞)→Aut(Gs, T s, X∗(T s),∆, {xã}ã∈∆).

Write Ĝ for the associated Langlands dual over Zℓ, and topologize OĜ as the
filtered union of finite free Zℓ-submodules with the ℓ-adic topology. Then δ induces

a continuous Zℓ-linear action a : Gal(F∞/E∞) × OĜ→OĜ. Write Ĝad for the

adjoint group of Ĝ, and note that the composition

Z
q−1

// Z×
ℓ

ρad // Ĝad(Zℓ)

induces another such action c of Z on OĜ that commutes with a.
Write OĜ for the topological Zℓ-module topological space over N∪{∞} given by

OĜ×(N∪{∞}). Because E→F induces a morphismW→Gal(F∞/E∞)×(N∪{∞})
of group topological spaces over N∪{∞}, we get a continuous Zℓ-linear action a of
W on OĜ over N ∪ {∞}. Precomposing c with W→Z× (N ∪ {∞}) yields another
such action, and after multiplying by a, endow OĜ with the resulting continuous
Zℓ-linear action over N∪{∞}. Under the identification from Lemma 8.19, view OĜ
as an object of Ind(Rep(W,Zℓ)fp).

8.22. First, we identifyH{∗}
G after inverting ℓ. Write Rep(W,Qℓ)fp for the category

Rep(W,Zℓ)fp[ 1ℓ ], and write Sat(HckJG,Qℓ) for the category Sat(HckJG,Zℓ)[ 1ℓ ].
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Theorem. There is a natural isomorphism

OĜ[
1
ℓ ]

∼→H{∗}
G [ 1ℓ ]

of Hopf algebras in Ind(Rep(W,Qℓ)fp).

Proof. Write Z for SpdC, write ȷN : Z×N∪{∞}N→Z for the open embedding, and

recall the notation of 4.6. For all µ in X∗(T∞)+, write Vµ in Rep(ĜQℓ
) for the

associated Weyl module. For all i in N∪{∞}, it follows from 7.5 and [14, Theorem
VI.11.1] that we have a natural Qℓ-linear symmetric monoidal equivalence

ϵi : Rep(ĜQℓ
)

∼→Sat(Hck{∗}G |Zi
,Qℓ)

such that FZi
: Sat(Hck{∗}G |Zi

,Qℓ)→Shvét(Zi,Qℓ) = Vect(Qℓ) corresponds to

the forgetful functor Rep(ĜQℓ
)→Vect(Qℓ), and that ϵi(Vµ) =

pH0(ȷµ!Qℓ|Zi
[dµ])).

We use Proposition 8.2.ii) and [36, Proposition 22.19] to identify the latter with
pH0(ȷµ!Qℓ[dµ]))|Zi

.

First, let us construct a Qℓ-linear functor ϵ : Rep(ĜQℓ
)→Sat(Hck{∗}G |Z ,Qℓ). By

7.14, we can assume that G is split, so Proposition 8.7 lets us take

ϵ(Vµ) :=
pH0(ȷµ!Qℓ[dµ]).

For all µ′ in X∗(T∞)+ and all morphisms f : Vµ→Vµ′ , we claim that there exists a
unique morphism ϵ(f) : ϵ(Vµ)→ ϵ(Vµ′) such that ϵ(f)|Zi = ϵi(f) for all i in N∪{∞}.
To see this, write ϵN(f) : ȷ

∗
Nϵ(Vµ)→ ȷ∗Nϵ(Vµ′) for the disjoint union

∐
i ϵi(f), where

i runs over N. The description of Dét(Hck{∗}G |Z ,Λ) in terms of the decomposition∐
i

Hck{∗}G |Zi
↪→Hck{∗}G |Z←↩Hck

{∗}
G |Z∞ ,

which follows from [36, Proposition 14.3], indicates that it suffices to check that

ϵ(Vµ)|Z∞
//

ϵ∞(f)

��

ȷN∗ȷ
∗
Nϵ(Vµ)|Z∞

ȷN∗ϵN(f)Z∞
��

ϵ(Vµ′)|Z∞
// ȷN∗ȷ

∗
Nϵ(Vµ′)|Z∞

is commutative. Corollary 8.3.ii) implies that this is equivalent to checking that

ϵ(Vµ)|Z∞
//

ϵ∞(f)

��

pH0(ȷN∗ȷ
∗
Nϵ(Vµ))|Z∞

pH0(ȷN∗ϵN(f))Z∞
��

ϵ(Vµ′)|Z∞
// pH0(ȷN∗ȷ

∗
Nϵ(Vµ′))|Z∞

is commutative, and Proposition 8.5.ii) indicates that it suffices to check after ap-
plying FZ∞ . By combining Proposition 8.5.i) with Corollary 7.12, this becomes

Vµ //

f

��

Vµ ⊗Qℓ
lim−→U

Cont(U − {∞},Qℓ)

f⊗id

��

Vµ′ // Vµ′ ⊗Qℓ
lim−→U

Cont(U − {∞},Qℓ),
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where U runs over compact neighborhoods of ∞, and the top and bottom maps
are induced by the natural map Qℓ→ lim−→U

Cont(U −{∞},Qℓ). This square indeed
commutes, so the claim follows.

Since Rep(ĜQℓ
) is semisimple with simple objects given by the Vµ, the claim

finishes our construction of ϵ. Arguing as above also shows that ϵ is symmetric

monoidal, so it induces a morphism OĜ[
1
ℓ ]→H

{∗}
G [ 1ℓ ] of Hopf algebras in

Ind{finite projective Cont(N ∪ {∞},Qℓ)-modules}.
To show that this is an isomorphism that, under the identification from Lemma
8.19, preserves the continuous Qℓ-linear W-action, it suffices to check on fibers.
Finally, the result follows from 7.5 and [14, Theorem VI.11.1]. □

8.23. Finally, we use Theorem 8.22 to identify H{∗}
G before inverting ℓ.

Theorem. There is a natural isomorphism

OĜ
∼→H{∗}

G

of Hopf algebras in Ind(Rep(W,Zℓ)fp).

Proof. Note that 7.5 and [14, Theorem VI.11.1] yield a natural isomorphism

OĜ ⊗Cont(N∪{∞},Zℓ) Cont(N,Zℓ)
∼→H{∗}

G ⊗Cont(N∪{∞},Zℓ) Cont(N,Zℓ)
of Hopf algebras in

Ind{finite projective Cont(N,Zℓ)-modules},

and Theorem 8.23 yields a natural isomorphism OĜ[
1
ℓ ]

∼→H{∗}
G [ 1ℓ ] of Hopf algebras

in Ind(Rep(W,Qℓ)fp). Because N is dense in N ∪ {∞}, the square

Cont(N ∪ {∞},Zℓ) //

��

Cont(N ∪ {∞},Qℓ)

��

Cont(N,Zℓ) // Cont(N,Qℓ)

is cartesian. Our natural isomorphisms are compatible with this cartesian square,

and since OĜ and H{∗}
G are both flat over Cont(N∪{∞},Zℓ), this induces a natural

isomorphism OĜ
∼→H{∗}

G of Hopf algebras in

Ind{finite projective Cont(N ∪ {∞},Zℓ)-modules}.
To show that, under the identification from Lemma 8.19, this isomorphism preserves
the continuous Zℓ-linear W-action, it suffices to check on fibers. Finally, the result
follows from 7.5 and [14, Theorem VI.11.1]. □

9. Local Langlands over close fields

In this section, we put everything together to prove Theorem A and Theorem B.
We start by proving that étale sheaves on certain classifying stacks are equivalent
to smooth representations, thereby geometrizing the setting of §1. Next, we use
results from §8 to spread out geometric Hecke operators from E∞ to E. After
proving basic facts about geometric Hecke operators over E, we prove Theorem A
using results from §6 and a spreading out argument. Finally, we combine this with
results of Bernstein [3] to prove Theorem B.
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9.1. Recall the notation of Proposition 1.7. Recall from 6.4 the group topological
space Kn over N ∪ {∞}, which is naturally an open group subspace of G(E) over
N ∪ {∞} by Proposition 6.5. Let H be one of {G(E),Kn}.

Let Λ be a ring that is ℓ-power torsion.

Proposition. There is a natural equivalence of categories

F(−) : D(H,Λ) ∼→Dét(BH,Λ).

Proof. First, let us construct a natural functor F(−) : Rep(H,Λ)→Shvét(BH,Λ).
For all locally profinite topological spaces X over N ∪ {∞} and small v-stacks Z
over N ∪ {∞}, one can show that the natural map

∣∣X ×N∪{∞} Z
∣∣→X ×N∪{∞} |Z|

is a homeomorphism by reducing to the case where X is profinite. Because G(E) is
locally profinite by Proposition 6.3, this implies that, for all H-torsors S̃→S in the

category of v-sheaves,
∣∣S̃∣∣ naturally has a continuous action of H over N∪{∞}. For

all smooth representations V of H over Λ, write FV for the presheaf of Λ-modules

over BH given by sending S̃→S to the Λ-module{
continuous H-equivariant maps

∣∣S̃∣∣→V over N ∪ {∞}
}
.

By [36, Proposition 12.9], FV is a v-sheaf. Since continuous H-equivariant maps
H ×N∪{∞} |S|→V over N ∪ {∞} are equivalent to continuous maps |S|→V over
N ∪ {∞}, the pullback FV |N∪{∞} is naturally isomorphic to V over N ∪ {∞}, so
[36, Remark 14.14] shows that FV lies in Shvét(BH,Λ).

Note that F(−) is exact. Hence [36, Proposition 14.16] indicates that it extends
to a functor F(−) : D(H,Λ)→Dét(BH,Λ). Let s be a geometric point in PerfFq

,

and note that the functor X 7→ (X/H)× s yields an equivalence of sites

{étale H-spaces} ∼→(BHs)ét.

Therefore we get a commutative diagram

D(H,Λ)
F(−)

//

∼

��

Dét(BH,Λ)

��

D({étale H-spaces},Λ)

∼

��

D((BHs)ét,Λ) // Dét(BHs,Λ),

where the top left equivalence follows from Corollary 1.8. The right functor is fully
faithful by [36, Proposition 19.5 (ii)], so it suffices to show that the bottom functor
is an equivalence.

For full faithfulness, write λ : (BHs)v→(BHs)ét for the natural morphism of
sites. To prove that the natural transformation id→λ∗λ

∗ on D((BHs)ét,Λ) is an
isomorphism, we can replace BH with an étale cover. Hence we can assume that
H is Kn. Then the fiber Hi is a pro-p group for all i in N ∪ {∞}, so checking
on stalks shows that the morphism of ringed sites ((BHs)ét,Λ)→((N ∪ {∞}

s
)ét,Λ)

has cohomological dimension 0. Because [36, Lemma 7.2] indicates that

((N ∪ {∞}
s
)ét,Λ)
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has cohomological dimension 0, this shows that ((BHs)ét,Λ) also has cohomological
dimension 0, so [40, Tag 0D64] implies that D((BHs)ét,Λ) is left-complete. Since
Dét(BHs,Λ) is also left-complete by [36, Proposition 14.15], it suffices to restrict
to D+((BHs)ét,Λ). Then the desired result follows from using Čech cohomology
along the cover N ∪ {∞}

s
→BHs and the fact that Hi is a pro-p group for all i in

N ∪ {∞}.
We turn to essential surjectivity. Full faithfulness implies that it suffices to

consider F in Shvét(BHs,Λ), and pullback yields a v-sheaf F|N∪{∞}
s
of Λ-modules

over N ∪ {∞}
s
with a descent datum with respect to

N ∪ {∞}
s
→BHs.

Because FN∪{∞}
s
is étale over N ∪ {∞}

s
, it corresponds to a Λ-module étale topo-

logical space V over N ∪ {∞}. Lemma 1.6 shows that the descent datum endows
V with a continuous Λ-linear action H ×N∪{∞} V →V over N ∪ {∞}, and descent
[36, Proposition 17.3] identifies FV with F . □

9.2. We have the following analogue of the (global) Hecke stack in our setting.
Recall from 7.1 the closed Cartier divisor DS ↪→XS .

Definition. Write HckJG for the presheaf of groupoids on PerfFq
over (Div1X)J

whose S-points parametrize data consisting of

a) two étale Gan-torsors G and G ′ on XS ,
b) an isomorphism

ρ : G |XS−DS

∼→G ′|XS−DS

of étale Gan-torsors on XS −DS that is meromorphic along DS .

Proposition 6.10 and Proposition 5.1 imply that HckJG is a v-stack, and the

proof of [14, Proposition III.1.3] shows that HckJG is small. Proposition 6.10 also
indicates that pullback to the completion of XS along DS induces a morphism
L : HckJG→Hck

J
G. Finally, note that we have natural morphisms

BunG HckJG
p1oo

p2 // BunG×N∪{∞}(Div1X)J

given by (G ,G ′, ρ) 7→ G and (G ,G ′, ρ) 7→ G ′, respectively. Using Beauville–Laszlo
gluing, Proposition 7.7.i) and Proposition 7.7.iii) imply that p2 is ind-proper.

9.3. Theorem 8.23 lets us spread out geometric Hecke operators from E∞ to E as

follows. Recall from 8.21 the action a of Gal(F∞/E∞) on Ĝ and the action c of Z
on Ĝ. Form the semidirect product Ĝ ⋊ Gal(F∞/E∞) via the action a. By using√
q to untwist the action c, Theorem 8.23 yields a natural functor

S(−) : Rep
(
Ĝ⋊Gal(F∞/E∞)

)J
Zℓ[

√
q]
→Sat(HckJG,Zℓ[

√
q]).

Let Λ be a Zℓ[
√
q]-algebra that is ℓ-power torsion, and write S(−) for the composition

Rep
(
Ĝ⋊Gal(F∞/E∞)

)J
Zℓ[

√
q]

S(−)
// Sat(HckJG,Zℓ[

√
q])

−⊗Λ
// Sat(HckJG,Λ).

For all V in Rep
(
Ĝ⋊Gal(F∞/E∞)

)J
Zℓ[

√
q]
, write

TV : Dét(BunG,Λ)→Dét(BunG×N∪{∞}(Div1X)J ,Λ)
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for the functor given by A 7→ p2!(p
∗
1A⊗Λ L∗SV ).

Proposition. The pullback functor

Dét(BunG×N∪{∞}BWJ ,Λ)→Dét(BunG×N∪{∞}(Div1X)J ,Λ)

is fully faithful, and the image of TV lies in the image of Dét(BunG×N∪{∞}BWJ ,Λ).

Proof. The first statement follows from applying Proposition 3.17 #J times. For
the second statement, note that V 7→ TV is exact and compatible with exterior
tensor products. Since Dét(BunG×N∪{∞}BWJ ,Λ) is left-complete [36, Proposition

14.15] and V has a resolution whose terms are of the form ⊠j∈J Vj for Vj in

Rep
(
Ĝ⋊Gal(F∞/E∞)

)
Zℓ[

√
q]
,

this indicates that we can assume that #J = 1. Then the result follows from
Proposition 6.14 and Proposition 3.17. □

9.4. As usual, geometric Hecke operators enjoy the following properties. For all

V in Rep
(
Ĝ⋊Gal(F∞/E∞)

)J
Zℓ[

√
q]
, write TV for the composition

Dét(BunG,Λ)
TV // Dét(BunG×N∪{∞}BWJ ,Λ) // Dét(BunG,Λ).

Proposition. The functor TV ∨ is left and right adjoint to TV . Consequenty, TV
preserves limits, colimits, and compact objects.

Proof. Note that V 7→ TV is monoidal with respect to ⊗Λ on

Rep
(
Ĝ⋊Gal(F∞/E∞)

)J
Zℓ[

√
q]

and composition on the category of functors Dét(BunG,Λ)→Dét(BunG,Λ). There-
fore the evaluation and coevaluation morphisms for V induce the counit and unit,
respectively, for the desired adjunctions. □

9.5. For all i in N, recall from 2.1 the absolute ramification index ei of Ei, and
recall from 2.6 the isomorphism Γi/I

ei
i
∼= Γ∞/I

ei
∞ of topological groups. Let P be a

compact group subspace of W over N ∪ {∞} satisfying the following properties:

a) for all i in N ∪ {∞}, the fiber Pi is a normal subgroup of Wi that is an open
subgroup of the wild inertia subgroup,

b) there exists a positive integer d such that, for all i in N ∪ {∞}, the fiber Pi
contains Idi , and for large enough i, the image of Pi under the isomorphism
Γi/I

d
i
∼= Γ∞/I

d
∞ (since i is large enough) equals the image of P∞.

By repeating Definition 2.6.a) (except that we replace Γi/I
d
i withWi/Pi), we obtain

a natural group topological space W/P over N∪{∞} whose fiber at i is isomorphic
to Wi/Pi. Arguing as in the proof of Lemma 2.14 shows that the map

q : W→W/P

whose fiber at i equals Wi→Wi/Pi is continuous, and by checking on fibers, we see
that q is a morphism of group topological spaces over N ∪ {∞}.

9.6. Proposition.
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i) The pullback functor

(id×q)∗ : Dét(BunG×N∪{∞}B(W/P)J ,Λ)→Dét(BunG×N∪{∞}BWJ ,Λ)

is fully faithful.
ii) Let A be a compact object in Dét(BunG,Λ). Then there exists a group subspace

P of W over N ∪ {∞} as in 9.5 such that, for all finite sets J and V in

Rep
(
Ĝ⋊Gal(F∞/E∞)

)J
Zℓ[

√
q]
,

the object TV (A) lies in the image of Dét(BunG×N∪{∞}B(W/P)J ,Λ).

Proof. For part i), it suffices to show that the pullback functor

(id×q)∗ : D■(BunG×N∪{∞}B(W/P)J ,Λ)→D■(BunG×N∪{∞}BWJ ,Λ)

is fully faithful. The projection formula [14, Proposition VII.3.1 (i)] indicates that
it suffices to show that the counit morphism (id×q)♮Λ→Λ is an isomorphism, and
combining the cartesian square

BunG×N∪{∞}BWJ id×q
//

��

BunG×N∪{∞}B(W/P)J

��

BWJ q
// B(W/P)J

with [14, Proposition VII.3.1 (iii)] implies that it suffices to show that the counit
morphism q♮Λ→Λ is an isomorphism. Using descent [36, Proposition 17.3] and
applying [14, Proposition VII.3.1 (iii)] again indicate that it suffices to show that
the structure morphism pr : BPJ→N ∪ {∞} induces an isomorphism pr♮ Λ→Λ.

Finally, this follows from Pi being a pro-p group for all i in N ∪ {∞}.
For part ii), note that V 7→ TV is exact and compatible with exterior tensor prod-

ucts, so it suffices to consider a tensor generator V in Rep
(
Ĝ⋊Gal(F∞/E∞)

)
Zℓ[

√
q]
.

Now Dét(BunG,Λ) naturally has the structure of a condensed (∞-)category over
N ∪ {∞} via sending any extremally disconnected profinite set X over N ∪ {∞} to
Dét(BunG×N∪{∞}X,Λ), and descent [36, Proposition 17.3] implies that

Dét(BunG×N∪{∞}BW,Λ)

is naturally equivalent to the category of objects A′ in Dét(BunG,Λ) along with
a morphism W→Aut(A′) of condensed animated groups over N ∪ {∞}. Because
TV (A) is a compact object in Dét(BunG,Λ) by Proposition 9.4, the condensed
animated group Aut(TV (A)) over N ∪ {∞} is étale over N ∪ {∞}. Since Λ is ℓ-
power torsion but Pi is a pro-p group for all i in N ∪ {∞}, the result follows. □

9.7. Before proceeding to our main theorems, we need the following preparations.
Write ȷ : BG(E)→BunG for the open embedding from Proposition 6.13. Now ȷ!
preserves compact objects, and Proposition 1.14 implies that the same holds for

c-Ind
G(E)
Kn . Hence A := ȷ! c-Ind

G(E)
Kn Λ is a compact object in Dét(BunG,Λ). Write P

for the group subspace ofW over N∪{∞} as in 9.5 provided by applying Proposition
9.6.ii) to A.

For all i in N∪{∞}, choose lifts φ̃i and τ̃i to Wi/Pi of absolute q-Frobenius and
of a (topological) generator of tame inertia, respectively, such that, for large enough
i as in 9.5.b), the images of φ̃i and τ̃i under the isomorphism Wi/Pi ∼= W∞/P∞
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equal φ̃∞ and τ̃∞, respectively. Write Exc(Wi/Pi, Ĝ) for the associated excursion
algebra over Zℓ[

√
q] as in [14, Definition VIII.3.4].

Recall the notation of Definition 1.17. Briefly, relax our assumption that Λ is
ℓ-power torsion. Write ZΛ(G(Ei),Kni ) for the center of H(G(Ei),Kni )Λ, and recall
from [14, p. 326] the natural map of Zℓ[

√
q]-algebras

Exc(Wi/Pi, Ĝ)→ZΛ(G(Ei),Kni ).

9.8. By spreading out excursion operators from E∞ to E, we can prove our first
main theorem. For all i in N∪{∞}, Theorem A.13 indicates that our isomorphism
Trei(Ei)

∼= Trei(E∞) induces an isomorphism of Λ-algebras

H(G(E∞),Kn∞)Λ
∼→H(G(Ei),Kni )Λ,

which restricts to an isomorphism of Λ-algebras

ZΛ(G(E∞),Kn∞)
∼→ZΛ(G(Ei),Kni ).

Resume our assumption that Λ is ℓ-power torsion.

Theorem. For large enough i in N ∪ {∞}, the square

Exc(W∞/P∞, Ĝ) //

∼

ZΛ(G(E∞),Kn∞)

∼
��

Exc(Wi/Pi, Ĝ) // ZΛ(G(Ei),Kni )

commutes.

Proof. Recall that Exc(W∞/P∞, Ĝ) has canonical generators SJ,V,x,ξ,γ∞,• , where J

runs over finite sets, V runs over objects in Rep
(
Ĝ⋊Gal(F∞/E∞)

)J
Zℓ[

√
q]
, x and ξ

run over morphisms 1→V |∆(Ĝ) and V |∆(Ĝ)→1 in Rep ĜZℓ[
√
q], respectively, and

γ•,∞ = (γj,∞)j∈J runs over J-tuples in the subgroup of W∞/P∞ generated by φ̃∞,
τ̃∞, and the image of the wild inertia subgroup [14, Corollary VIII.4.3].

For all j in J , let γj be a continuous section of W/P→N ∪ {∞} such that, for
all i large enough as in 9.5.ii), the image of γj(i) under the isomorphism Wi/Pi ∼=
W∞/P∞ equals γj,∞. Since V 7→ TV is functorial in J and V , we can form the
composition

A = T1(A)
x // TV |∆(Ĝ)

(A) = TV (A)
γ• // TV (A) = TV |∆(Ĝ)

ξ
// T1(A) = A.

Write SJ,V,x,ξ,γ• for this endomorphism of A, which corresponds to an element of

EndG(E)(c-Ind
G(E)
Kn Λ) because ȷ! is fully faithful. For all i in N ∪ {∞}, Proposition

3.7 implies that (SJ,V,x,ξ,γ•)(i) equals the image of SJ,V,x,ξ,γ•(i) under the map

Exc(Wi/Pi, Ĝ)→ZΛ(G(Ei),Kni ).

Therefore, under the identification H(G(E∞),Kn∞)Λ
∼→EndG(E)(c-Ind

G(E)
Kn Λ) from

Theorem 6.8, there exists a compact neighborhood U of ∞ such that

• all i in U are large enough as in 9.5.ii),
• the restriction of SJ,V,x,ξ,γ• to U corresponds to the constant section valued in

the image of SJ,V,x,ξ,γ•,∞ under the map Exc(W∞/P∞, Ĝ)→ZΛ(G(E∞),Kn∞).
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Theorem 6.8 and the above show that, for all i in U , the square in question com-

mutes for SJ,V,x,ξ,γ•,∞ . Finally, since Exc(W∞/P∞, Ĝ) is of finite type over Zℓ[
√
q],

applying this to finitely many SJ,V,x,ξ,γ•,∞ yields the desired result. □

9.9. We now prove Theorem A. Write E′ for Fq((t)), and let G′ be a quasisplit
connected reductive group over E′ that splits over an n-ramified extension.

Theorem. For all p-adic fields E along with an isomorphism Tre(E) ∼= Tre(E
′) for

some e ≥ n, write G for the quasisplit connected reductive group over E associated
with G′ as in A.5. There exists an integer d ≥ n such that, if e ≥ d, then
i) the map LLCss

G restricts to a map

LLCss
G :

{
smooth irreps π of G(E)
over Fℓ with (π)K

n ̸= 0

}
−→

{
semisimple L-parameters ρ
for G over Fℓ with ρ|Id = 1

}
,

and the same holds for the map LLCss
G′ .

ii) the square{
smooth irreps π′ of G′(E′)

over Fℓ with (π′)K
′n ̸= 0

}
LLCss

G′
//

∼

��

{
semisimple L-parameters ρ′

for G′ over Fℓ with ρ′|I′d = 1

}

∼

��{
smooth irreps π of G(E)

over Fℓ with (π)K
′n ̸= 0

}
LLCss

G //

{
semisimple L-parameters ρ
for G over Fℓ with ρ|Id = 1

}
commutes.

Proof. For all positive integers e, Krasner’s lemma implies that there are finitely
many p-adic fields E with residue field Fq and absolute ramification index e (up to
isomorphism). Moreover, there are finitely many isomorphisms Tre(E) ∼= Tre(E

′).
Therefore we can take {Ei}i∈N in 2.1 to be the family of all p-adic fields E with
residue field Fq (up to isomorphism), where we make E appear with multiplicity
equal to the number of isomorphisms Tre(E) ∼= Tre(E

′). Finally, using [14, Corol-
lary VIII.4.3], part i) follows from 9.7, and part ii) follows from Theorem 9.8. □

9.10. We conclude by proving Theorem B.

Theorem. There exists an integer d ≥ n such that, if e ≥ d, then
i) the map LLCss

G′ restricts to a map

LLCss
G′ :

{
smooth irreps π′ of G′(E′)

over Qℓ with (π′)K
′n ̸= 0

}
−→

{
semisimple L-parameters ρ′

for G′ over Qℓ with ρ′|I′d = 1

}
.

ii) the square{
smooth irreps π′ of G′(E′)

over Qℓ with (π′)K
′n ̸= 0

}
LLCss

G′
//

∼

��

{
semisimple L-parameters ρ′

for G′ over Qℓ with ρ′|I′d = 1

}

∼

��{
smooth irreps π of G(E)

over Qℓ with (π)K
′n ̸= 0

}
LLCss

G //

{
semisimple L-parameters ρ
for G over Qℓ with ρ|Id = 1

}
commutes after restricting to the wild inertia subgroup. In particular, part i)
holds for the map LLCss

G.
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Proof. Let π′ be an irreducible cuspidal representation of G′(E′) over Qℓ with

(π′)K
′n ̸= 0. Write ρ′ for LLCss

G′(π′), and let d be a positive integer with ρ′|I′d = 1.
After enlarging d, we can assume that it is at least the d from Theorem 9.9. Now [14,
p. 331] indicates that LLCss

G′ is compatible with twisting by unramified characters,
so we can assume that π′ has finite order central character. Then [41, (II.4.12)]
shows that there exists a finite extension L/Qℓ(

√
q) such that

• π′ is defined over L,
• π′ has an OL[G′(E′)]-lattice π′

OL
as in [41, (I.9.1)].

Write Fλ for the residue field of L, and write χ′ : ZOL
(G′(E′),K ′n)→OL for the

map of OL-algebras induced by π′
OL

. Since ρ′ corresponds to χ′ ⊗ Qℓ under [14,
Corollary VIII.4.3], this implies that, after enlarging L, the L-parameter ρ′ has a

representative of the form ρ′ :W ′→ Ĝ(OL).
Write π for the irreducible smooth representation of G(E) over Qℓ associated

with π′ via the isomorphism

H(G(E),Kn)Qℓ

∼→H(G′(E′),K ′n)Qℓ
.

Because the above isomorphism is base changed from an isomorphism

H(G(E),Kn)OL

∼→H(G′(E′),K ′n)OL
,

the representation π is also defined over L, and π′
OL

induces an OL[G(E)]-lattice
πOL

of π. Write χ : ZOL
(G(E),Kn)→OL for the map of OL-algebras induced by

πOL
. Write ρ for LLCss

G(π); arguing as above shows that, after enlarging L, the

L-parameter ρ has a representative of the form ρ :W → Ĝ(OL).
The proof of Theorem 9.9 yields certain normal subgroups P ′ and P of W ′ and

W , respectively, that are open subgroups of the wild inertia subgroups, contain I ′d

and Id, respectively, and whose images in W ′/I ′d ∼= W/Id coincide. Consider the
resulting diagram

Exc(W ′/P ′, Ĝ) //

∼

ZFℓ
(G′(E′),K ′n)

χ′⊗Fℓ //

∼

��

Fℓ

Exc(W/P, Ĝ) // ZFℓ
(G(E),Kn)

χ⊗Fℓ // Fℓ.

Theorem 9.8 indicates that the left square commutes, and the right square com-
mutes by construction. The top and bottom rows correspond under [14, Corollary

VIII.4.3] to the semisimplification of the images in Ĝ(Fℓ) of ρ′ and ρ, respectively,
so after enlarging L, this shows that the semisimplification of the 1-cocycles

W ′/P ′ ρ′−→ Ĝ(OL)−→ Ĝ(Fλ) and W/P
ρ−→ Ĝ(OL)−→ Ĝ(Fλ)

are cohomologous (under the isomorphism W ′/P ′ ∼= W/P ). Since the kernel K̂ of

Ĝ(OL)→ Ĝ(Fλ) is pro-ℓ but the wild inertia subgroup is pro-p, the Galois coho-
mology long exact sequence induced by

1 // K̂ // Ĝ(OL) // Ĝ(Fλ) // 1

then implies that the 1-cocycles

W ′/P ′ ρ′−→ Ĝ(OL) and W/P
ρ−→ Ĝ(OL)
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are cohomologous after restricting to the wild inertia subgroup.
Finally, [3, 2.13] implies that that there are finitely many Bernstein compo-

nents in Rep(G′(E′),Qℓ) that contain an irreducible smooth representation π′ with

(π′)K
′n ̸= 0. Because LLCss

G′ is compatible with twisting by unramified characters
[14, p. 331] and parabolic induction [14, Corollary IX.7.3], applying the above to
these finitely many Bernstein components yields the desired result. □

Appendix A. Congruences of disconnected parahoric subgroups

In the appendix, our goal is to generalize Kazhdan’s Hecke algebra isomorphism
over close fields [25, Theorem A] to the case of quasisplit connected reductive groups
G over E. While such a generalization has been proved by Ganapathy [19, Theorem
4.1], this relies on a congruence result of Ganapathy [18, Corollary 6.3] for para-
horic subgroups associated with stabilizers in G(E)0 (which have connected special
fibers). For applications to §6, it is convenient instead to use parahoric subgroups
associated with stabilizers in G(E)1 (which can have disconnected special fibers),
since G(E)1 enjoys Galois descent.

Therefore, we begin by proving a congruence result for disconnected parahoric
subgroups. By using birational group laws, we reduce this to the case when G
is a torus, where it follows from results of Chai–Yu [8]. Afterwards, we follow
Kazhdan’s arguments to construct an isomorphism of Hecke algebras over close
fields. Although the Hecke algebras that we consider are equal to those considered
in [19], we do not know whether the isomorphisms constructed here equal those
constructed in [19].

A.1. We start with some notation. Let E be a nonarchimedean local field, write
O for its ring of integers, and write p for the maximal ideal of O. Fix a separable
closure E of E, and write Γ for Gal(E/E). Write I for the inertia subgroup of Γ.
For all positive integers n, write In for the n-th ramification subgroup of I in the
upper numbering.

Recall the notation of 6.1. Let δ : Γ→Aut(Gs, T s, X∗(T s),∆, {xã}ã∈∆) be a
continuous homomorphism, and write F/E for the finite Galois extension such
that Gal(F/E) is the image of δ. Descending (Gs

F , T
s
F , B

s
F , {xã}ã∈∆) along the

étale Gal(F/E)-torsor SpecF →SpecE via δ yields a quasisplit connected reductive
group G over E with a pinning (B, T, {xã}ã∈∆) over Ei as in [24, Definition 2.9.1].

A.2. Let us gather some facts about disconnected parahoric subgroups. Write S
for the maximal split subtorus of T , write B(G/E) for the (reduced) building of G
over E, and write A(S) for the apartment in B(G/E) associated with S. Let x be
a special point in A(S). Write K for the smooth affine model of G over O such
that K(O) ⊆ G(E) equals the maximal compact subgroup G(E)1x [24, Proposition
8.3.1].

Write Φ for the relative root system Φ(G,S), and write Φ± for the subset of
positive or negative roots associated with B. By [24, Proposition B.2.4], the Zariski
closure S of S in K is a split subtorus of K. Write T for the centralizer of S in K,
and for all a in Φ, write Ua for the a-root subgroup of K.

Lemma.

i) The group T is isomorphic to the Néron model of T over O.
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ii) The multiplication morphism
∏
a Ua→K, where a runs over Φ±

red (for some

ordering of Φ±
red) and

∏
denotes the product over O, is a closed embedding

whose image is a subgroup U± of K that is independent of the ordering of Φ±
red.

iii) The multiplication morphism U− ×O T ×O U+→K is an open embedding.

Proof. Note that that TE equals T , and T (E)1 equals the intersection of T (E) with
G(E)1x. Since T is smooth over O by [9, Lemma 2.2.4], part i) follows from [24,
Proposition B.7.2]. Part ii) and part iii) follow from [24, Theorem 8.2.5]. □

A.3. Let a be in Φred. Let ã be a lift of a to the absolute root system Φ(G,T ),
write Eã for the field of definition of ã, and write Oã for the ring of integers of Eã.
Write ã : T →REã/E Gm for the associated morphism of groups over E, as well as
the induced morphism ã : T →ROã/O Gm of Néron models over O.

Write Ua for the a-root subgroup of G. There are two possibilities:

R1: If 2a does not lie in Φ, then the pinning induces an isomorphism REã/E Ga
∼→Ua.

Moreover, after composing the natural action of REã/E Gm on REã/E Ga with
ã, this corresponds to the action of T on Ua.

R2: If 2a lies in Φ, then the pinning induces an isomorphism RE
b̃
/E Ũa

∼→Ua, where

b̃ denotes the lift to Φ(G,T ) of 2a induced by ã, and Ũa denotes the affine
group UEã/Eb̃

over Eb̃ as in [24, (2.7.2)]. Moreover, there is a natural action

of REã/Eb̃
Gm on Ũa, and after applying RE

b̃
/E and composing with ã, this

corresponds to the action of T on Ua.

The (disconnected) Néron model T naturally acts on root subgroups as follows.

Lemma. The subgroup Ua is normalized by T . There are two possibilities:

R1: If 2a does not lie in Φ, then the pinning induces an isomorphism ROã/O Ũa
∼→Ua,

where Ũa denotes the smooth affine model of Ga over Oã such that Ũa(Oã) ⊆ Eã
equals Ux,a,0 [24, §C.2]. Moreover, there is a natural action of Gm on Ũa, and
after applying ROã/O and composing with ã, this corresponds to the action of
T on Ua.

R2: If 2a lies in Φ, then the pinning induces an isomorphism RO
b̃
/O Ũa

∼→Ua, where
Ũa denotes the smooth affine model of Ũa over Ob̃ such that Ũa(Ob̃) ⊆ Ũa(Eb̃)
equals Ux,a,0 [24, §C.4]. Moreover, there is a natural action of ROã/Ob̃

Gm on

Ũa, and after applying RO
b̃
/O and composing with ã, this corresponds to the

action of T on Ua.
Proof. The desired description of Ua follows from [24, Proposition C.5.1]. Because
T (O) ⊆ T (E) equals T (E)1, this description indicates that Ua is normalized by T .
It also yields the desired description of the action of T on Ua. □

A.4. We will use the following to reconstruct K, which is crucial for our congruence
result. Write X for the smooth affine scheme U− ×O T ×O U+ over O, so that the
multiplication morphism X →K is an open embedding by Lemma A.2.iii). Since x
is a special point, [24, Proposition 7.7.11] and [24, Remark 7.7.6] imply that XO/p
is dense in KO/p. Hence the group law on K over O restricts to an birational group
law on X over O as in [7, 5.1/1].

Proposition. For any scheme Z over O, the birational group law on XZ over Z
depends only on the group laws on (U±)Z and TZ over Z, along with the action of
TZ on (U+)Z .
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Proof. Applying Lemma A.2.iii) to the opposite Borel shows that the multiplication
morphism U+ ×O T ×O U−→K is also an open embedding. Write X−1 for the
smooth affine scheme U+ ×O T ×O U− over O, and write C for the intersection of
X with X−1. Note that the birational group law X ×O X 99K X equals

X ×O X = U− ×O (T ×O U+ ×O U−)×O (T ×O U+)
∼= U− ×O (U+ ×O T ×O U−)×O (T ×O U+)
⊇ U− ×O C ×O (T ×O U+)
⊆ U− ×O (U− ×O T ×O U+)×O (T ×O U+)
∼= (U− ×O U−)×O (T ×O T )×O (U+ ×O U+)
→U− ×O T ×O U+ = X ,

where the isomorphisms are induced by the action of T on U+, and the last mor-
phism is induced by the group laws on U± and T over O. After base changing to
Z, this yields the desired result. □

A.5. We now introduce our setup of close fields. Let n be a positive integer such
that the image of In in Gal(F/E) is trivial. Let E′ be a nonarchimedean local
field along with an isomorphism Trl(E) ∼= Trl(E

′) for some l ≥ n, which induces
an isomorphism Trn(E) ∼= Trn(E

′). Using our isomorphism Trn(E) ∼= Trn(E
′),

we obtain a canonical isomorphism Γ/In ∼= Γ′/I ′n of topological groups (up to
conjugation) [10, (3.5.1)].

Write F ′/E′ for the finite Galois extension corresponding to F/E via the iso-
morphism Γ/In ∼= Γ′/I ′n. We have an isomorphism Gal(F/E) ∼= Gal(F ′/E′), so
descending (Gs

F ′ , T s
F ′ , Bs

F ′ , {xã}ã∈∆) along SpecF ′→SpecE′ via δ yields a quasis-
plit connected reductive group G′ over E′ with a pinning (B′, T ′, {x′ã}ã∈∆) over
E′.

Write S′ for the maximal split subtorus of T ′. Note that we have natural iso-
morphisms X∗(T ) ∼= X∗(T ′) and X∗(S) ∼= X∗(S′) that preserve the absolute and
relative root systems, respectively, as well as the positive roots. By using our pin-
nings (B, T, {xã}ã∈∆) and (B′, T ′, {x′ã}ã∈∆) as basepoints, this induces a canonical
isomorphism A(S) ∼= A(S′). Write x′ for the image of x under the isomorphism
A(S) ∼= A(S′), and write K′ for the unique smooth affine model of G′ over O′ such
that K′(O′) ⊆ G′(E′) equals G′(E′)1x′ .

Write ψ : [−1,∞)→[−1,∞) for the Hasse–Herbrand function associated with
F/E as in [39, Chap. IV, §3], and write υ for the inertia degree of F/E. Recall that
our isomorphism Trl(E) ∼= Trl(E

′) induces an isomorphism Trψ(l)(F ) ∼= Trψ(l)(F
′)

[10, (3.4.1)]. Because ψ(x) → ∞ as x → ∞, for large enough l this yields an iso-
morphism OL/pnυLL

∼= OL′/pnυLL′ for all subextensions L/E in F with corresponding
subextension L′/E′ in F ′, where υL denotes the inertia degree of L/E.

A.6. For the rest of this section, assume that l is large enough as in A.5. The
following is our main congruence result for disconnected parahoric subgroups.

Theorem. For large enough l, the isomorphism Trl(E) ∼= Trl(E
′) induces an iso-

morphism KO/pn ∼= K′
O′/p′n of groups over O/pn ∼= O′/p′n.

Proof. Assume that l is large enough as in the proof of [8, (9.4)]. Then [8, (9.2)]
indicates that our isomorphism Trl(E) ∼= Trl(E

′) induces an isomorphism TO/pn ∼=
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T ′
O′/p′n of groups over O/pn ∼= O′/p′n. Under this identification, [8, (9.4)] implies

that, for all ã in X∗(T ) ∼= X∗(T ′), the square of groups over O/pn ∼= O′/p′n

TO/pn
∼

ãO/pn

��

T ′
O′/p′n

ãO′/p′n

��

R(Oã/p
nυã
ã

)/(O/pn) Gm
∼

R
(O′

ã
/p

′nυã
ã

)/(O′/p′n)
Gm

commutes, where υã denotes the inertia degree of Eã/E.
Let a be in Φred. In the two cases of A.3, the proof of [18, Lemma 4.7] shows

that the isomorphism Trl(E) ∼= Trl(E
′) induces:

R1: If 2a does not lie in Φ, an isomorphism (Ũa)Oã/p
nυã
ã

∼= (Ũ ′
a)O′

ã
/p

′nυã
ã

of groups

overOã/pnυãã
∼= O′

ã/p
′nυã
ã such that the actions of (Gm)Oã/p

nυã
ã

∼= (Gm)O′
ã
/p

′nυã
ã

agree,

R2: If 2a lies in Φ, an isomorphism (Ũa)O
b̃
/p

nυ
b̃

b̃

∼= (Ũ ′
a)O′

b̃
/p

′nυ
b̃

b̃

of groups over

Ob̃/p
nυ

b̃

b̃
∼= O′

b̃
/p

′nυ
b̃

b̃
such that the actions of

R
(Oã/p

nυã
ã

)/(O
b̃
/p

nυ
b̃

b̃
)
Gm ∼= R

(O′
ã
/p

′nυã
ã

)/(O′
b̃
/p

′nυ
b̃

b̃
)
Gm

agree, where υb̃ denotes the inertia degree of Eb̃/E.

Therefore Lemma A.3 yields an isomorphism (Ua)O/pn ∼= (U ′
a)O′/p′n of groups over

O/pn ∼= O′/p′n such that the actions of TO/pn ∼= T ′
O′/p′n agree. By Proposition

A.4, this induces an isomorphism XO/pn ∼= X ′
O′/p′n of birational group laws over

O/pn ∼= O′/p′n. Now KO/pn and K′
O′/p′n are solutions as in [7, 5.1/2] of the

birational group laws XO/pn and X ′
O′/p′n , respectively, so the uniqueness of solutions

[7, 5.1/3] induces an isomorphism KO/pn ∼= K′
O′/p′n of groups over O/pn ∼= O′/p′n.

This yields the desired result. □

A.7. At this point, we begin preparations for our Hecke algebra isomorphism over
close fields. Write Ĕ for the completion of the maximal unramified extension of E,
and write Ŏ for its ring of integers. Write Fq for the residue field of E, and write

φ : Ĕ→ Ĕ for the lift of absolute q-Frobenius.
Choose a uniformizer πF of F . Choose a Z-basis µ1, . . . , µr of the Z-torsionfree

quotient X∗(T )I,tf of X∗(T )I , and choose representatives µ̃1, . . . , µ̃r in X∗(T ) of the
µ1, . . . , µr. Sending µj 7→ NmF̆ /Ĕ µ̃j(πF ) for all 1 ≤ j ≤ r yields a homomorphism

∇̆ : X∗(T )I,tf→T (Ĕ).

Note that ∇̆ is a section of the valuation map v : T (Ĕ)→X∗(T )I,tf , and because v

is surjective with kernel T (Ĕ)1, this induces an isomorphism

X∗(T )I,tf × T (Ĕ)1
∼→T (Ĕ).

Lemma A.2.i) indicates that T (Ĕ)1 equals T (Ŏ). Write T̆n for the kernel of

T (Ŏ)→T (Ŏ/pn), write Tn for the kernel of T (O)→T (O/pn), and write Kn for

the kernel of K(O)→K(O/pn). Note that T̆n, Tn, and Kn remain unchanged if
we replace the groups G over O with their relative neutral components G◦, since
G◦ is open in G, and the only open subscheme of SpecO containing SpecO/pn is
SpecO.
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A.8. We want to compare elements of T (E) with elements of T ′(E′) in a way that
is compatible with Theorem A.6, so we proceed as follows.

Choose a uniformizer πF ′ of F ′ whose image in OF ′/pnυF ′
∼= OF /pnυF equals the

image of πF . Using the image of the µ̃1, . . . , µ̃r in X∗(T
′) ∼= X∗(T ), we obtain

a homomorphism ∇̆′ : X∗(T
′)I′,tf→T ′(Ĕ′) as in A.7 and hence an isomorphism

X∗(T
′)I′,tf × T ′(Ŏ′)

∼→T ′(Ĕ′).
For the rest of this section, assume that l is large enough as in Theorem A.6.

Then [8, (9.2)] indicates that our isomorphism Trl(E) ∼= Trl(E
′) induces an iso-

morphism TO/pn ∼= T ′
O′/p′n of groups over O/pn ∼= O′/p′n; write τ for the resulting

composition

T (Ĕ)/T̆n
∼←X∗(T )I,tf × T (Ŏ/pn) ∼= X∗(T

′)I′,tf × T ′(Ŏ′/p′n)
∼→T ′(Ĕ′)/T̆ ′n.

The proof of [19, Lemma 2.5] shows that τ intertwines the actions of φ and φ′, so
[24, Corollary B.10.14] implies that taking φ-invariants and φ′-invariants yields an

isomorphism τ : T (E)/Tn
∼→T ′(E′)/T ′n.

A.9. Note that the action of K(O) × K(O) on Kn\G(E)/Kn by left and right
translation factors through K(O)×K(O)→K(O/pn)×K(O/pn).

Our comparison from A.8 satisfies the following compatibility with Theorem A.6.
Let t be in T (E), and choose t′ in T ′(E′) whose image in T ′(E′)/T ′n ∼= T (E)/Tn

equals the image of t.

Lemma. Under the identification K(O/pn) ∼= K′(O′/p′n) from Theorem A.6, the
stabilizer of KntKn in K(O/pn) × K(O/pn) equals the stabilizer of K ′nt′K ′n in
K′(O′/p′n)×K′(O′/p′n).

Proof. Let k and k′ be elements of K(O) and K′(O′), respectively, whose images in
K′(O′/p′n) ∼= K(O/pn) coincide. We claim that if t−1kt lies in K(O), then t′−1k′t′

lies in K′(O′), and their images in K′(O′/p′n) ∼= K(O/pn) also coincide. By the
Bruhat decomposition, it suffices to check this in the following two cases:

• If k and k′ lie in T (O) and T ′(O′), respectively, then this follows from T (E)
being commutative.

• If k and k′ lie in Ua(O) and U ′
a(O′), respectively, for some a in Φred, then this

follows from Lemma A.3.

Next, note that the map k 7→ (k, t−1kt) induces an isomorphism

ι :
(
K(O) ∩ tK(O)t−1

)/(
Kn ∩ tKnt−1

) ∼→ stabK(O/pn)×K(O/pn)(K
ntKn).

We have an analogous isomorphism

ι′ :
(
K′(O′) ∩ t′K′(O′)t′−1

)/(
K ′n ∩ t′K ′nt′−1

) ∼→ stabK′(O′/p′n)×K′(O′/p′n)(K
′nt′K ′n),

and the claim implies that the images of ι and ι′ in

K(O/pn)×K(O/pn) ∼= K′(O′/p′n)×K′(O′/p′n)

coincide. This yields the desired result. □

A.10. Let us recall the Cartan decomposition for disconnected parahoric sub-
groups, as well as some of its consequences for Hecke algebras. Choose a Z-basis
ν1, . . . , νs of (X∗(T )I,tf)

φ, and choose lifts t1, . . . , ts to T (E) of the ν1, . . . , νs. Send-
ing νj 7→ tj for all 1 ≤ j ≤ s yields a homomorphism ∇ : (X∗(T )I,tf)

φ→T (E). By
construction, ∇ is a section of the valuation map v : T (E)→(X∗(T )I,tf)

φ.
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Let Λ be a ring. Consider the (noncommutative) Λ-algebra H(G(E),Kn)Λ as in
Definition 1.17, and for all g in G(E), write hg in H(G(E),Kn)Λ for the indicator
function on KngKn. As g runs over Kn\G(E)/Kn, the hg form a Λ-basis of
H(G(E),Kn)Λ.

Lemma.

i) The group G(E) equals the disjoint union∐
ν

K(O)∇(ν)K(O),

where ν runs over (X∗(T )I,tf)
φ,+.

ii) For all ν and µ in (X∗(T )I,tf)
φ,+, we have h∇(ν) ∗ h∇(µ) = h∇(ν+µ).

iii) For all ν in (X∗(T )I,tf)
φ,+ and k and j in K(O), we have

hk ∗ h∇(ν) ∗ hj = hk·∇(ν)·j .

Proof. Since x is a special point, part i) follows from the proof of [24, Theorem
5.2.1]. Next, note that H(G(E),Kn)Λ is base changed from the Λ = Z case, so it
suffices to consider Λ = Z. Then part i) and Lemma A.2.iii) imply that ∆ := K(O),
∆0 := Kn, and D := ∇((X∗(T )I,tf)

φ,+) satisfy [1, Condition H-1] and [1, Condition
H-2]. Therefore part ii) and part iii) follow from [1, Theorem 2]. □

A.11. At this point, we can compare double coset spaces over close fields as follows.
Using t′1, . . . , t

′
s in T

′(E′) whose images in T ′(E′)/T ′n ∼= T (E)/Tn equal the images

of the t1, . . . , ts, we obtain a homomorphism ∇′ : (X∗(T
′)I′,tf)

φ′→T ′(E′) as in
A.10.

Proposition. We have a natural bijection Kn\G(E)/Kn ∼= K ′n\G′(E′)/K ′n.

Proof. Let ν be in (X∗(T )I,tf)
φ,+ ∼= (X∗(T

′)I′,tf)
φ′,+. Note that the diagram

(X∗(T )I,tf)
φ ∇ //

∼

T (E) // T (E)/Tn

∼

(X∗(T
′)I′,tf)

φ′ ∇′
// T ′(E′) // T ′(E′)/T ′n

commutes by construction, so Lemma A.9 indicates that the stabilizer ofKn∇(ν)Kn

and the stabilizer of K ′n∇′(ν)K ′n in

K(O/pn)×K(O/pn) ∼= K′(O′/p′n)×K′(O′/p′n)

coincide. This induces a natural bijection between the set of Kn-double cosets lying
in K(O)∇(ν)K(O) and the set of K ′n-double cosets lying in K′(O′)∇′(ν)K′(O′).
As ν varies, Lemma A.10.i) yields the desired result. □

A.12. Proposition A.11 and A.10 induce a natural isomorphism of Λ-modules

ηn : H(G(E),Kn)Λ→H(G′(E′),K ′n)Λ.

To prove that ηn is an isomorphism of Λ-algebras, we need the following result.
Let C ⊆ (X∗(T )I,tf)

φ,+ be a finite subset, and writeG(E)C for
∐
ν∈C K(O)∇(ν)K(O).

View C as a subset of (X∗(T
′)I′,tf)

φ′,+ ∼= (X∗(T )I,tf)
φ,+.

Lemma. For large enough l, we have ηn(h1 ∗ h2) = ηn(h1) ∗ ηn(h2) for all h1 and
h2 in H(G(E),Kn)C supported on G(E)C .
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Proof. Because Kn remains unchanged if we replace K with its relative neutral
component K◦, this follows from [19, Lemma 4.6]. □

A.13. Finally, we prove our Hecke algebra isomorphism over close fields.

Theorem. For large enough l, the map ηn : H(G(E),Kn)Λ→H(G′(E′),K ′n)Λ is
an isomorphism of Λ-algebras.

Proof. Note that ηn is base changed from the Λ = Z case, so it suffices to consider
Λ = Z. Because Z→C is injective, the Λ = Z case follows from that of Λ = C.

Therefore assume that Λ = C. Let k1, . . . , ka be a set of representatives in K(O)
of K(O/pn), and let ν+1 , . . . , ν

+
b be generators of the monoid (X∗(T )I,tf)

φ,+. Then
Lemma A.10.ii) and Lemma A.10.iii) indicate that the hk1 , . . . , hka , h∇(ν+

1 ), . . . , h∇(ν+
b )

generateH(G(E),Kn)C over C. Now [3, 2.13] and [3, 3.4] imply thatH(G(E),Kn)C
is finitely presented over C, so there exist f1, . . . , fr in the noncommutative poly-
nomial ring C⟨X1, . . . , Xa+b⟩ such that the surjective C-algebra homomorphism

C⟨X1, . . . , Xa+b⟩→H(G(E),Kn)C

induced by the hk1 , . . . , hka , h∇(ν+
1 ), . . . , h∇(ν+

b ) has kernel (f1, . . . , fr).

Write D for max1≤j≤r deg fj . By compactness, there exists a finite subset C ⊆
(X∗(T )I,tf)

φ,+ such that G(E)C contains the D-fold product of G(E){0,ν+
1 ,...,ν

+
b } in

G(E). Assume that l is large enough for C as in Lemma A.12.ii). Since every at
most D-fold product of the hk1 , . . . , hka , h∇(ν+

1 ), . . . , h∇(ν+
b ) is supported on G(E)C ,

Lemma A.12.ii) shows that

fj(ηn(hk1), . . . , ηn(hka), ηn(h∇(ν+
1 )), . . . , ηn(h∇(ν+

b )))

= ηn(f(hk1 , . . . , hka , h∇(ν+
1 ), . . . , h∇(ν+

b ))) = 0

for all 1 ≤ j ≤ r. Hence the C-algebra homomorphism

C⟨X1, . . . , Xa+b⟩→H(G′(E′),K ′n)

induced by the ηn(hk1), . . . , ηn(hka), ηn(h∇(ν+
1 )), . . . , ηn(h∇(ν+

b )) factors through a

C-algebra homomorphism ϑ : H(G(E),Kn)C→H(G′(E′),K ′n)C.
For all 1 ≤ i ≤ a, let k′i be an element of K′(O′) whose image in K′(O′/p′n) ∼=

K(O/pn) equals the image of ki. Note that ηn(hki) equals h′k′i
. Similarly, for all

1 ≤ m ≤ b, we have ηn(h∇(ν+
m)) = h′∇′(ν+

m)
. Therefore Lemma A.10.ii) and Lemma

A.10.iii) indicate that ϑ equals ηn, so ηn is a homomorphism of C-algebras. Finally,
we already saw in A.12 that ηn is a bijection. □
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